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Schooner Horace A. Stone Now
Subscriptions S3 00 per year payable In
Ordered Removed Because Menace
advance; single copies three cents

Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was estab! ished
’n 1P48. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
»n 1882 The Fre* Press was established
Jn 1855 and ln 18» t changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17 1897.
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He scatters enjoyment who can
enjoy much — Lavater.
—
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RESTRICT CUSHING FLATS
Town Takes Action Against NonResident Clam Diggers—Money For
Road Work

To Navigation

The four masted schooner Horace
A. Stone, built in Brewer in 1903, is
branded a menace as she lies crippled
at the Meridian street bridge, East
Boston.
Thc story of the schooner ls the
tragedy of the “lady of the sea," that
reached her peak three years ago
whan she was dressed up as the show
boat and came Into the Kennebec
river to visit the up river communi
ties before cruising along the coast.
Capt. Wlibur Nash of Harrington was
formerly in command.
Hcr downfall was fast, first being
held at a threat to the tradesmen
along T wharf where the craft listed
dangerously. After a storm of pro
test the schooner was moved to the
Meridian street bridge, where last De
cember she was swept by fire.
Friday the waterways department
ordered the owners to remove the
vessel because it is said to be a
menace to navigation.

Curbing voters gathered In a special
•town meeting Friday night and voted
to enforce the restrictions relating
to non-residents digging clams on I
Cushing flats. The sum of <600 was
voted for State Aid Highway, $500 for
the Stone Point Road and $100 to
repair Friendship bridge. It was also
voted that men employed on the State
road project turn in part of their pa.v
Husband (while house-hunting)—
toward settling their unpaid taxes,
"Let's try a bungalow, my dear—then
past and present.
yea won't always be hearing burglars
St. Peter—"How did you get here?'' moving about down-stairs."—Passing
Citizen—“ 'Flu!”—Everybody's.
Show

R. H. S.
MINSTRELS
8.00 P. M.
DANCE AFTER THE SHOW

KIRK’S MUSIC
40 CENTS

R. H. S. AUDITORIUM
37-38
ifgjzjajzjzjzmzjzjzrararaizfzjajzrei

DIG

UP

YOUR USELESS

GOLD
AND GET CASH FOR IT
Your Golden Opportunity is Here. Thousands of

people have joined the Treasure Hunt. Dig up that
useless gold that is kicking around the house and get

cash for it.

All Transactions Private.
BANK REFERENCES

Bring or mail in Gold Teeth, Bridges, Chains,
Watch Cases, Bracelets, Earrings, Nuggets, Etc.—

anything containing Gold in any shape or condition.
MAIL IN YOUR GOLD

Special Attention Given Packages.
We Will
Return Your Package, Prepaid, If You Are Not
Satisfied. Address all packages to

&/>e

Gold Buyer

Care of Narragansett Hotel,

THE COMMUNITY CHEST

Volume 88.................. Number 38

“WILD WEST” IN WARREN

Large Group of Members Rockland Lions and Boys’
Listens To a Series of In-J and Girls’ Club Have Association Decides To Defer Annual Drive- -Frank H. Gunplay On the Banks Of the Georges- Results In
Ingraham Again President
Warrants For Arrest Of Frank Makki
teresting Papers
Happy Session
The March meeting of the Garden
The Boys and Girls Club of Till
a Western thriller, such as you see fully armed, and there was need
In view of genera! conditions, the the directors be given until Aug. 1 to
Club Tuesday at the home of Mra. son avenue held a joint session with
1 in tbe movies on a Saturday was enough for this precaution as they
Emily Stevens was of srecial interest the Rockland Lions Club in the Community Ches-t Association at it-' make their final decision.
It was the opinion that the Home ■ .< taged in Warren Tuesday night, presently found.
ar.d closest attention given by the Undercroft ot St. Peter’s Episcopal annual mcetin?. Monday night, deFor Aged Women and the Red Cross, lacking only in rough riders,
Makki made no response lo Patrol
large number of members present Church yesterday, and the youthful
with funds now in hand can proceed
The scene of the affair was a small man Shaw's demand for surrender
The president, Mrs. Nina Beverage, members did not appear to be at all
as usual for a limited period, when it I camp owned by Lester French of and an attempt was made to smoke
outlined the recent hearing on bill frightened by the “jungle beasts,"
is hoped that changed conditions will Warren, and occupied by a Finlander the man out. The attempt was a
board taxation, and suggested that In fact they were frankly delighted
make more nearly possible a success- who is best known in the town a3 I complete success, but instead of find the club express its gratitude for re with the Lions' roar.
ful
drive.
Frank Makki, although his real name ing a submissive prisoner, the offimoving brown tail moths from tiie
They were also frankly delighted
The directors of the Community is understood to be Frank Slrein. He cers found they had caught a tartar.
trees of this community in a letter to with the chicken dinner which was
Chest Association recognize the fact jj also sometimes known as Frank for Makki, or whoever the man was,
Mayor Richardson A nominating ; served at the Lions' expense by a
| that lt will be necessary to rals?; Hill.
1 shot from the hip, and the posse did
committee comprising Mrs. Gertrude corps cf diligent Episcopal women,
Makki,
or
whatever
his
name
ls,
is
1 some lively dodging as this process
funds
during
the
year
for
the
sup

Wooster, chairman, Mrs. Stevens and with the assistance of Mrs. Jennie
port of the Red Cross and Home For believed by the authorities to be a was repeated eight times,
Mrs. Marv Avery was appointed to re- ! A1Ien Wilson and some of her loyal
Aged Women and the Community- bad egg, and they have information J Patrolman Shaw whose clothing
port a list of officers at the April' he;pers. There were almost too
Chest would welcome all donations which leads them to believe that he 1 was riddled by several shot, returned
meeting. Announcement was made many peas and too much chicken on
at this time. They would be credit- I made a hasty exit from the neigh-1 the compliment and from the interior
of the sessions of the National Coun- some of
plates for &ome of the
ed to these two organizations, and ' boring State of New Hampshire.
cil of the Federation of Garden Clubs klddlcs t0 copc wUh but not a vwU
J credit would be given to the people , The trouble all started over that!
ln Miami. Mrs. Kathleen Fuller is of the ice cream, which served as
J who donate such funds. They would I toothsome little fish known as the |
attending as a delegate from the the dessert course, remained to tell
: not be called upon again this year.
smelt. The men who go down to Ute
Rockland club.
the tale.
These officers were elected:
river ln search of this finny denizen |
Bulletins from the recent Boston
The Lions turned out in unusually
President—Frank H. Ingraham
have long been perplexed by hls non- I
Flower Show were read by Mrs. Grace
large numbers as a tribute to Rev.
Vice President—H. P. Blodgett.
appearance at the dam, and they have j
Lawrence on “The Lady's Slipper," by
, E. O. Kenyon, rector of the church
Secretary—Lenore Benner.
long been suspicious that his arrival
___
Mrs. Angelica Glover on The Trail- i .
.
,
™
.
„
who rs a member of the Lions Club
Treasurer—Chauncey M. D. Keene. there had been prevented by some '"J
•» what they will probably
urg Arbutus, and by Mrs. Helena _. .
„ ,
_
..
and who was assisted as sergeant at
The retiring directors, H. P- man-made device, presumably a seine. :
“?e next lime
Fales on "The Double Conservation !
.
„
...
... , T.
Frank II. Ingraham
, „.
~ ......
| arms by Rev. Erskine Wright.
Blodgett.
Kennedy Crane, J. N.
Albert Sullin, a young man who lx | of the camp came a howl which led
of Bird and Plant Life." These bulle- 1 _. ....
- .
...
.
j
■_
The Introductory feature of the i
Southard and Rev. George Welch . ,atd t0 gtm his teens, went forth the onlookers to believe that the occutins were rich in value, and members
....
,
_ , ,
,
entertainment program was a her-! cided to defer for th? present, its 1933 were elected to serve a three-year J to investigate late Tuesday afternoon, pant had been wounded.
desiring copies may get further de,
. ,
.
.
,
, .. __
_ ...
_
monica trio by Marion Ludwick. drive for funds. It war voted that I term.
A council of war was being held
tall from Mrs. Maud Smith, 71 Sum- _
. _ .
_
1 Grant Davis and Ernest Johnson,
when the situation took a s'ranga
mer street.
.
Mrs. Beverage's paper on "Native 'thref y0Ung pIayers who *“ve made
turn, with flames bursting through
Wild Flowers' was a most interesting
advan<* ln ^eir study of
the roof of the camp.
one. her Information being presented thls p°Puiar muslcal instrument,
That the fugitive should destroy the
frem the viewpoint of a real lover
Klng Lion
supplemented hls
structure
which was affording him
Faithful and Efficient Phone Official Goes On the Pension
ard student of wild flowers. Quota- , weIcomlnS remarks with the mira
shelter perplexed the spectators quite
List—On Leave Of Absence Now
tions from nature poets anu wi Iters 'ductton of Mrs Jennie Allen Wilson,
a bit. but the officials are now inclined
as well as legends lent beauty to it. who organized the children of Tillson
m—...............................
All night long the officers searched to believe that the occupant was de
Mrs. Beverage told of the wlla flowers avenue and vlcinity 23 dmners ago.
stroying some sort of evidence, as hls
Robert M. Packard who will have foreman since 1895, having served j
for Makki
in the order they appear, beginning j
had exacted their promise to
complf ted 39 years with the telephon* under Supt. J. D. Stanford, deceased, and rowing up river he reached a aversion to callers was well known.
with the first "native wild flower" ol ot>e5’ law and order, and was proud
The fugitive stepped from the burn
Asa Jacobs, retired; D. B. Small, now point nearly opposite the Old Settlers'
spring, thc skunk cabbage. Othei.s Of the results attained. In thank- company on July 1st. has been re commercial superintendent; James cemetery, so called, Hls landing thcre ing camp into the adjoining woods,
named in the list taken through the 'ng the Lions for the interest they tired on a pension, and Is now on a ! McDonald, deceased; F. A. Scribner, was marked by a startling occurrence and though the search for him was
summer to the late autumn days were have shown she made special men leave of absence. Few men connected ' district loreman at Bangor; P J. Bell, —the discharge of a shotgun ln his continued into the early hours of yes
arbutus, hepatica, anemone, spring tion of Lion Albert C. Jones who had with the repair and construction de now district superintendent at Ban immediate neighborhood.
terday morning no trace of him was
beauty, dog tooth violet, dandelion. so materially assisted her at Christ partment are better known, and few gor; C. W. Alexander, district con
Sullln oould see nobody, but when found.
1 wild cherry, high cranberries, violet mas time by helping shape many have gone onto the retired list leav struction foreman at Gardiner; and the shot was repeated he did not stoo
With Lieut. Cushman and Deputy
(there being 43 varieties ln the North loose ends.
ing so many friends wherever he has Homer Silsby, district construction to see, for two of the BB shot passed Sheriff Ludwick in charge the search
Sitting beside King Lion Saville at been employed.
ern range) shadbush or Juneberry,
through his right arm below the el was continued shortly after daylight,
foreman at Bangor.
hobblebush, true alder, jack-in-the- the head table were the three officers
Mr Packard was well grounded in
There are some outstanding fea- ! bow, and others struck him on the and the officials were not a little sur
pulpit, lady's slipper, pitcher plant of the Boys and Girls' Club. Hector electrical construction when he joined tures of Foreman Packard's long ! left side of his bock, under the prised to find evidence that the man
triUium. bellwort, yellow cowslip or McDonald president, Doris Blood, the telephone forces for he had al service among them being the fact shoulder blade.
had prepared a meal within 50 feet
marsh marigold, rhedora. buttercup, 1 vice president, and Eleanor Rich- ready served two years with the that he has never been off the peyrcll
bt the camp ruins. The fugitive cerThe boy made record time In row
daisy. black-eyed Susan, wild red ards secretary.
Rockiand. Thomaston & Camden in 39 years; that he has never had a ing down river, and from the neares*. talnly had his nerve with him. Nc
columbine, button bush, St. John's
Hector's cup was running over Street Railway during the Thomaston lost-time accident; and that no mem telephone, nearly two miles away, he other clue was found during the day
1 wort, caraway. Queen Anne’s lace, when King Lion Saville turned over and Highland extensions, and also ber of hls crew has ever been in a summoned Dr. Fred O. Campbell, who anh the man was still at large when
orange hock weed or devil’s paint to him the Lions gavel and bell, and built the trolley line between South serious accident.
attended to hls Wounds
this paper went to press
brush, king devil weed, clover, lire- there was manly dignity about him Paris and Norway associated with
At the same time Deputy Sheriff
Warrants were issued against
Working on a long stretch of line
weed, milkweed, orchid. Indian pipe'. ; in ihe manipulation of both,
Robert H. House. .
construction in a temperature of 22 Robinson was notified of the attack, j Makki last night—one charging
meadew lily. Turk's cap lily, iris, catThe Boys and Girls Club presented
July 1, 1894. he entered the tele degrees below zero would not be con and he promptly set in motion the assault with Intent to kill, and the
tail, water lily, cardinal flower, eve a trio in two selections the rendi phone service as lineman in South sidered *.xactly a pastime, but Vr. strong arm of the law, as represented other charging assault upon an officer.
ning primrose golden rod. asters tion of which showed that the artists Paris under the late Supt. J. D. Packard has done it and regarded it by the State Police and sheriff's deA description of Makki. furnished
fringed gentian, witch hazel, etc.
have musical talent as well as other i Stanford. Sept. 4 of that year he as "all in the day’s work" to say noth- partment.
to The Courier-Gazette yesterday
Mrs. Gladys Morgan, contralto desirable attributes. Chorus sing- went to Massachusetts and was in the ing of working in midsummer on days
Harry Thompson was on duty at the places him as a man of about 5U
with Miss Margaret G. Stahl at the jng rounded out a very happy affair, telephone servioe at Springfield four when the wires were fairly sizzling State Police headquarters in Thomas weighing 190 pounds. 5 feet and 9
piano, presented two groups of songThe arrival of Kenneth V. White years.
ton and suddenly found himself the inches tali, and rather paunchy. He
with heat.
—Would God I Were the Tender with hls cornet was a happy feature
Returning to Maine he was with
When emergency forces were sum busiest man in Knox County, for lt has light hair, what is left of lt. a
Apple Blossom (Old Irish arr. by , of the day—the Lions being glad to j the Vinalhaven & Rockland Tele- moned to Boston years ago to repai: is no easy matter to drum up a posse smooth, ruddy face, and one of thc
William Arms Fisher), I Be Hopin' greet their former brother, and the 1 phone Co. one and one-half years, the damage done by the great sleet ln the night-time. Among those who eyelids is defective. An anchor tat
You Remember by Coningsby-Clarke. children reveling in the music he building the entire system, which storm Foreman Packard was one of responded to his emergency call were tooed on one of his arms is another
Tls Spring by WiU H. Ruebush. A provided.
during his connection with it became those who helped bring order out of State Patrolmen George I. Shaw and distinguishing mark. He wears goldSoft Day by Stanford and All In thc
Lions Estes and Elliot were named known as the Eastern Telephone Co,, chaos, and many times since he has Daniel C. Pray and Deputy Sheriffs bowed glasses, and at thc time he
AprU Evening by Michael Diack.
as entertainment committee for and which he served as superintend- helped repair storm damage here and Wehster, Cavanaugh, Phillips and disappeared is said to have been
Mrs. Beverage announced that the April.
wearing rubber boots and a red
Ludwick.
j ent.
elsewhere.
April meeting would have Mrs.
The officers went to Makki's camp sweater.
In July, 1899 Mr. Packard joined
An activity such as men 20 years
Thompson of Augusta as speaker, her
A WASHINGTON SCRAP
the staff of the New England Tele his junior might well envy is still upon
subject to be "Perns " Mrs Thomp
phone <fc Telegraph Oo. in Hallowell him. and it ls not going to be easy to
Mrs. Belle Brann of Washington
son is an outstanding garden expert
where he served until the New Eng accustom himself to the lack of re
and student and her coming is re was before Judge Dwinal yesterday land and Eastern interests were sponsibility. but the decree of retire
exhibiting two black eyes and bodily
garded with special interest
merged into the Knox Telephone Co., ment has come and he accepts lt with
Sister and Child Of Veaper Grover Unconscious When
bruises which she claimed to have
afterward absorbed by the New Eng the calm philosophy that he would
* resulted from an assault made upon
Discovered By Mrs. Crockett
have accepted a difficult or even dan
APRIL “FUEL” PARTY her by Mrs. Blanche Grierson, a land.
gerous
task.
Mr.
Packard
has
been
a
telephone
LEGION HALL, ROCKLAND
Stickney's Corner neighbor, last Sun
SATURDAY, APRIL FIRST
day. The respondent claimed
Miss Harriet L. Grover and Bar carried them into the oper alr. Mrs.
Cards (2d Floor 7.301
bara, the 3-year-old daughter of Crockett after getting help was part
Dancing 13d Floor 9.30)
ly overcome, also.
Music by thc F. M. M. TRIO
Vesper Grover, of 172 North Main
The baby Barbara was taken to the
Admission 15 Cents
flashlight. Gossip started the trouble.
If a large warship Is available for
“I shall keep your request before street Tuesday had a very narrow home of Mrs. Forest R Pinkerton and
Rockland's Memorial Day observance, me." said Admiral Pratt, "and if any escape from being asphyxiated by revived there.
Mrs. Bari Chaples and Mrs. Donald
it will surely be sent here, according large ship docs become available I gas fumes from a heater.
LEON J. WHITE
fendant.
shall be glad to have it sent to Rock
Mr.
A slight gasping noise by baby Bar Cummings, neighbors aided
to Representative Moran, who has
SPECIAL
land. My home being in Belfast I bara broke ln upon the slumbers of Grover ln giving first aid until the ar
a letter from Admiral William Veazie naturally have the interest of this Mr Grover's mother, Mrs. Crockett rival of Dr. Bartlett, who admin
Waltham Wrist Watch
Pratt to that effect.
section of the country at heart ”
who found the two victims uncon istered restoratives. The patients aie
scious. She summoned her son. who expected to fully recover.
at $7.50
Democrat
“SAUNTERER" EXULTS
pen and ink sketch]. We kids always
thought F. O. had an eye ln the back
A DARK TOWN
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Believes He Has Taken the Season’s of hts head. He could see all right.
Lead For Finding Skunk Cabbage
If I had to live mv life again I would
Unless you found a head of skunk Boothbay Harbor Doesn't Like thc
have made a rule to read some poetrr
cabbage before 10 a. m. March 24 I'm Idea and Will Have Special Meeting and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes ls a
The Saunterer pays his respects to ahead. From now on there'll be
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
i
Sea
Breeze
in
the
following
communi

'sumthin' doin' out-of-doors. We don't
Because Boothbay Harbor, at its
We have confidence in our hanking organizations,
cation:
MY PRAYER
have a garden plot round our chateau, town meeting on March 6. refused to
but at the present time we all find it necessary to re
not ask. my God. for mystic power
The printer man pied the type but so the Middlesex Fells for "The appropriate but $1800 for public light I do
To
heal
the
sick and lame, the deaf
new insurance policies.
and blind;
I got the story about F. O. Young Saunterer" (Over 2200 acres, 20 ing, the town has been ln darkness
I
ask
Thee
humbly
for the gracious
Until the financial conditions change, I invite you
o. k. You might like the enclosed as miles of roads and paths, and I can about two weeks. There have been
dower
Just
to
be
kind.
to let me explain the advantages of our easy premium
a souvenir. I said enclosure bting a walk there In an hour. No automo many near accidents, some people
not pray to see the shining beauty
bile for me.)
payment system.
have walked off sidewalks and others I do
Of highest knowledge most divinely
k-+++++4++«4"i*+-?+++++++++++
“Tell us about the ducks. I saw a fear that the darkness ls an incentive
true;
that, knowing well my simple
lot of sheldrakes today. Yours for the to crime. So much dissatisfaction I prayduty.
•
This I may do.
great out-of-doors."
has arisen that a special town meet
INSURANCE
not ask that men with flattering
ing has been called for tomorrow I do Anger
Limerock Street,
Rockland, Me.
"The war debts situation is calm,* night to see if the town will increase
+
8hould point me out within the
37-39
♦
j observes a Senator. Yes—calm, but
crowded mart.
Its appropriation to the $2500 which But only
+
that the thought of me may
i uncollected.—Atlanta Journal.
,♦
linger
the Central Maine Power Co. asks
♦
In one glad heart.
*
\
il
for its service.
I would not rise upon the men below me.
♦
The town made no appropriation
OUR NEW LINE OF
Or pulling at the robes of men above;
i♦
I would that friends, a few dear friends.
for
a
rest
room
but
in
the
warrant
;*
may know me.
Keya made to order. Keya maae
And. knowing, love.
for the special meeting is an article
Z
to lit locka when original keya are
| Singing a Spring Song!
to see if the town will appropriate I do not pray for palaces of splendor.
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
Has come in Reasonable Prices
J No mailer how old and batOr far amid the world’s delights to
books provide keya tor all looks $500 for remodelling the town build
roam:
tered your hat may be our efficient
without bother.
Scissors and
I
pray that I may know the meaning
ing so as to furnish a public res!
•> workmanship will make it look
Knives Sharpened.
tender
{ clean and fresh as new.
room on the first floor and lown
Of home, sweet home.
Take Home Our Sample Books
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
♦FELT HATS
r X—
offices
on
the
second.
I
do
not
ask that heaven's golden
PYRAMID PASTE AND WALL SIZE

FOREMAN PACKARD RETIRES

TOMORROW

25 CENTS

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, March 30, 1933

Rockland, Me.

Use Park St. Entrance Ground Floor, Next to Lobby
Business Hours: 9 A. M. to 8 P. M.

WERE NEARLY ASPHYXIATED

BIG SHIP MAY COME

To My Insurance Buying Friends

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages”
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston”

Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Dally Except Sunday
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.

Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M.

Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.

Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. Ill

Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip I3-00
Tickets May Be Purchased At
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
Thomaston—McDonald's Drug Store,

JOHN A. BLACK CO.

WALL

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

PAPERS

Three and One-half Cents Per Roll Up

J. C. MOODY
TELEPHONE 12-12

UNION, ME.

i {Cleaned and
■(•Blocked ...............

C- -J

|

|

I -

PHILIP SULIDES
{main street,

rockland;

Crie Hardware Co.

408 MAIN 8T.

ROCKLAND

N-tf

treasure
Upon my little, blundering life be

spent;
"Women take to good hearted men,"
But on. I ask Thee for the perfect
says a writer. Also from, say we.—
pleasure
Of calm content.
Boston Transcript.
^Amos R Wells,

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 30, 1933

Page Two

Every-Other-Day
1-

facturing its own motor vehicle plates
at the State prison in Thomaston. {
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
If the survey reveals that the plates
AT THE CAPITOL
can be made at Thomaston as cheap- j
If ye abide in Me, and My woods
But It’s Not So Terrible If You Follow Advice Of the
ly as they can be purchased or that!
abide in you, ye shall ask what ye
Home Management Specialist
the
savings
will
be
great
enough
to
will, and it shall be done unto you.
! pay for the machinery within three
—John 15:7.
! years, the governor and council are
It would be difficult to convince the mixture is a thick paste Pour
authorized- to go ahead with the plan.
“MAN’S WHOLE DUTY”
husbands
of this, but spring house- into a covered Jar and label.
If the survey shows the Thomaston 1
To make dustless dusters, prepare
scheme not practicable the Secre cleaning is not so bad if a few prepa
We have frequently had occasion
an oil solution using one tablespoon
tary of State must report hls findings rations are planned in advance, be
to observe with pleasure the clear
of oil (either paraffin, cottonseed or
to the next Legislature.
and succinct manner in which that
lieves Edna M. Cobb, home manage linseed) and one pint of gasoline
• • • •
noted daily writer, Arthur Brisbane,
Oov. Brann on Tuesday signed a ment specialist for the Extension Weather permitting, prepare and
comments upon current events.
measure which permits osteopaths to Service, who offers the following use the oil solution out doors, other
Let us listen to what he says of a
wise in room where there is no fire.
take their patients into public hos suggestions on cleaning materials.
matter which some appear to be
Dip the cloth which should be sof:
pitals
under
the
approval
of
the
How about making some of your
lieve is of greater importance to
trustees. The measure proviUes that own cleaning materials, liquid polish textured into the oil solution. Wring
our country than the signing of the
all hospitals receiving public funds j for furniture, for instance, or wax for dry and hang out doors until the
armistice in 1918:
shall
admit, subject to approval of floors, or dustless dusters. Here are gasoline has evaporated. When the I
What is the whole duty of man
dusters become soiled, they may be
the
trustees,
osteopathic physicians I some recipes for these.
in America?
The Beer BUI
According to the Bible it is "to
qualified to practice obstetric surgery i Liquid polish for furniture—One- washed once or twice ln hot soapy
visit the fatherless, and widows
House advocates of this measure t0 treat therein their own paying pa- fourth pint raw linseed oil; one-half water and rinsed before it is neces
in their affliction, and to keep
cleared
the greatest obstacle when on tients in private rooms and that any pint paraffin oil; one fourth pint sary to redip them in the oil solution.
himself unspotted from the
Tuesday
that body voted 105 to 43 j hospital may if it desires set aside turpentine.
world.”
ROCKPORT
to accept the beer amendment which ! certain rooms as an osteopathic unit,
But in civilized 1933, you might
Melt sufficient paraffin to make
believe that the most important
has been presented by Senator Weath- ! Osteopaths who worked fo: passage one-half pint cf liquid oil. Remov*
The
Full
Gospel Mission which has
part of the whole duty of man is
erbee of Penobscot.
! of the measure believe that lt will from stove and flame. Add linseed been closed two months due to the
to drink beer.
The measure would permit manu-jopen eventually to them all public oil and turpentine. Pour mixture into pastor's illness, will be opened Sun
Solemnly, newspapers discuss
the day on which beer drinking
faeture. sale, possession and trans- hospitals,
a bottle with tightly fitting glass day evening, April 2 at 7.30. Services
may begin. Fear is expressed
portation of malt beverages, strike
stopper. Shake well belore using.
will continue as before, every Tues
that in New York a misunder
Floor or furniture wax—One-half day, Thursday and Sunday evening.
standing of the legislature may I out the section defining intoxicating WITH THE BOWLERS
delay beer's arrival by a whole i liquor as of a content of one-half of
pound beeswax, one-half pint tur
[ one per cent, and permit transporta- - In the Augusta-Rockland match at J pentine. one-half cup wood alcohol.
week. What a calamity.
Trouble with our check-and-balThat men up to their necks in ! tion of any and aU liquor when not j the Recreation Alleys Monday night j
Mell wax in pan placed over hot ance system is that there have been
depression, with the world topsy
, Bernard had high string <131) and j water. Remove from file and stir in too many checks, leaving too little |
turvy. should concentrate heart, i intended- for sale.
The bill went through the House * high total. The match was virtually [
mind and soul on a glass of beer,
the turpentine and alcohol. Stir until balance.—Penn State Collegian.
shows how much they amount to.
without any of the expected fireworks, sewed up in the first string when
Next Thursday at midnight will
the only one speaking against it being Augusta took the lead by 123 pins. In
come a new American celebration,
Representative
Oail Laughlin of Port- that string the Augusta scores were
to be called “Brew Year's eve.”
land, who attacked the amendment 118, 131, 107. 106 and 96. Rockland
Beer becomes legal at one minute
after midnight on April 7. as the
as "not germane” and therefore in- led in only one string, the fourth
new year begins one minute after
admissible.
! Stewart of Rockland was runner-up
midnight on December 31. Ho
l
Speaker
Burkett,
however,
ruled
: for high total. The summary:
tels and restaurants will be ready
that the point of order was "not well I Augusta—Ellis 460, Bernard 526.
for “Brew Year's eve" celebrators,
SALADA BROWN LABEL ..
et
taken and that the amendment is1 Kerns 495, McCall 499. Peters 486.
beer steins will be on the tables,
and Joy, presumably, unconfined.
Makes
FIVE
cups
for
ONE
CENT
A
Lb.
germane.”
total 2466
Of the 57 Democrats in the House
Rockland—Lawry 446. Stewart 500,
The Senior High School assembly j 55 voted for the bill as did 50 Repub- Glidden 464, Dudley 441, Thomas 463.
SALADA RED LABEL
Tuesday was a “double-decker" affair,
'/4u>.
. . . America's Finest Tea
j licaas. among the latter being Fogg total 2314.
the first port being devoted to a pro
! of Rockland.
....
gram on the solar system, under the
, Gov. Brann at 11 Jl yesterday j The winning of Friday night's game
auspices of the general science class. I
morning signed a bill which will make between the Wholesalers and Eagles,
Miss Mina E. Tower, teacher. Gl»nna the manufacture and sale of non- ' at the Recreation alleys, will go a long
Rankin acted as announcer, and oth
intoxicating beer legal ln Maine by way towards settling the championers taking port were William Glover, i
July first, unless the provisions of the ship of the Knox County Bowling
David Hodgkins, Neil Little, Claj-on
referendum feature of the Maine con 1 League. Both teams are in thelr
Witham, William Anderson, Ralph ;
stitution be invoked which will de usual form and one of the closest
Tyler. Adelaide Scheilinger, Vera
lay the period until the electorate of matches of the season is promised
Ames, NeUle Teel. Dorothy Plummer, j
the State can have passed upon the
Charles Fraser and Ralph Clark. Thc
Burpee 5. So. Thomaston 0
measure.
second part was a “teaser" for the
’ • • •
Burpee Furniture fooled the dopecoining Minstrel Show of Fr.day
The Maine House of Representa-! sters Tuesday night by taking five
night. Frank Pietroski and Tony Actives Tuesday turned down a bill to} points from the Keagites Charlie
card! ga\e \oca. *-olos. w. h Ma.garet wtabUsh a tax Qn retaU
after Lawry came back into hls own having
Genuine, Heavily Constructed and Guaranteed
Halliday at the piano, both being .
. .
_
given hearty encores. Shirley Ear- short ****
? B^«or h^ single (116) and high total,
hour outlined the highlights of Uie sponsor of the bU1’
the
on* which Incidentally broke his own recshow. At the close Principal Blaisdell
Ia'w
announced that all seniors and by a half-do2*n m*mbers- Eluding
Burpee Furniture - Lawn'. 323:
, .
, . .
... both the Republican and Democratic Thornton. 244; Hanson. 300; Shute.
Juniors attaining an average of £□ i „
, .
_ . .
j
_
Available With Special Deal of Year's Supply of
1
A . .. w
u fl°°r leaders. Parris of Augusta and 26; fitz. 267; total. 1400.
percent in their classes would be
.
' “
'
'
_
Rinso (40 pkgs.) With Each Purchase
Scates of Westbrook.
South Thomaston—Brault, 286,
exempt from the examinations in tha:
• • • •
Simmons, 266; Willis, 278; Ames. 273;
course. The announcement of those
The House Tuesday accepted the Qay, 276; total, 1379.
elected to the National Honor Society j
favorable report on a bill to place a
-----------------was also made, this year's group com
Regularly priced at
"license fee" on chain stores as a
The girl at Lynn who announces
prising eight seniors and four juniors, j
means of revenue. Tompkins of Houi- that she will marry any man who
as already published in this paper.
ton said the chain store measure was will support her parents and her ten
"not a tax biU" but a.license propo- brothers and sisters must be sort of
Three old newspapers of the Sixties
sition and that "the object Is not so mixed up. What she wants to marry ls
Special Price Now
selected at random from a pile taken much income as to correct an un- j the Rockefeller Foundation —Macon
from a Lewiston attic, formed the
balanced situation arising in this I Telegraph.
subject of Arthur G. Staples' essay1 country.”
____________
in Tuesday's Lewiston Journal. One
Gasoline filling stations were exempt
About the only chance of anything
of the papers is "The Jeffersonian,"
1 under the bill and an amendment new m the depression is that if it
published by Ephraim K. Smart, who [ presented by Ploufl of Dexter, as soon keeps on next summer we can blame
went to Lewiston from Camden in
as the favorable report was accepted. Mr Roosevelt for It instfad of Mr
1868. and who in 1860 had „„„„„„
been the : Provid«<1 that storfs- t*1* principal! Hoover —Chicago Tribune.
Democratic candidate for pernor
Qf
________________________________
"The Jeffersonian" supported Eben,
gasoline and petroleus products should
F. Pillsbury for governor, against
exempted
Gen. Chamberlain, but did not out-|
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
last the campaign. Another news-,
tnjeW,
EASY TERMS
paper of that period mentioned by, ..property tQ warehouses. railroads or
Editor Staples was “The Consent
foj.
by rail
vea.
Same Washer with Automatic Pump,
live,” which appears to have been,
wquW nQt
tQ ra{e
Regularly priced at $79.50
conservative in name only as Wendel regulations under provisions of an,
Special Price Now—
Phillips was quoted in its columns amendmenl adopted by
as calling Gen. Grant a trickster, a juesday
a bm regulating operapowerful, long-life motor ...
Washer quality and washer
charlatan, an idoit, a tool In the Tion of trucks for hire on highways
sturdy balloon roll wringer
economy! Cct them both in
hands of those worthless Republican On a division, requested by Senator
. . . porcelain enamel tub,
this brand new WestingSenators who surround him.”
Weatherbee. author of the bill and
inside and out. All this at a
house model that is so
amendment, the Senate adopted the
price lower than waa ever
thriftily priced. Everything
Members of the Rockland Har amendment by a 27 to 3 vote over the
before offered on a West
you want in a washer! Effi
monica Band are asked to remember [
strenuous opposition of Senator Lit-'
inghouse Washer.
to take thelr Federation dues to the j tlefield of York, who succeeded later.
cient aluminum agitator ...
next meeting. The boys named
j howev'er? ffi’hk^taTthe’m’^sure. as
Mrs. Sanborn Wednesday are
' mended( wtabled by a
mw. |
minded to be at her home at 6.45 Frion a dlvWon vote reqUeSted by
day evening. They will bc excused ln | Weathcrbee
time to attend the High School min- ;
«...
strel show. Those absent at the last
The Murchie Bill to abolish pri
rehearsal are asked to be sure and mary elections in Maine and substi-I
Regularly
attend all remaining ones—Charlotte tute a modified form of conventions
Priced at
Staples, Priscilla Staples, Ruth Sea- for nomination of candidates to elec
bury. Donald Chaples, Jeanne Palmer, tive offices, was turned down in the
James Harding, Alice Barton. The House Tuesday by an overwhelming |
few remaining weeks of preparation majority.
for the State contest make it ve:y
The bill, introduced early in the
Special Price
urgent that all the members attend session by Senate President Murchie
Now
every rehearsal.
1 of Washington, had been passed in |
the upper branch and came Into the,
Chester T. Marshall, formerly of , House with thc addltional bacldng of
Port Clyde has joined the sales staff a maJorlty ..ought to pass
pass- report
of the Winton Engine Corooration from the committee on Judiciary.
of Cleveland. Ohio, and will have
But the House was apparently com Special price for the bal
hts headquarters at the New York mitted against the bill before it came j
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
ance of this week.
office, 10 East 40th street. Mr. Mar up for action and a half dozen mem
EASY TERMS
shall has been engaged in the sale bers blasted it out of the legislative l
Thev’re worth $7.50
Washes and Dries Them To Perfection
of marine engines in the eastern picture. In rapid succession Repre
Same Spinner Washer with
district for more than 25 years, and sentative Crowell of Weston, Vallcly
his long experience qualifies him to of Sanford, Smith of Vinalhaven,
Pump.
Regularly priced at
New Spring Suits and
discuss marine power requirements. Rounds of Portland. Ashby of Fort I
$139.50. Special Price Now—
Incidentally he has done much to Fairfield and Lebel of Brunswick at-|
Topcoats arriving daily
turn business into this section of the tacked the bill as "a pernicious piece
Small Down Payments or Easy Terms
of legislation" and the House roared I
State.
Above Prices For Limited Time Only.
its acceptance of the "ought not to 1'
Ask For a Demonstration Today
A Washington despatch to the Press pass" minority report without a roll
Herald yesterday said that Peter call.
Isaacson wa.. in Washington to con- :
•
suit tha Comptroller of the Currency \ The House passed an order, introregarding several banks, including the duced by Lebel of Brunswick, provid-1
WESTINGHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
Rockland, Th< maston and Camden ing for a survey under supervision of
ROCKLAND, ME.
492 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 260-W
National banks and the City National , the Secretary of State to determine j
37-39
Bank of Belfast.
I the practicability of the State manu-'

SPRING HOUSECLEANING HERE

The Courier-Gazette

The lowest priced fine tea
you can buy
4
I□

23e

'SALADA' TEA
Do You Know

You Can Save $24 to $45 on a New

Westinghouse

$6950

$ 1/X50

»58“

Westinghouse
Spinner Dryer

NATIVE VEAL

$5.95

ALL WOOL TWEED
RAIN COATS

■

$985«

5108“

Gregory’s

G. A. LAWRENCE CO., *•

VEAL CHOPS, lb

25c

LAMB SPECIALS
Fores

Chops
POUND
>UND

POUND

POUND

10c

eats
BONELESS RIB

15c

ROAST, lb

19c

Foods foi’Thi ift
“Good To The Last Drop”

CHUCK

10c

ROAST, lb

MAXWELL

® JC3C

29

HOUSE
RUMP

OF BEEF

ROAST, lb

15c

COFFEE
POUND

ROAST

11c

PORK, lb
FANCY

19c

FOWL, lb

BAKER’S COCOA, half pound tin,
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE, cake,
FREE RUNNING SALT, 4 packages,
PILLSBURY’S PANCAKE FLOUR, 2 pkgs
BROKEN SLICED PINEAPPLE, 2 large cans
SODA CRACKERS, 2 pound box,

10c
19c
19c
15c
25c
25c

SMALL FRYING

CHICKENS,

U7c

Fresh Vegetables

STEAKS

FRESH CRISP

Round Steak, lb.

20c

Boneless Sirloin, Ib

25c

Rump, lb

25c

Cubed, Ib

25c

Peck
1 Bottle Lemon <2
1 Bottle Orange »2
8 Famous Recipes New Potatoes, 5 lbs

Free

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

With Every Bottle

HAM to Fry, lb

OF

SWEET PICKLED

HAM, lb

Foss’

20c

53<

PORK CHOPS
LAMB LIVER
SAUSAGE PATTIES
HAMBURG STEAK
STEWING BEEF
STEWING VEAL
STEWING LAMB
BONELESS

- —

POT ROAST, lb

1 OC

Here’s Big Value

ROYAL CHOCOLATE
PUDDING

25c

Fancy Cukes, 2 for

25c

10 lb Bag Onions

23c

NORTHERN SPY

23c

Mellowed Vanilla

APPLES, peck

VALUE FOR 31?

Carrots, 4 bunches

23c

Celery, 2 bunches

23c

Newly Corned Middle Rib Beef, Ib
Fancy Brisket,
lb

07c
14c

(For Limited Time Only)

CABBAGE FREE
SPECIAL!
2 lbs. 25c

15c

SPINACH

HEAVY

Fresh Fruits 1
Grapefruit, 5 for
Fla. Oranges, 2 doz
Pineapples, each
Bananas, 4 lbs
Eating Apples, dozen
FROZEN
STRAWBERRIES

CREAM, >/2 pt.

25c
29c
15c
25c
29c

.j xx
1 UC

MEDIUM

q

CREAM, Vi pt.

OC

SILVER LEAF
qr
PURE LARD, 4 lb ^«)C

2 boxes 25c

ROYAL
BAKING

Special!

New Low

Powder
12 oi. Tin

2 cans

37c

9c

BY POPULAR REQUEST WE OFFER AGAIN

KAY-DIPS
PEANUT STUFFED
with the purchase of
3 PACKAGES
ROYAL
OQ
DESSERTS
Get yours toay!

BISQUICK
Perfect Bisquicks
(bb cults)
in a
jiflfy!
Just add
milk or water.
Als 3 makes de
licious
muffins,
waffles, shortcake
etc.

DATES lb

29c

Made At Home By Kathleen O’Hara

FISH SPECIALS
Our Usual High Quality

OYSTERS, pint,
PINK SALMON, Can,
MACKEREL, Pound,

29c
10c
05c

SLACK SALTED

POLLOCK, Pound,

07c

FULL SIZE
2!4 Ib Package

GINGER ALE

29c

3

CANADA DRY

LARGE

BOTTLES
CONTENTS

TABLE SALT

jg
4Mr
V
ra/

$15 to $25

■

30c

BONELESS ROAST lb 20c

New

$12gs°

VEAL STEAK, lb

l NO WASTE-

10-lb
bag

/J

NO BONE -

Reach/to Serve

3

45c

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 30, 1933
Miss Mildred Ryan heads an •‘net- j TONIGHT'S CONCERT
WHAT IT MEANS
getic committee of St. Bernard's la
dies which holds a food bazaar Sat Alexander Kaminsky Will To Be a Member of National
urday at the Fuller-Cobb-Davis store.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 31—Rockland High School min
strel show
March 31 — Vlnalhaven — Senior class
cabaret.
April 1—Knox Pomona Orange meets
with Warren Orange.
April 6—Friendship—American Legion i
get-together, auspices Wllllams-Brasler
Post.
April 7—(3 to 9.30) Woman's Educa
tional Club meeting at G. A R hall.
April 7—Thomaston—Senior play. "It!
Happened In Hollywood." at Watts hall.
April 9—Palm Sunday
April 10—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs Edith Bird.
April 16—Easter Sunday.
April 20-21 — Camden — "Stepping
Around." presented for hospital benefit.
April 21—13 to 9.301 Regular meeting j
of Woman's Educational Club at O A R.
hall.
April 22—State contest of harmonica
bands at Portland.
April 27—Huntley-HIll Post, V.F.W..
has housewarming In new hall.
May 13—Annual meeting of Maine
State Hand Engine League ln Bath.
June 14-15—Orand Army and allle^
bodies meet ln Bangor.
June 25-30—Rotary International holds
Its world convention ln Boston.

Page Three

Hear a Former Actor Tell the
Truth About the Theatre

‘Why I Left the Stage’
An Adddress by

There will be a public supper Sat
urday, 5 to 7, at St. Peter’s Church ln
the Undercroft, with Mrs. R. E. Estes
as chairman.
_____
The Auxiliary of Hur.tley-Hili Pest,
VT.W , is to have a public supper
Saturday from 5 to 7 at their hall on
Main street (over Newberrys», with
Mrs. Myra Watts in charge.

Be Heard At First Baptist
Church

WE GIVE
GOLD BOND
STAMPS or
S. & H. GREEN
1 STAMPS

Honor Society — Worth
While Aims

The Kaminsky violin recital to be
given in the First Baptist Church to[ night has'attracted widespread atteni tion. Alexander Kaminsky is the famous Russian violinist who was decorated by Czar Nicholas shortly before

s

What is a, national honor stu
dent? many persons Inquired when
SIMONTON’S
Recently Pastor of Clarendon St.
they read in Tuesday's issue the
Church, Boston
names of the Rcckland High School
CORSET DEPT.
students who had achieved that dis
tinction. It was briefly explained ln
that issue that the requirements are
At 7.15 P. M.
scholarship,
leadership, service and
Members of the Universalist
character. Pupils must rank in
church school and parents are in
upper third of class before being
vited to the parlors tomorrow eve
Rockland
considered.
ning to enjoy a program of miscel
38’ lt
The service as interpreted is;
laneous entertainment. The hour is
Willingness to render cheerfully
7 o’clock.
The Winslow-Holbrook Fife and
and enthusiastically any service to
John M. Richardson, advertising
Drum Corps will have a military drill
the school whenever called upon.
WEATHER
at the cement plant Sunday after manager of The Courier-Gazette was
A willingness to do thoroughly any
guest speaker at the meeting of the
Our good friend Sam Morrill's pre noon.
assigned service in school procedure
Camden-Rockport Lions Club last I
dictions for next month are not very
or student government, such as act
Freeman Herrick Auxiliary, Span evening at Wadsworth Inn. his topic
reassuring, but these last days of
ing as proctor, citizenship commit- .
March are ones to be enjoyed with ish War Veterans of Camden, has ex being “My Job.”
teeman. or serving voluntarily on
POUFF, $2.50
out reservations. The local record of tended an invitation to Ralph Ulmer
the staff of the school publication.
Maurice son of Mr. and Mrs. Philip
lair has been unbroken for a week Camp and Auxiliary to attend sup
I etc.
,
A
wi>p
of a girdle for slim young
now, and the bolder feminine spirits per Monday at 6.30. followed by a Crockett of Stonington is one of the
A readiness to show courtesy to
juniors. The size of a rose petal.
students
who
will
present
class
gifts
It •.trtlrhes to rmooth out your
are venturing on straw headgear, well "Snipper Party.”
visitors by acting as big brother or
at the Maine Central Institute com
curves. For girls 8 to 14, misses’
in advance of Easter. Rideout says
sister to underclassmen, or assisting
14 to 20—$2.50.
mencement
this
spring.
The
Crock

that bright sunshine will continue to*
A bargeload of coal for the cement
students behind in their work.
etts
formerly
resided
in
this
city.
day and that the temperature will plant was discharged at Maine Cen
, A willingness to offer oneself as a
warm up a bit, with a return to cold tral wharf this week, and another is
MINX, $3.50
Heibert Kalloch of Amesbury Alexander Kaminsky, Russian violin- representative of hls class or school
weather tonight. This morning the due. Unfortunately this news is not street while engaged in cleanup out Ii 1st who will appear tonight at Flrsl in interclass or Interscholastic comJust a bit more girdle for older
barometer was 30.7 and temperature accompanied by any statement as a chimney Sunday slipped from the 1 Baptisl Chureli
petition.
sister who doesn't sland very
38; at noon yesterday, 48. Wind is to when operations will be resumed ladder falling on a picket fence One
straight.
Lightweight, soft, ot
A willingness to uphold scholarship
at the Thomaston plant. This de of the pickets pierced his abdomen,
He was |and maintain a loyal school attitude.
northwest, and tomorrow is likely
two-way stretch Lastex—$3.50.
the fall of the Romanoffs, nc woo (
sirable event will, of course, be gov and although the wound was severe,
be fair also.
A willingness to render any other
formerly of the Royal Grand Opera
---------------------31 erned by business and industrial con no internal injury was sustained.
in Moscow and a great favorite with worthwhile service to the school, or
NIPS, $5.00
Trcop 11 of South Thomaston will ditions.
the late Czar. Since the Russian through the school to the com
re-register at Friday night's meeting
The first golfers of the season made revolution he has played around the munity.
Have you a roll above the waist
Strollng on the beach near the their appearance on the Country Club
line? Nips has a 3-Inch cuff
All Scouts who wish to re-register
Leadership is interpreted to mean:
world. About two years ago Mr.
ABOVE the waistline to do away
with this troop should be present; Samoset Hotel Sunday, Carl H Sonn ccurse Tuesday, tlie group including
Demonstrating a degree of ini
Kaminsky was remarkably convert
with the roll—$5.00.
tag picked up a prescription blank Mr. and Mrs. Everett A. Munsey and
aho boys who wish to join.
ed, and now this famous artist is tiative in the classroom activities
bearing the firm name of Wiggin & Mrs. F. A. Tirrell Jr. To Mr. Munsey
using his musical talents for the glory which leads to higher scholarship
Red. white and blue Rasters nip- Rose, druggists and apothecaries. went the distinction of losing the first
SENSATION, $5.00
of his Messiah. He will tell of his for all.
ncunce a boxing benefit show in Au-, This concern was established in 1848. baU.
Showing
initiative
in
promoting
conversion from Atheism. This con
The all In one with net uplift ban
gusta City Hall tomorrow night. Hig and succeeded C. P. Fessenden. Mr.
secrated artist preaches sermons on any high school activities.
deaux and girdle of two way
Sonntag
has
some
curiosity
to
know
Tonights
smoker
at
American
feature will be a double-five by Ossie
stretch Lastex for mbs or matron
Successfully holldng school offices,
the violin which touch the heart.
Stewart cf Augusta and Billy Halm how long the concern remained in Legion hall offers excellent head
who likes one unbroken figure
Free tickets have been issued by committee chairmanships, and other
business, and lt is possible that some liners—Phelps and Cocoran with the
line. Sizes 32 to 38—$5.00.
of Saint John. N. B.
the co-operating pastors, and ticket [Positions of responsibility,
reader of this item may tell us. The mitts and Vito Menone vs. “Dump"
Plans for the Easter observance will prescription, by the way. was filled Monaghan on the mat. Those who I holders will be admitted first up un- Contributing ideas which may be
til 7.30. After that all may enter. {incorporated in the civic life of the
We inrite your Inspection of
be considered by Claremont Com out by Dr. J. Stevens, who had an saw the Phelps-Oocoran "go" at the,
these wonderful garments.
school.
ma ndery next Monday night; ansa office on Winter street.
last smoker will want to see If Coco
MRS. MARY A. ORCUTT
This Ls the original two way
A student may gain recognition in
the entertainment for Dunlop Com
ran proves as good a man as he then |
slretrh garment Nothing better
mandery of Bath when it comes he$p
Will Roekland have roller hoc.vey looked to be. And the crowd will1 Mrs. Mary <Ames) Orcutt, died character:
ran be purchased.
.....
By meeting his individual obliganext winter? Such seems to be the naturally
in May. Supper at 6.30.
want to see if Vito Me- | March 21 at the home of heT son. tions t0
the school promptly and
prorpect. Frank B. Allen, who man
Mctor cars owned by James A. Han ages the Spanish Villa rink, is In re none can continue his good record George g. Orcutt, Cedar street, where completely.
against Monaghan, who, by the way, she was taken following an 111 tum, j By demonstrating an honest spirit
rahan of this city and Dr. Pvttapieee ceipt of a letter from a Portland pro
is a member of St. George baseball
THE CITY BEAUTIFUL
of Camden collided at the corner of moter, who writes that plans are in
which she suffered about a week in his class worlt and a spirit of corteam. There will be other bouts—
Main and Park streets Tuesday. The the making for a Maine polo league
previous. She was born in Rockland
and •IncerHy toward his| In thc homeland (ar away.
wrestling and boxing—and plenty of
When the sky waa cold and gray
occupants were not injured but the next season, and that he would like
„
...
. _
. teachers and student associates.
And the wintry winds blew strong.
music.
Nov. 23. 1865, daughter of George L. By
cars looked as if they had been in the to see Rockland represented. Ban
actlvely helping to rid the, And snow was drifting over all
and Lizzie (Ott) Ames. A portion school of bad Influences or environ-; I wondered then where I should' go
tpttle of Oeorges River.
gor, Augusta. Lewiston and Portland
To escape thia land ol ice and anow
THIRD LARGEST CITY’
Then memories sweet came back to
of her girlhood days was passed in ment.
are said to be ready to place club > in
me.
Commencing Monday at Park The such a league. It is believed that the
By upholding the ideals of the
Of the Sunshine City by the sea.
According to the latest census the South Thomaston. She also attendatre there will be a change in policy, Spanish Villa can be easily converted
And so I hastened o'er the sea
population of Greater Tokyo is 5.311,- ed high school in Camden, later lived | cilrtstian organization of the schcol
with four complete changes'of pro into a polo rink and furnish libera’
To reach that land that beckoned me.
ere she was a sue°CCaSk>n aff°rds °PpOr‘
000.
making
it
the
third
largest
city
|
j
n
Northport
Where life ts one long happy day.
gram instead of three. There will be seating capacity. If you want to see
With friends we meet along the way;
cessful teacher in the school*
“fiy’constantly demonstrating such
Where thoae who come are ever blest
complete change in programs Mon this done, polo fans, say so to Mr ln the world. Ten years ago lt was
With happiness and perfect rest.
sixth:
being
surpassed
by
London,
days, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Allen.
In this wonderland where flowers
In 1883 she was married to George quality of personality, honesty, reliagrow
New
York,
Berlin,
Paris
and
Chicago.
Fridays, all features being first run
And gentle zephyrs sing soft and low;
E. Orcutt of Northport, who died bility, promptness, achievement, and
in Rockland with some very flne pic
Ronald K. Somes of Wa'.doooro
Where those who are tired, with care
British officials hasten to Oeneva seven years ago. They moved to morality as are indispensable to the
and strife,
tures which will be worth seeing.
Garage, a former Rockland boy, is and with luck hope to prevent the Lynn, Mass, and resided several J finest young manhood and woman
And (alter along the Journey of life;
Find health renewed, and Joys un
doing lots of demonstrating with the disarmament conference from in years, returning to South Thoma-s- hood.
fold
Er. R. W. Bickford who attended
50 ton; coming later to this city, at 43,
With hope more precious far than
the Kent's Hill alumni minion at new Ford in this city and vioinlty, creasing armaments more than
gold.
! Maverick street, which had been the j A nerve specialist says that, when
Hetel Bradford, in Boston. Saturday and his enthusiastic words backed up percent —Washington Poet.
We do rejoice that we are here
' home of the deceased the past 34 | he is confident that he has cured n
by
the
car's
performance,
do
not
Iu this beautiful city now so dear—
night, unexpectedly found himsQf
patient,
he
gives
him
a
shock
in
order
years.
Mr.
Orcutt
the
last
years
of
j
St. Petersburg, ever loyal to thee.
BORN
somewhat cf a hero. Eve-ybody liad fall on deaf ears. With Somes at KOLJONEN—At Spruce
We'll sing thy praises o'er land and
Head. March 24. his life was proprietor of the small! to prove the success of the treatment
the
wheel
the
writer
enjoyed
one
ot
sea.
(
to Mr and Mra. Eino Koljonen. a
something to say about his daughter^
He
just
hands
him
the
bill,
we
pre

—Mrs. M. C. Hamilton of Thomaston.
store at 650 Main street known as
daughter, Father Ida.
these
demonstration
trips
in
a
Ford
operatic triumph in Milan, and taken
In the St. Petersburg Evening Indepen
LINDSEY—At Warren. March 28. to Mr "Orcutt's Post Card Station." Since sume.—Hie Humorist (London).
dent.
forcibly to thc stage he was intro deluxe Tudor Tuesday. The ma
and Mra Maurice Lindsey (Lillies Ken
hls death Mrs. Orcutt had carried on i
niston I. a daughter. Maxine Lillies.
duced as "the bald-headed father of chine has oodles of speed, ls easy to
the business, not having missed a
kook at, and embodies all the latest
ths famous singer.”
MARRIED
day,
rain or shine, during the seven
gadgets.
One
of
the
first
deliveries
ORAY-SIMMONS—At Roekland. March
------Hl
23. by Rev L. O Perry. Frank Oray ol years. She always met her custom-1
Those who stay away from the was to Hervey B. Allen of Camden.
Camden and Ernestine Simmons ol
ers with a kindly word and pleasant I
Rockland.
RHS. Minstrels, tomorrow night at
Food
sale
Saturday,
Fuller-CobbCARROLL
- KIMBALL — At Rockport. smile. Especially did the children
the aditorium, will miss a real treaV
March 28. by Rev. O. F. Currier. Thomas
J. Carroll of Warren and Mrs. Mary O like to go to her with pennies for
Talent of a wide variety has been Davls store, auspices Ladles of St.
Kimball ol Boothbay Harbor.
drawn from the student body, with Bernard's Church, Mhored Ryan SHEA - LADD — At Deer Isle. March 11. their school supplies.
chairman.
Beans
and
rolls
special
A Standard Make of Varnish, Light in Color,
Mrs. Orcutt was highly esteemed in
by Rev. John Fitzpatrick. Edward D
many novelty features Introduced in
Shea ol Stonington and Miss Hilda C. the community. By her kindly genial
Heavy
in Body. Dries dust free in four hours.
the program. The coach Miss Ade —adv.
Ladd ot Brownville.
manner and disposition she was enlaide E Cross, a graduate of the new
Made
for
use on interior trims, floors, porch ceilings,
Public supper Saturday 5 to 7 by _____ „
k
! deared to a'J and made many friends.
England Conservatory of Music, is an
front
doors,
etc.
Auxiliary of Veterans Poseign Wars,
Leland S Hager, formerly of Union. She WlU be missed from her place of
accomplished vocalist and pianist.
at hall on Main street (over New
aged 46 years.___________
, (j^mess antj j,y many friends and
Only the seating capacity of the au
berry’s). A tempting bill of fare —
neighbors.
IN MEMORIAM
ditorium is being sold which deems it
In loving memory of Clifford H. Oardner,
adv.
She leaves one son. Oeorge B Oradvisable to procure tickets in ad
who passed away March 31. 1932
Sadly missed by hls mother. Mrs. Edna > cutt; a grandson. Kenneth of this
vance. Seats are not being checked
Oardner. and family.
•
1 city; and a niece, Mrs. Blanche
From the editorial column of the
CARD OF THANKS
Graves of South Thomaston.
We wish to extend our heartfelt
Lewiston Journal: "Everybody lias
Funeral services were held from
thanks and appreciation to all neigh
bors and friends for thelr many ex
been having a holiday, except news
AT
pressions of love and sympathy during the home of her sdn. The floral
papers. And did anyone ever work
our bereavement; also for the cars of- tributes from loving friends were
fered. and the beautiful flower* sent,
harder than the newspaper has
especially the Union Aid, M E Aid very beautiful. Rev. H. H. Marr of
Friendship factory. Mr. and Mr* Levi
worked for the past two weeks. Never
DISTRIBUTORS OF PURE LINSEED OIL, PURE SPIRITS TUR
Noyes. Mr and Mra. Walter Wotton and ficiated. The beareTs were A. W.
so much news. Never so Important
PENTINE, HOUSE AND AUTO PAINTS, WHITE LEAD,
Mr. and Mrs Isaac Poland.
Otegory, Capt. Henry J. Johnson,
*
Herbert Benner and family.
PUTTY, PAINT BRUSHES, ETC.
fcr the reader. Never (if we do say
Oeorge Hafl and Gershcm Rollins.
456
MAIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND
it) more helpful in ite constructive
CARD OF APPRECIATION
The interment was at Achorn ceme
I wish to express my appreciation to
ness. Is not a good newspaper a good
1932 Chevrolet Coupe
tery.
, the people of Thomaston whose support
thing for the community? Especial-'
, made possible my election as selectman
1930
Essex
Coach
William T. Smith.
ly if it be accurate, informative and
March 30. 1933
1931 Ford Sedan
entertaining. Please don't send ycur
ASSESSORS' NOTICE
, The Assessors of the Town of Thomnewspaper a bouquet; send an ad."
1930 Oldsmobile Coupe

Rev. Paul Gerard Jackson

Friday Evg., April 7

IMONTON’
DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Straat
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Humming bird* may l»e inex

pensive, but

they

i

s

More New Styles in Our

will NEVEF

Famous

be “cheap".

House Dresses

Growing Up
with the
SENSATION
Family
Now

First Baptist Church

ASK FOR
8. & H. GREEN
STAMPS or
GOLD BOND
STAMPS

ANNOUNCING OUR ADVANCE
SHOWING OF

NEW SPRING SHADES
ia

fjumrainq Bird
KMX FASHIONED HOS1IHY
yon oeo these beautiful
new creations we know you
resist their appeal!

'•■n't

79c - $1.00
and up

Of Best Quality, Fast
Color Materials

$1.00 $1.95

J. SIMONTON CO.raJzgragragjajzjzmzfzjzrajzrajb

“THE OLD HOMESTEAD”
ASSORTED CHOCOLATES

Packed in Pound Boxes—26 Varieties
Take Home a Box for Sunday

25c Pound
CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS

ROCKLAND, ME.

FREE VARNISH

SPECIAL SATURDAY ONLY

Gallon,
Half Gallon,
Quart,
Pint,

ALWAYS the BEST

H. H. CRIE & CO.

Lowest Prices and
Terms

A record crowd skated at the Span
ish Villa rink Tuesday night, which
has come to be known i- Manager
Allen’s schedule as "confetti night.”
A whole busload of young Camden
skaters drifted onto the scene in tik»
early evening, and added much to
thc jollity of the occasion. Tonight
sees the last of the elimination con
tests for graceful women skaters. On
Thursday night of next week a big
crowd will be on hand to see who is
named the champion woman skater of
the city.
______________

1932 Oldsmobile 8 Sedan
1928 Erskine Coach

I
'
i
i
[

1931 Willys Sedan
■

1929 Buick Sedan
1930 Ford Coupe

1931 Chevrolet Coach

1932 Ford V-8 Coupe

I

1930 Durant Sedan

Many others to choose

,

from

A*

Public supper Saturday 5 to 7 in
the Undercroft of St. Peter's Church.
Beans, salads, rolls, cold meats, cake,
doughnuts, etc., all for 35 cents—adv.

,
[

Prices range from

$35.00 to $775.00
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US
BEFORE BUYING

Leon J. White who is now locate!
in J. F. Carver's store, is offering!
special low prices for the present. As I
has always been customary, he buys RANKIN ST.
old gold.—adv.

i

E

$3.75 a half gallon free
$2.00 a quart can free
$1.10 a pint can free
60c a half pint free

I

ROCKLAND

|

aston hereby give notice to all persons
liable to taxation In said Town, that
they will be ln session at thelr Office In
Watts Block In said Town on the 6th
7th. 8th of April, at 2 to 5 P. M for
the purpose of receiving lists of polls
and estates taxable ln said town
All such persons are hereby notified
to make and bring to said Assessors true
and perfect lists of thelr polls and all
thelr estates, real and personal, not by .
law exempt from taxation, which they
were possessed of. or which they held
as guardian, executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of
April. 1933. and be prepared to make
oath to the truth of the same.
When estates of persons deceased have
been divided during the past year, or
have changed hands from any cause, the
executor, administrator or other persons Interested: are hereby warned to
give notice of such change, and in de
fault of such notice will be held under
the law to pay the tax assessed although
such estate has been wholly distributed
and paid over.
Any person who neglects to comply
with this notice will be Doomed to a
tax according to the laws of the 8tate.
and be barred of the right to make ap
plication to the Assessors or County 5
Commissioners for any abatement of
hls taxes, unless he offers such list with
hls application and satisfies them that
he was unable to offer It at the time
hereby appointed.
OEOROE O FRISBEE
J HERBERT EVERETT
CHESTER O. OVERLOCK
Assessors.

March 29, 1933.

38-39

WE HAVE4 TAKEN THE AGENCY
FOR

CHRYSLER # PLYMOUTH

SOCONY

for oil ranges

CLEAN

▼

BURNING

E. O. PHILBROOK & SON

PROMPT
DELIVERY

ECONOMICAL

SALES and SERVICE

632 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
PHONE ROCKLAND 115

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 30, 1933

Page Four

V. S. Branch

When Children get
Out-ol-Sorts

Fretful, “peevish” youne-ones who
eat too much sweets or rich (ood often
develop worms and constipation.

Dr.TruesElixir

WHITTS

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

^WTHoirrA

GARDEN?

Laxative Worm Expeller

Reuair Wcrk On Established Lawns
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SUN INSURANCE OFFICE, Ltd.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Stocks and Bonds ................. $5,528,104 89
Cash tn Offlce and Bank ....... 455.926 85
Agents’ Balances .... .................
i?
Interest and Rents ..............
57.713 45
All other Assets ....................... 159.999 J18

Oross Assets ......................... $6,869,488 55
Deduct Items not admitted .... 306.062 64
Admitted
.......... -.............. $6,563,425
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
' Net Unpaid Losses .................. $792,259
Unearned Premiums .............. 3.467.729
All other Liabilities .............. 487.402
, Statutory Deposit .................... 400.000
I Surplus ever all Liabilities .... 1.416,034

91

00
73
98
00
20

23
24
25
scverhr j their roots several Inches bc- ;
Total Liabilities and Surplus $6,563,425 91
ARTHUR L ORNE, Inc , Agts.
low the surface.
30
Z7 s 2b
Zb
29
Rorkland, Knox County
38-Th-44
The first application of plant food
SI
33
should be at the rate of 4 pounds per |
THF. ALLEMANNIA FIRE INSURANCE
31
COMPANY
100 square feet. A lighter applicaof Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh, Penn.
34
ASSETS
DEC 31. 1932
t
cn
of
two
pounds
per
100
square
B4. Octavus Roq Cohere
Wk
Real Estate .......................... .. $220 562 25
SW
feet should be given in June, and a
Mortgage Loans ....................... 2.044.620 00
w
“My neighborhood druggist recom
37
35 Jb
V. s u saavica
38
I Stocks and Bonds .................. 3.123.479 31
feeding of 4 pounds per 100 square
mended Dr. True’s Elixir to me. . . .
263.567 80
Cash in Offlce and Bank
I purchased a bottle and gave some to
feet in late August or early Septem
221 0S0 47
Agents’ Balances ....
40
41
42
39
ed
up.
and
not
another
word
'from
my
little
girl.
Interest and Bents ..................
61.524 90
CHAPTER XIII
ber after the heat of the summer 1s t
All other Assets .....................
7.694 04
the back of tbe ear. When I got I consider it unequaled as a children's
over
and
the
grass
has
again
started
44
43
45
laxative,
regulator
and
worm
expeller,
to the turn-off pkice hy the Little
Gross Assets
$5,942,498 77
HE following morning Hnnve.v
”
to grow.
j Deduct Items not admitted .... 635.370 20
Indian, I stopped the car and cut and recommend it to all mothers.
was dressed when Kengun ar
Ct., Malden.
Hb
50
47
48
Where trees grew on a lawn both I
off
the
motor.
'1s
this
the
place
Signs of Worms . . . Constipation,
Admitted ......$5,307,138 57
rived, and at his suggestion they
you wanted?* I asked. He didn't deranged stomach, swollen upper lip,
trees and grats compete for food. Spe
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1C32
went to the Jail and were admitted
52
51
53
54
offensive
breath,
hard
and
(ull
stomach.
answer, and I spoke to him again.
' Net Unpaid Losse. .................. 8330 032 56
cial feeding should be given the trees '
to Max Yemen's cell. Hanvey ad
Unearned
Premiums .............. 1.757.658 35
S99
sw
81 rears.
And he didn't an wer this time,
dressed him in a voice more stern
tn addition to the plant food which is
i All other Llabtlltlttes ...........
63.396 89
5b
58
55
57
either.
I
Cash
Capital
......................... '??2®55 22
than iteagan had yet heard.
supplied to the grass. Where heavy
I Contingency Beserve .............. 947.806 77
“
I
didn't
know
what
to
make
of
“I'm talking straight from the
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.008 234 00
shade is cast by trees it will often be
bo
bl
59
ROCKPORT
It. and I was scared to turn around
J
shoulder, Vernon." said Jim tiruily.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $5,307,128 57
necessary
to
use
a
special
variety
of
for fear he'd shoot me. After a
though not unkindly. “You're in the
38-Th-44
Doris and Delmont Ballard are at
grass which thrives in shade.
while,
when
he
still
didn't
speak.
I
hottest kind of hot water. It'd be
United States Branch
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) 1 VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
looked
around."
home
from
University
cf
Maine
to
Applications
should
be
made
strict

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE CO.
so easy to convict you of i’at Tray49-Raiaed with a lever 17-Conditlon aa regards
1-Seent
Toronto. Canada
Vernon was tnlking swiftly and spend the ten day vacation with
ly in accordance with the instructions (
51-Of age (Lat., abbr.)
heat or cold
er's murder that a kid could do
5-Rescues
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
his
face
was
twitching
with
excite

20-Obaerved
their
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
L.
52-A
segment
9-Stocky
part
of
a
furnished
by
the
manufacturers
of
it. I'm going to get some definite ac
Stocks and Bonds .................. 82.895.148 18
ment
22-A dance
54- A land measure
plant
164.552 58
Cash ln Ofllcc and Bank
the plant foods used. This feeding 1
tion today. Heap quick, see? I'm
Baited.
144 463 02
24- Examiner*
Agents' Balances
"He
was
lying
all
huddled
up
In
(abbr.)
13lnorganie
giving you this last chance. Tell the
8 746 44
Twenty
members
were
present
at
program will produce a thick, heavy I 14- lncline
Interest and Rents
25- A contrivance to
55- Became smaller
the bottom of tlie car and the first
6.759 73
whole truth from beginning to end
All
other
Assets
......
the
meeting
of
the
Trytohelp
Club
press
out
water
growth
cf
grass
which
will
tend
to
toward
the
end
15Four
(Roman)
thing I saw wag a lot of blood. I
—nothing held back. If you don’t
Gross
Assets
.........
................
$3,219,669
95
26Dropsy
57-Dried
grapes
15-Father
(Lat.)
I crowd out the weeds.
knew he was unconscious and that Monday evening at the home of Miss
Deduct Items not admitted
615.792 52
do that we'll put you over the Jumps
27- lmpregnated with
59- Heavenly body
18- Point of compaai
I
was
safe.
I
was
so
scared
thal
I
Dcrothy
Upham.
Miss
Christina
_
for the murder of I’at Thayer. Think
gas
60- A dogma
(abbr.)
Admitted ............................. $2,603,877 43
suppose I acted more bravely than Ba d of Camden was a special guest property and polls, and for this pur- dsmption." Vesper services will b?
29- Pertainlng to Iowa
It over. Kid, and tell me how It
19- Canvas shelter*
61- To hits
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
I would have done litherwise. I
30The
upper
air,
21Japanese
coin
looks."
i Contingency Reserve
8448.287 09
Plans were made for a covered dish poge the selectmen will be at Glen- hcld at 4 o'clock at this church, thc I
went
to
the
back
of
the
car
and
32Prefix.
Apart'
Net
Unpaid
Losses .................. 196.985 OO
22Grew
dimmer
“I didn’t kill Thayer."
supper to precede the meeting next cove from 9 w u 30 a m and at p^lst Church uniting in the worship
Unearned Premiums
1.079.630 34
took
bis
gun.
which
was
lying
on
33Foot
of
an
animal
23Perehed
"No? Well, maybe not. But you
All other Liabilities
36.714 45
VERTICAL
Monday evening at the Baptist ves- j Rockville postoffiee from 1 to 3.30 and Rev. Howard A. Welch the
36-Plead
25-Conflict
Deposit Capital
200.000 00
were mixed up in the robbery j the floor of the car. and I saw that try
38-Rules
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
....
642.260
55
he
was
dead."
2S-.Urge
p.m. on April 1 and at the Rockpoit spoakei. Evening services will be
of the Marland National bankl"
40- Plece of furniture
28- Mournera
The
boy
ceased
speaking
abrupt

The
final
rally
was
held
at
the
selectmen's
office
frcm
1.
to
3.30
cn
emitted
during
the
thrte
week
period
1
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
82.603.877
43
The hoy's face blanched, and out
1- Leave out
29- Freeze
41- Strike
38-Th-44
ly. His cheeks were white, and oc high r-chooi Tuesday afternoon at April 3.
before Easter while these services are
of the silence came Jim's voice again
2To
deviate
43-0
ne
afflicted
with
31-Expired
CAMDEN FIRE INSURANCE
casionally he closed his eyes as which time letters were awarded the
—Infinitely gentle.
3- Upon
a dread disease
33- Bard
The G. W. Bridge Club was enter- held.
ASSOCIATION
though to shut nut the grisly pic
Camden, New Jersey
“Robbery ain't half as rotten a
4Recliea
45Lock
of
hair
34A
brother's
wife
basketball players. Speeches were tained Tuesday afternoon at the
The Help One Another Circle of
ture.
ASSETS
DEC. 31. 1932
5Juice
of
plants
46Felinea
35Disorder
charge as murder. Max.”
"There wasn't any question that made by members of the team. home of Mae Spear. At next week's King's Daughters will meet Monday
47- Milltary assistant
Real Estate ............................
$*J3
99
37-Engage in a conflict 6- lnterjection
Vernon stopped his pacing and
Mortgage Loans
.................. 1 375 292 50
he was dead. I got more courage. T.tose receiving letters were Captain meeUng Mrs. Mary Whitman will be evening at 7 with Mrs. Viola Durgln
7- Paradise
48- A land measure
39- At all
turned back to Hanvey.
Stocks and Bonds ................. 8.583.839 82
1 felt for hls pulse and It had Louise Morong. Harriett Cavanaugh, hostess.
8- A title
50-A sleeping place
Fourteen past noble grands were
40- A relative
Cash in Offlce and Bank
205.499 74
“Vou win.” he said dully.
Agents' Balances .................... 844 078 91
9- A weapon with a
(Eng. Slang)
stopped. Then a new idea hit me Augusta Noyes. Marion Poland. Mil42- And not
capt. David Kent was in town over present Monday evening when Mystic
“You'll tell the truth? All of It?
Bills Receivable
14 404 80
pointed
head
52Fondle
43-The (Fr.)
all of a sudden, r wondered what d.cd Page. Mary Veazie. Cora WhitInterest and Rents
90 264 78
Every hit?'*
weegend. called here by the ill- Rebekah Lodge observed Past Noble
10- Prepositioa
53-Consume
44- A rodent
All other Assets .................
362.325 58
would
happen
if
somebody
found
“Yes."
Wellman. Beverly Well— nes5 cf Mt5 Kcnt wh0 fc a patient Grand night, as well as 50 members
11- Perfume
56-Father (Short)
46- Faith
me parked lo the woods with the ney. Flora
Gross Assets ....................... $12.528 732 12
“All right. Son. Shoot 1"
also to have with
12- Recompent*
47- A constellation
58-Two (Roman)
man; Captain Clarence Collamore, | a, community Hospital. He returned The>' were
Deduct Items not admitted .... 140.755 81
dead
body
nf
a
man.
"I—I’ll try to make It brief, Mr. i
Edwin
Annis.
John
Annis.
David
home
Monday
j
them
Mrs
Incz
Grosby
of
Camden.
“I opened the satchel. It was
.... 812.387.976 51
Admitted
Hanvey. I've been a d—d fool—
(Solution to Previous Puzzlei •
crammed and Jammed with money. Orant, Lawrence Snow, Raymond
Youth Dav was observed Sundav Fast president of the association
LIABILITES DEC 31. 1932
but not a murderer.
BIG DAYS FOR BOISE
Net Unpaid Losses ................. 8743.953 00
Snow. Aubrey Wentworth. Earle at the Bantist Church in the March Polloa-lng the meeting refreshments
“Pat Thayer and I have been
SlElRlTlS
sam
Unearned Premiums ............. 4.475.528 16
Payton.
The presentations were to Church in March program, both
friends since he first came to Mar
All
other Liabilities ................ 3.050.402 79
served. Including a birthday cake
E E
At Least 3000 Will Receive Grange's
Cash Capital
2 000.000 00
land as a Junior last year. I didn’t
mad? by Principal Snow. Miss Hellier morniag and evening services being for 0 Dudley OouId' who had ob’
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 2 118.092 58
Highest Degree At National Con- '
3
suspect that his Interest was not In
and Principal Perkins of the gram- m charge of ,he j-oung people. Ex- sfrved hls 79th birthd»y anniversary
Total Liabilities and Survention
me. but in my money.
....... 612.387.976 51
mar school.
cellent programs were presented and ^day^ before.
plus
....—..
“Over a period of almost two
a
38-Th-44
Miss
Sarah
Russell
and
Miss
Hazel
Ross Spear, principal of East proved very inspiring to the iar#e
a
scholastic years be has been trim
CITY OF NEW YORK INSURANCE CO.
One of the noteworthy conventions j
Coffin,
both
of
Ellsworth,
were
over

Corinth
Academy
it
spending
the
nulriber
A
t
the
moming
New York, N. Y.
ming me. This year. It happened
of 1933 win be the annual gathering
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
school vacation with hts parents, Mr. Wrvice a choir of young
„n_ night guests of Mrs. Carrie Smith
that I went crazy about a girl. It
of
the
National
Grange,
scheduled
for
Mortgage Loans .........
89.176 00
doesn't matter what her name is—"
ar.d Mrs. L. True Spear.
dered the anthem. "Ivory Palaces" Friday on their way to Gorham.
Stocks and Bonds ...........
4.049.128 17
"You mean Ivy Welch?"
Supper was served Monday to 20 Boise. Idaho, Nov. 15-24. which will
Cash In Offlce and Bank ----- 741.895 62
Mrs Frea Morong and daughter and Mlss Oeraldine
interesting
bring together a great assembly of
Agents' Balances .................... 412.303 65
“Yes, Ivy. I’m awful fond of her.
Louise. Miss Solveig Heistad and ly told the children's story and also Gamma Beta Boys at the Montgom
Bills Receivable .......................
5.243 75
And this spring Thayer took me for
rural
people,
representing
at
least
32
Interest and Rents ..................
27,364 00
Carroll Edgerly of Dover-Foxcroft sang “Life's Railway to Heaven". In ery rooms. Mrs Grace Wyllie and
my last cent 1 had lost about forty
All other Assets----- 281.685
00
States
and
covering
the
entire
width
motored to Portland last week for a the evening, music was furnished by Mrs Laura Seavey serving. Dr. Fred
thousand dollars in two years to
of
thc
continent.
Gross
Assets
.........................
$5.526
696
19
visit with Mr. Morong. Mrs. Morong a six piece orchestra and Leroy Moor, O. Campbell was special guest and
1dm. He had my note for five thou
One of the reasons for selectin':
‘"m Deduct items not admitted .... 23.311 93
sand dollars. I didn't have a dime
remained until Saturday, being ae- played as a trumpet solo "Rocked *h gave the boys an instructive and
Admitted ..... ........ .......... $5,503,384 28
Boise as the 1933 meeting-place ot
Fighting ln China, says an expert, is
to pay him. and I couldn't borrow.
compared on her return by Mr. Mo- the Crad,e of
^.. A vocai due. worthwhile talk on first aid, giving a the National Orange is the fact that 1 likely to go on for generations. Thc
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Then, when Thayer knew I was
practical demonstration of artificial
Net Unpaid Losses -- ---------- $309,500 00
rong. The others returned Friday.
by
Ingraham
the
State
of
Idaho
has
been
coming
i
inhabitants
have
evidently
realized
Unearned
Premiums .............. 1.379.714 00
stripped, he did everything In the
u I respiration.
Following this talk
Mrs. Marion Ingraham was hostess O;beton „receded the an
Al! other Liabilities ------------- 1.549.148 29
world to show that be had con
add. ess by ^jch lasted one hour, open discus- forward very rapidly in Grange or- w-hat peace is like —Punch (London' Cash
Capital
........................... 1.500 000 00
to the Tuesday Afternocn Bridge Miss Ferae Whitney or. the subject cicn
tempt for me.
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 765.023 97
ganizations the last five years and is
was
held
and
the
questions,
wide
THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.
Club at her new home on Com “Two Avenues of Life."
“Dumb as I was. 1 began to wake
Hartford, Connecticut
Total Liabilities and Surplus $5,503,384 26
! in range, came fast. One of particu one of the most wide-awake state
mercial street.
np. 1 looked back over all our card
38-Th-44
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
units
the
Grange
has.
With
the
im

lar
interest
at
this
time
was
in
regard
games and I may be wrong, Mr.
Friends of Ross Patterson regret
FIRE ASSOCIATION OF
Real Estate --------------------- 826 994 694 03
petus
which
holding
this
big
session
WARREN
PHILADELPHIA
Ilanvey, but I'd almost swear lhat
, to rabies. Dr. Campbell warned that
Mortgage Loans —.... ....... 108028 112 12
to learn that he is confined to his
401 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
at Boise will create, the present sea Stocks and Bonds ................ 278.814 507 OO
Thayer had been cheating."
home by illness.
The senior class of the high school dogs suffering frcm this disease did son is expected to see large numbers Cash In Oflice and Bank ... 14 484 152 13
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
“I don't think you are wrong.
409 360 81
Secured Agents' Balances
Estate _______________ $282 398 62
“It Was Crammed and Jammed
On the evening of April 7 a Mock will hold a social at Olover Hall Frl- 1 not froth at the mouth unless it was of new subordinate Granges organ Interest and Rents .............- 9.907 998 54 Real
Max.”
Mortgage Loans ...................... 2.674.801 10
In the most advanced stages. If a
With Money.”
Gross Assets - Casualty
Trial
will
be
held
at
the
Baptist
day
eveningCollateral
Loans . ....................
99.274 09
“On May first I had a date with
ized in Idaho and a great accession
DeDt ......w...—.................— 95.490.102 1.. Stocks and Bonds
.................18.409.856 03
vestry. with members of the TrytoSix girl friends were entertained ! dcg shoul:1 bite a person, the authoriAll
other
Assets
..................
142,847,106
20
Ivy. She stood me up. I wasn't
Faper money. 1 don't know why 1
Cash
in
Offlce
and
Bank
...
....
1.288.860
58
to its membership.
’-' Balances
1.236.303 88
happy anyway, and that made me
ever thought of such a thing. Mr. help Club as the principals in the Saturday afternoon by Esther To’- tles should no1 lull the dog but wait
$674 976 032 95 Alien
The
National
Grange
has
an
inj
Gross Assets
Interest and Rents .............. 212.459 97
feel worse. Then when 1 saw her
not admitted 48X507 64 All other Assets ....................
Hanvey; but right then I did."
ca it. Tlie proceeds will bc used to man, daughter of Mr and Mrs. Clar- | to see if rabies really was present, to teresting custom of carrying its an- Df*,uct
54,393 21
coming up the hill with Pat Thayer
know
how
to
treat
the
wound,
for
the
“What, Son?"
pay for the pins awarded in the cnce Tolman In honor of her 14th
$674,492 525 31
Admitted
Gross
Assets
....................
$24,258,347
48
nual
session
each
year
to
points
all
1 sort of went crazy. We had a
•'Of keeping that money. I was church schcol contest.
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Deduct Items not admitted
3.138 408 10
birthday anniversary. Jigsaw puzzles, disease would develop more rapidly over the United States , so as to
quarrel—Thayer and I. When I left
$122,035 45
broke and worried.
Unpaid Lowe« .............
Thomas J. CarroH of Warren and music, and outdoor games were en in the animal than in the human create interest in the various sec Net
Admitted ..............
$21,119,939 38
1.369 970 89
him I was In a cold sweat. If you
Unearned Premiums
"1—1 don’t think I’m bad. Mr.
allowing ample time to cauterize the
70
497 004 61
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
Liabilities
—
Casualty
Dept
joyed,
and
ice
cream
and
cake
served.
Mrs.
Mary
O.
Kimball
of
Boothbay
want to know Just how I felt I
tions.
Last
year
the
convention
was
Hanvey. I've never lu my life done
564
363.644
69
All other Liabilities ...
wound.
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $1,337,093 00
guess I was mad enough to kil!
20.000 000 00 Unearned Premiums .........
a crooked thing, and 1 thought I Ha;bor were' united in marriage Besides several pretty gifts. Miss Tol
held at Winston-Salem, N. C., the Cash Capital
9.177,513 67
Surplus over all Liabilities 18.139 869 67 All other Liabilities .............. 4.983.379 24
him. Maybe I’d have done It If I'd
man
received
three
handsomely
deco

never would.
But tt seemed as Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock at the
year before at Madison. Wis., and it
Cash Capital ............................. 2.000 000 00
RUFUS
MILLER
thought about It—but I didn't You
though this money was Just mirac Baptist parsonage. Rev. G. F. Cur rated birthday cakes. Guests includ
Liabilities and SurSurplus over all Liabilities .... 3.621.953 47
is expected that the 1934 session will Total
nlug
........................... $674,492,525 31
see. I'm telling you all the truth.
ulously given to me. I should have rier officiating. The single ring serv ed Misses Esther Niemi, Elva Riutta,
38-Th-44
be
located
somewhere
in
New
Eng

Total
Liabilities and SurOn the 15th of March after a long
Every bit of It Mr. Hanvey."
returned to tbe bunk and told ice was used. The couple were un Leah Fransen. Mildred Lennox. Ath.......$21,119,939 38
plus
VICTORY INSURANCE COMPANY OF
land
“Go ahead. Son. You're doing
period
of
failing
heaJth,
Rufus
Miller
38-Th-44
them . . . anyway. I'm telling the
PHILADELPHIA
leen Robinson and Madeline Mank.
attended.
Congratulations
are
ex

These
Grange
conventions
always
swell."
4P|
Walnut
Street,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
quietly slipped his mooring and sailed
THE FRANKLIN FIRE INSURANCE CO.
truth, and the truth Ib that I didn't"
George Lindgren has had the tele away "O'er the Unknown Sea to the bring together great crowds of peo
Philadelphia, Pa.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
"1 got to the fraternity house and
He paused, then went on bravely. “1 tended by a host of friends in town
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Real Estate —.........
853.962 30
phone installed at his home at Wes*. Unseen Shore."
went straight up to my room. I
ple. reaching nearly 20,000 at Roches Mortgage
kept the money. I intended to keep where the groom is well known.
Loans ...................... 287.300 00 Real Estate ..................... -...... $167,120 52
changed my clothes and 1 shaved.
it always. Tbe man In the back of
and Bonds
1.234.14152 Stocks and Bonds .................. 17.265.152 55
Philip Spear returned Sunday to Warren, the number 5-23.
He was a native of Appleton, hls ter, N. Y., In 1930. At the Boise 8toeks
Cash
ln
Oflice
and Bank
192 678 94 Cash In Office andBank ----Then ldecided to take a suit I had
798.271 73
the car was dead. He had been the State College at Amherst. Mass ,
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Peabody have paients being Albert and Cecilia session It is expected that a class of Agents' Balances
148 549 02 Agents' Balances ................... 1.300,799 05
had on to the tailor. I didn't leave
killed robbing a bank. 1 was afraid after a short vacation spent with his named their little son. Norman Lee.
Interest and Rents ..........
17.095 98 Interest and Rents ............
127.776 00
at
least
3000
members
will
receive
the
<McCurdy»
Miller.
Although
bora
in

m.v room until 1 walked downstairs.
of being found with him, anyway.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lindsey are land his natural bent was oceanward highest degree conferred by thc All other Assets ...................... 28 381 62
parents. Mr. and Mrs L. True Spear.
Gross
Assets
.......................
$19,659,119
85
I had the suit rolled up tn a bundle
I—1 weighted his body with some
Oross Assets
$1,962,10938 Deduct Items not admitted .... 1.130.399 66
Notices have been posted about receiving congratulations on the birth and about 1880 he went to Matinicus Grange and the various business or Deduct
and had It under my arm. Then I
Items not admitted
318 610 27
towing rope 1 bad In the car and
Admitted ...................... $18,528,720 19
was going down Archer street to
two hig stones and threw it in the tewn for all taxpayers to appear be of a daughter Tuesday afternoon, and engaged permanently in the fish ganizations of that city are making
Admitted
..............................$1,643,499 11
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Oak, where the tailor Is. I got to
elaborate
plans
for
Orange
enter

river. The floor rug was stained fore the board of selectmen and as named Maxine Lillias.
ing and lobstering Industry.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses .............. $957,836 00
the corner about half-past two
John Dunn of East Warren is guest
with blood. 1 ttirew that in. too. sessors with their lists of taxable
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $27,074 00 Unearned Premiums .............. 5.932.267 00
He was married to Lydia J., daugh tainment.
o’clock.
Unearned Premiums
204 820 62 All other Liabilities ............ 6.057.576 85
Tlie clothes 1 had Intended to take
of his daughter Mrs. Eva Dunn at ter of Ezekiel and Annette (Young)
All other Liabilities .............. 218741 53 Cash Capital
......................... 3.000.000 00
“There ls a traffic light on the
to the tailor were also covered with
Opponents of Soviet recognition Cash
Ea'h for a few days.
Capital ............................. 1.000.000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 2,581.040 34
Ames.
Feb
4
they
rounded
oul
their
to the Marland hank all the money
corner, Mr. Hanvey, and It flashed
blood, and they were thrown in the
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
..
192.882
96
Harry Swift recently Jammed his 50 years ol life together, but his can now point to another irrecon
Total Liabilities and Sur
that's left. They'll take your note
red Just as 1 got there. I stopped
river.
lelt thumb severely while loading logs physical condition did not admit an cilable difference in customs of Rus Total Liabilities and Surplus 61.643 499 11
plus ...................................... $18,528,720 19
for
tlie
missing
sixteen
hundred
—
for it. and it seemed almost as soon
•'1 guess you know the resL 1
38-Th-44
38-Th-44
sia and the United States. They've
onto
a
truck.
and
you're
to
get
a
Job
and
work
as 1 stopped that shooting started
observance of the golden day. Mr
got to Steel City and looked at a
GIRARD FIRE AND MARINE INSUR
Just
shot
six
grafters
over
there.
—
hard to pay ll buck. Ma.vhe they'll
Mrs Amy Fuller had as guests fc and Mrs. Miller were childless, hut
New York, N. Y.
Inside the bank. 1 was scared to
ANCE COMPANY
new car. 1 felt as though I'd he
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
take your new car and call It the weekend her daughter-in-law adopted and brought up from Infancy Schenectady Union-Star.
death. Then all of a sudden the
nervous driving the old one, on ac
ASSETS
DEC. 31. 1932
Mortgage Loans ....................... $343,660 00
square. And In return for that. Max Mrs. George Law and children re
door opened and a little man ran
count of what had happened. Then
Stocks and Bonds .................. 18.284.613 12 Mortgage Loans ......................... $352,875 00
a nephew of Mrs. Miller who has been
Vernon,
I
’
ll
turn
you
loose.
What
out. He was carrying a satchel.
the next morning I bought the car
Cash in Offlce and Bank
1.480 350 80 stocks and Bonds ................... 4.997.145 00
ward and Eloise ot Thomaston.
to them all that a son could be. He
say?”
Agents' Balances ...................... 1.093.740 72 Cash ln Offlce and Bank
123.925 17
“This man—he was the robberand paid tbe difference in cash. I
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Mills
and
Miss
Doris
Bills
Receivable
........................
198 401 82 Agents Balances
651.991 61
with his wife and son and the
jumped In the back of my car and
“Mr. Hanvey 1 You mean. . . ."
kept a few hundred dollars in my
Interest and Rents ................ 121.998 26 Bills Receivable .....
9.426 22
Hyler
who
have
been
spending
thc
flopped oq the floor. 1 was pretty
The lad's face was radiant with
widowed aunt-mother will carry on
All other Assets ........................
65.262 10 Interest and Rents
39.657 42
pocket aud then hired a safe deposit
All
other
Assets
......
winter
at
an
apartment
at
Rockland,
270 31
near paralyzed, 1 was so scared."
happiness.
John
Reagan
’
s
voice
the broken home. A brother. Charles Yield to Lydia E. Pinkham’a
box ln the name of William T. Ara
Oross Assets .................... $21,588,026 82
“Yes? What happened. Max?"
broke In coldly.
have returned to Wtrren to spend Miller, lives in Los Angeles.
Deduct items not admitted .... 2L261.194 01
gon. 1 figured I lie money would be
Gross Assets .........................$6,175.290 73
Vegetable Compound
Deduct Items not admitted . .. 125.960 46
“That feller ln the back of my
"Just a minute. Hanvey. That's the summer with Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
safe there. Then I came back to
The funeral service by Rev. J.
When you are just on edge . . • Admitted ................................. $19 326.832 81
all very well about the robbery stuff Mill®.
car stuck a revolver right against Marland—and they arrested me."
Admitted ............................. $6,049,330 27
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Charles
MacDonald,
pastor
of
the
when
you
can't
stand
the
chil

. . . hut whal about the murder of
my neck. T’ve Just robbed that
liis voice trailed off. "That's the
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
$4,635,824 12
There is special business to be Rockiand Baptist Church, consisted dren's noise . • . when everything Contingency Reserve
I
’
at
Thayer?"
1,651.043 00 Net Unpaid Losses .................. $272,665 02
bank,' he said, 'and I'm d—n des truth," he said with a note of des
Net Unpaid Losses ..............
is a burden . . • when you are irri
brought
up
at
the
meeting
Friday
7,269.436
33
of
a
part
of
the
poem
beginning.
Unearned
Premiums
..........
Unearned
Premiums .............. 2.307.418 88
Jim Hanvey chuckled softly.
perate. Now drive—and drive fast.’ perate appeal In his voice. “1 swear
table and blue ... try this medi
835.946 69 All other Liabilities .............. 1.289.904 46
All other Liabilities ...........
“Shuh! John—I could have told night at I.O.OF". hall, and all the de “He sees when their footsteps falter," cine. 98 out of 100 women report Cash Capital .......................... 1.000 000 'Hi Cash
And 1 drove fast."
to God it is."
Capital ............................. 1 000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 3 934.582 67 Surplus over all Liabilities . .. 1,179.341 91
you long ago that Max Vernon gree staff should be present.
selected scripture passages, an address benefit.
He stopped talking.
Jim's bulbous head Inclined slow
It will give you Just the extra Total Liabilities and Sur
didn’t kill Thayer. Only reason I
Among those from Crescent Tem of comfort and hope, a prayer and
“Hadn't you ever seen this man
ly. “You had a pretty tough time,
Total Liabilities and Surplus $6,049,330 27
didn't turn bim loose on that charge ple, PS., who attended funeral serv the poem "Some Time At Eve.” Many energy you need. Life will seem
plus
........................... -....... $19 326.832 81
E. C. MORAN COMPANY. Inc
before?”
didn't you. Son? How mucb did
38-TL-44
worth
living
again.
Rockland
38-Th-44
was because m.v Job down here was ices at Camden for Mrs. Hannah
"No. Not until he ran out ot the you take out of the stolen money?”
tulips, roses, lilies, carnations spoke
United
States
Branch
THE HOME INSURANCE COMPANY
first of all to get at the bottom of Whitmore, grand chief, which were
bank and Jumped Into my car."
"About sixteen hundred dollars.
WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
New York, N. Y.
a silent requiem.
tlie bank robbery. Now that I’ve
"And all you have told tne ls the Including what I paid on the car."
Toronto, Canada
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1932
held
at
the
late
home
on
Chestnut
Always
holding
his
honor
Inviolable
done that I don't see any use hold
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
strict truth?”
“And all thc rest ls in the Ara
Stocks and Bonds .............. $77,701,998 70
' Stocks and Bonds ................. $4,551 497 12 Cash In Offlce and Bank
Physk thr Bladder With
ing an innocent mnn." He turned street Monday, were Mr. and Mre. hc faithfully followed the common
9.691,680 46
“Yes.” The boy hesitated. “But it gon box?"
374.254
53
Cash
ln
Offlce
and
Bank
AcenLs' Balances ...................... 10,700.415 33
smilingly to Vernon. "As soon as I Jesse Mills, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Bow round of thc common day, and thus
Juniper Oil
Isn’t ull the truth. Mr. Hanvey. I'll
"Yes, sir. Every cent."
Agents' Balances ...................... 244.463 69 Bills Receivable ........................
48.750 74
actually get the cash. Son. and fix ley, Mre. Martha Kalloch, Mrs Wil achieved a character above reproach
37.715 49 Interest and Rents ................ 500.890 00
go on with the story If you don't
Jim detached Ills golden toothpick
Drive out the impurities and excess Interest and Rents
11.606
39
All
other
Assets
All
other
Assets
........................
1.264.484
47
things
up
with
tlie
Marland
bank,
mind."
from the hawser which lield iL He
liam Stickney. Mrs. Joseph Stickney. —the most valuable legacy that any acids that cause irritation, burning and
we'll send you out to make a good, Mrs. W. Frank Thomas, and Mrs. man can leave behind.
“Please do. Son," murmured Jitn.
frequent desire. Juniper oil ls pleasant
eyed It speculatively and seemed to
Gross Assets ..........................$5,219,537 22
Oross Assets ........................$99,908,219 70
to take In the form of BUKETS. the Deduct items not admitted . .. 697,208 17 Deduct Items not admitted . 1.877.882 62
“I guess it seems funny.” con
speak to It rather than to Max Ver useful citizen of yourself."
Herbert Weaver.
(Communicated).
bladder physic, also containing buchu
Vernon’s chubby face was glow
non.
tinued the young man. “that I'd
Admitted
..............................$4,522,329 05
Admitted ............................. 898.030.337 08
leaves, etc.
Works on the bladder
George
Haskell
and
daughter
Mrs.
ing.
similar
to castor Qll on the bowels. Get
help a robber escape, but 1 could
"Son,” lie said, "1 sort of think
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
a
25c
box
from
any
drug
store
After
Clara
French
of
Lincolnville
Beach
Iteagan sat shaking hls head.
Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
feel that gun stuck against the back
you've talked mighty straight with
four days If not relteved of "getting up Contingency Reserve .............. $513 081 71 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $6,013,951 00
tism,
Sciatica,
Neuritis,
Muscular
Net
Unpaid
Losses
..................
455.744
00
Unearned
Premiums .............. 38,742,215 00
"What I’d like to know,” he were guests Tuesday of Georg?
nights" go back and get your money.
of my neck. ... He told me to
me. I'm not a regular dick, you
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
If you are bothered with bachache or leg Unearned Premiums .............. 1.647,044 87 All other Liabilities ...............21.106.533 36
growled, "is who the devil killed Teague.
drive around the city and stop at a
METHYL BALM
know. I'm down here on this bank
84,536 69 Cash Capital ............................ 12.000.000 OO
pains caused from bladder disorders you All other Liabilities ................
will bring almost Instant relief?
400.000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities 20 167.637 72
Thayer?"
are bound to feel better after this cleans Deposit Capital
place by the Little Indian river.
busiuess and It sure makes me feel
Sunday morning at the Congrega
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
ing and you get your regular sleep. Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.421.921 98
good to get tliat sort of straightened
71 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
It’s about twenty minutes' drive be
tional Church Rev. H. I. Holt will
Total Liabilities and SurCorner drug store. Charles W 8heldon.
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
plus
................
$98 030.337 08
druggist, and C. H Moor A Co sav BU Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,522,329 05
yond the city limits. 1 got out Into
oul Now I’ll make a deal with you:
have
for
hts
subject.
“
Faith
and
Re50
cents
18-Th-tf
38-Th-4$
KETS Ls a best seller
38-Th-44
(To Be Continued'
Suppose wg say that I’jn Jo return
t[he open yiuntry again and speed

JAc MAY DAY
MYSTERY

Mrs. Connsllsy’s Daughter

T

Mrs. IL W. C-tmtllsy. IB Franklin

Successfully iwd lar

In aid.’. on to regular mowing ant!
watering during dry spells '.awns re
quire to keen tliim in ,'jncid condition,
seeding and feeding.
Seed and plant food should bs ap
plied first early iu thc spring when
the frost is coming out of the greu-d
Grass seed germinates and gTCws b '
in cool moist weather; and if it is
sun when the ground is soft and
moist in the early spring, it will sink
in. while later when Lhe ground has
dried cut and hardened, there Is dan
ger of it washing off the bare spot.,
If necessary to pc'tpon; sowing until
later, stir the soil in the bare places
and see that the seed is well covered
Where a lawn has been neglected
js overgrown with weeds it is
to consider whether it te not bfiter to spade it up and reseed.
If the weed infestation is relatively
light, it is advisable to dig out the
weeds. Dandelion and plantain may
be exterminated by using a sharp instrumer.t like the asparagus knife and

□Q
u

WESTCHESTER FIRE INSURANCE CO

QUIVERING
NERVES

IF YOU GET UP NIGHTS

Every Other-Day
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LLOYDS INSURANCE COMPANY OF
AMERICA
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Real Estate ............................. $795,664 67
Mortgage Loans ....................... 1.044.844 75
Stocks and Bonds .................. 4.567.320 93
Cash ln Offlce and Bank ....... 4O5’742 68 I
Agents’ Balances ..................... 1.112.960 20:
Bills Receivable ....................... 294.054 21 |
Interest and Rents ................ 119.134 57

THE RELIANCE INSURANCE CO. OF
APPLETON RIDGE
PHILADELPHIA
401 Walnut Street. Philadelphia. Pa.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Misses Alice and Ruth Moody visit
Real Estate
...................... $23,142 25
Mortgage Loans ...................... 269.875 00 ed the grammar school at the village
Stocks and Bonds .................. 1,226.660 75 Wednesday afternoon of last week.
Cash ln Offlce and Bank
349.747 86
A.H.S. and the town team played
Agents’ Balances ...................... 197.766 64
Interest and Rents ..................
16,249 32 i basketball at Riverside hall Fridav
All other Assets ......................
13,964 35 DasKe[Dau al KJversme nail maa\

evening, score 28-22 in favor of A H S

Gross Assets ................. ....... $2.097.406 17 After
Deduct Items not admitted ...

Gross Assets ....................... $9,512,116 62
Deduct Items not admitted
560.863 24

game

High gch<K)1 he]d

j cne cf the popular social dances.
Admitted
.................... .....$1,784,576 38 ,
Admitted ............................ $8 951.253 38
The Ladies’ Farm Bureau met with
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1932
! Net Unpaid Losses ........................$27,075 00 Mrs. Hazle Perry, Friday for an allNet Unpaid Losses ..................$3,932,414 88 Unearned Premiums ............... 280.904 92
Unearned
*'
' Premiums
1.808.795 48 AU other Liabilities .............. 276.528 67 day session.
AU other Liabilities .............. 1 210,043 02 Cash Capital ............................ 1.000 000 00
Miss Alice Lymburner, R. N , of
Cash Capital ....
1003 000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 200.067 79
Rct’.tiar.d ts caring for Mrs Faustina
Surplus over all Liabilities ... 1.000.000 00
Total Liabilities and Surplus $1.784.576 38
38-Th-44 Brcwn Meservey who ls very 111. Dr
Total Liabilities and Surplus $8 951.253 38
_______________________________ 38-Th-44 THE TRAVELERS FIRE INSURANCE CO. B. H. Keller of Thomaston is attend
Hartford, Connecticut
ing her.
MASSACHUSETTS INDEMNITY INSUR*
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
ANCE COMPANY
Mortgage Loans .................... $250,000 00
The 4-H Club for girls met with
632 Beacon St., Boston. Massachusetts
Stocks and Bonds .................. 12.880.484 33
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Cash in Offlce and Bank
1.920.465 3t Ethel M Perry Saturday afterncon
8tocks and Bonds .................... $495 640 92 Agents’ Balances .................... 1.260.128 36 with seven girls and their leader and
Cash in Offlce and Bank .......
77.372 91 Interest and Rents .................. 111,071 53
All other Assets .....................
3 626 30 assistant leader present
Agents’ Balances. (Prems. in
Course of Collection) .........
2 425 45
Miss Alice D. Moody began the
Gross Assets ..................... $16,425,775 81
Interest and Rents ..................
5.831 00
371,189 33 spring term of school at South Mor.tAU other Assets ......................
10 000 00 Deduct Items not admitted
Admitted
...................... $16,054,586 48 ville, Monday.
Oross Assets ......................... $591,270 28
Deduct Items not admitted ....
41.978 03
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Dorothy Esther, ycung daughter cf
Net Unpaid Losses
...... $987,721 00
Admitted ..................... . ....... $549,292 25 Unearned Premiums .............. 9.207.405 84 Rev. and Mrs. L. E. Watson is ill with
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses
..............
$54,710 16
Unearned Premiums .........
120.249 32
AU other Liabilities
20 968 07
Cash Capital ............................. 100.000 00
8urplus over all Liabilities
253.364 70

Contingency Reserve .............. 893.292 00
AU other Liabilities ................ 359,044 34
Spcrlal Reserve
1.059.013 12
Cash Capital........................
2 000 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.548.110 18

bronchitis.

Thc opening exercises at the Bap
tist church school Sunday moming
were in charge cf the Little Eove
Total Liabilities and Surclass,
Chrystal Stanley teacher.
plus
$16,054,586 48
Total Liabilities and Surplus $540,292 25
38-Th-44
Norman R. Perry and Stanley
_______________________________ 38-Th-44
THE TRAVELERS INDEMNITY CO.
Eaton were in Bangor Sunday.
METROPOLITAN CASUALTY INS. CO. •
Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
91 1 Mortgage Loans ....................... 312.500 00
01 Stocks and Bonds ................. 20.059.776 36
67 Cash ln Offlce and Bank ....... 1,769 200 15 I
48 Agents’ Balances ..................... 1,938.600 08
61 Interest and Rents .................. — 95.193 46
307 24
88 AU other Assets ......................
61
Oross Assets ........................$24,175,577 29
94
Deduct Items not admitted
4 055.142 35
Gross Assets ....................... $12 569 633 11,
Admitted
........
....
..............
$20,120
434 94
Deduct Items not admitted
722.205 91
LIABILITIES DEC 31 1932
Admitted
........................... $11,847,427 20 Net Unpaid Losses ................ $1.482 819 00
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Unearned Premiums .............. 6,318 958 76
5.029.549 28
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $4,754,637 01 •AU other Liabilities .....
Unearned Premiums
3.328.207 48 Cash Capital ........................... 3 000 000 00
4.289.107 90
•AU other Liabilities ............ 1.801.802 02 Surplus over all Liabilities
Cash Capital ............................. 1 000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities
962,780 69 Total Liabilities and Sur
plus
.................................... $20.120434 94
•Includes $1,627.399 00 Contingency Re
Total Liabilities and Surplus
........ $11,847.42720 serve and $2,141.968 99 Special Reserve.
•Includes Reserve for Contingencies I
38-Th-41
of $391.282 06
THE
PRUDENTIAL
INSURANCE
COM
THE TALBOT INS AGENCY
Camden
PANY OF AMERICA
COCHRAN. BAKER & CROSS Rockland
Newark. New Jersey
38-Th-44
•
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
ABINGTON MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
Real Estate ............ . ....... -. $92,591,942 83
COMPANY
Mortgage Loans ................. 1.114.861.365 14
Abington. Mass
Collateral Loans ............... 2C0.450.128 94
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Stocks and Bonds ............. 1.172.768 437 33
Real Estate .......................
$36,303 45 Cash ln Offlce and Bank
31 803 741 28
Mortgage Loans
...........
1.200 00 Agents' Balances .................
1.7-i8 84
8tocks and Bonds ..........
206 806 00 Interest and Rents
50
035 838 93
Cash ln Offlce and Bank
155.500 31 AU other Assets .................. 69.728 209 40
Agents’ Balances ..............
23.561 29
Interest and Rents ........
7.755 35
Gross Assets
$2,792,241,432 74
AU other Assets ..............
3.122 51
Deduct Items not admitted 18.472.088 38
Oross Assets ........................ $434,308 91
Admitted
___ _______ 82.773.769 344 36
Deduct Item, not admitted
1,030 24
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Admitted
_________
$433,278 87 Net Unpaid Losses ............ 827 808.814 86
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Unearned Premiums .......... 13.613.640 41
Net Unpaid Losaea .............
88.826 18 All other Liabilities.......... 2.661.975 885 27
Unearned Premiums
Cash
Capital .........................
2 000 000 00
222.308 42
All other Liabilities ..........
4 784 20 Surplus over all Liabilities 68.371.003 82
Surplus over all Liabilities
197,389 87
Total Liabilities and SurTotal Liabilities and Surplus 8433.278 87
plus -----------__ 82,773.769.344 36
J. A BLACK CO.. Agts.
38-Th-44
Rockland. Maine
______________________ 38-Th-44 1 MILL OWNERS Ml'TlAI, EIRE INSUR
ANCE CO. OF IOWA
ATLAS ASSURANCE COMPANY
Des Moines, Iowa
LIMITED
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Stocks and Bonds .....
88.477.026 35 Real Estate ----------------------- 8745.451 89
Cash In Office and Bank ....... 417.493 73 Mortgage Loans ...................... 334 617 75
Agents' Balances .................... 832.769 08 Stocks and Bonds .................. 892 895 09
Interest and Rents ................
66.579 17 Cash ln Offlce snd Bank
86.279 44
All other Assets ...................
57.231 85 Agents’ Balances ........ ......... 176.002 36
Less Amounts Due Reinsur
Interest and Rents .................
61 544 08
ance Co.....................................
90.075 35 All other Assets .......................
8.498 05
Gross Assets ...................... $6,761,024 83
Oross Asaets ........ -............. $2,305,288 66
Deduct Items not admitted
412.811 65 Deduct Items not admitted . .
8 632 55
Admitted ....______ ___
$6,348,213 18
Admitted
--------- ............... $2,296,656 11
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses __ __ ---- 8369 446 65
Net Unpaid Losses
__ $134,275 89
Unearned Premiums
..... 3.187 444 51 Unearned
......... ..... 1.172 717 01
All other Liabilities
589 806 46 All other Premiums
Liabilities
.........
89.195 01
Surplus over all Liabilities . .. 2.201.515 56
Cash Capital
Mutual
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
900
468 20
Total Liabilities and Surplus 16 348.213 18
EDW W BERRY & CO.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,296,656 11
Rockland. Maine
38-Th-44
38-Th-44

of New York
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Real Estate ................. ............. $472,419
Mortgage Loans ....................... 1.418.156
Stocks and Bonds
8.048.249
Cash ln Offlce and Bank
281.410
Agents’ Balances
1.800 468
Bills Receivable .................
21.856
Interest and Rents .............
110.273
AU other Assets ...................
416.797

Wilmin(ton, Delaware
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Stocks and Bonds ......... .......... $178,329 70
Cash ln Office and Bank
164 434 33
Interest and Bents ................
3.107 71
Oross Assets ................... .
Deduct Items not admitted

$345 871 74
12 099 70

$333,772 04
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932

All other Liabilities
Cash Capital
................
Surplus over all Liabilities ....

5.437 19
250.000 00
63.103 67

Total Liabilities and Surplus $333,772 04
35-Th-41;
THE GLEN COVE MUTUAL INSURANCE
COMPANY

Glen Cove, New York
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Real Estate ............................. $120,500
Mortgage Loans .....................
110.180
Stocks and Bonds .................. 261.797
Cash ln Offlce and Bank .......
66.039
Agents’ Balances ......................
23.712
Interest and Rents ................
3.583
All other Assets .....................
3.261

00
00
65
78
44
46
18

Oross Assets ....................... $589,074 51 |
Deduct Items not admitted ....
38.580 24
Admitted
..................
$550,494 27
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $42,977 00
Unearned Premiums ---223.791 54
AU other Liabilities ..............
76.680 29
Surplus over ail Liabilities .... 207 045 44
Total Liabilities and Surplus $550,494 27
_______________________________ 32-Th-38

AMERICAN CENTRAL INSURANCE CO.
of St. Louts, Mo.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Stocks and Bonds ................ $6,061.215 45 1
Cash ln Offlce and Bank
394.009 44
Agents* Balances ....
451 401 26
Bills Receivable ......
135.219 81
Interest and Rents
72.696 00
All other Assets ......
95.192 32
Gross Assets ......... ................$7,209 824 28
Deduct Items not admitted 169.268 25
Admitted ............ ................. $7,040,556
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $391,668
Unearned Premiums .............. 2.834.384
All other Liabilities .............. 846.547
Cash Capital ............................ 1.000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.967.956

03
00
21
44
00
38

Total Liabilities and Surplus $7,040,556 03
EDWARD W BERRY A COMPANY
40 Broad Street
Rockland. Maine
35-Th-41
Concord Underwriters Department
of
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
Concord, New Hampshire
ASSET8 DEC. 31. 1932
Collateral Loans ..................... $67,775 00
no
cm oo
Stocks and-i Bonds
963.503
88
61.048 42
Cash ln Offlce and Bank
Agents' Balances ..............
18.918 74
Interest and Rents ............
1.867 43

ToA*1 Liabilities and Surplus $8,652,999 28
on actual market values Dec.
I ,,
31- 1932
1
38-Th-44

Oross Assets ....................... $1,113,113 47 j
Admitted
............................. $1,113,113
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses ................
$5,888
Unearned Premiums ..............
213.919
All other Liabilities ..............
5.007
Contingency Reserve ............. 100.000
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 788,298

47

25
75
06
00
41

Total Liabilities and Surplus $1,113,113 47

J4-T-40

VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANOEMENT
Steamer leaves swan» tsiai.a at 5.3U
A. M.. Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25.
Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Heturn—Leaves Rockland at 1.3v ?. to.,
Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3 30. Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Bwan's
Island about 6.00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON.

uu-tl

PORT CLYDE

With the Extension Agents
— And The —

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau
>** S’****** 1
Agricultural
I Haley; and song leader, Marlha
County Agent Wentworth has held Little.
Another new club is to be organized
27 meetings on poultry with an attendance of 550. 'Rie poultry sltua- ln Newcastle at the homc of Mrs
i
Clayton Webb April 1 at 10 a. m.
practices explained.
Slides were Miss Ruth Clark and Mrs. Lily Waif
shown on three subjects. Questions will be present to discuss 4-H club
work with the new club memb:rs
were asked on various subjects.
• • • 4

• • , •

Luther Carney of Sheepscott, presi
dent of the Knox-Lincoln County
Farm Bureau was the official delegate
to the State Farm Bureau Federation
meeting held at Orono this week.
Mrs. Nina Carroll represented the
women of the county at the meet
ing.

With the Homes

• , • •

All enrollments in the kitchen im
provement contest must b? in the
Farm Bureau office by Mar&i 31
Women already enrolled in the con
test are: Mrs. Coctl Annis. S rentet
Mrs. Hazle B Perry and Mrs Helen
W Oushee. Appleton; Mrs Hannah
Hendrickson. Sheepscott; Mrs Ma
tilda Woodbury, Damariscotta; Mrs
Hattie Hausen. Mrs. Orace Bailey,
Mrs. Harry L. Chase, Mrs. Annie
Hapgood. Mrs. Eva Blair all of W'ltcfleld; Mrs. 8arah 81eeper, Camden
• • • •

Orchardists have made arrange
ments Jor a carload of Cvnamid. the
new nitrogen fertilizer to be shipped
into the county. Two stops will be
made, one in Newcastle and Rockland
Edgar Smith of North Bdgeoomb and
OUTSTANDING HOMEMAKERS
Miss Lawrence, home demonstra
Herbert Hawes of Union have charge
tion agent, is to give a bread demon
Mary J. CurtLs of Monroe Named As of the orders.
• • « •
stration to the Damariscotta Happy
One By Farm Bureau Federation
Ross Bro6 of Sheepscott. have 2000 Hom? Handy Helpers Club Saturday.
Maine's outstanding farmers and Barred Rock broilers eight weeks old April 8. The girls will also b? shown
homemakers for 1933 were announced Many of these weigh nearly three hew to make cinnamon rolls, 4-H
Tuesday at the University of Maine pounds. The cockerels will be sold clover rolls and Parker house rolls,
• • . .
ln a special program of recognition for broilers, and the pullets saved for
i As result of thc Home Organizasponsored by the Maine Farm Bureau summer layers.
• • • •
j tlon meetings 47 women have decld. cl
Federation.
Those receiving the
Three pens of birds from Knox and to kwP home accounts. They say it
honor are: Dr. John A. Ness of Au
burn, Mrs. Mary J. Curtis of Monroe, Lincoln Counties are doing very weU is better to know now they spend
Mrs. Marion E. I. Hajue of Buxton. at the State egg laying contest at their money and to make plans fcr
Albert T. Nickerson of Swanville, Mrs Highmoor Farms. Among the Rhcd • spending tire decreased Income ln th"
Myra Fowler of Fort Fairfield, and Lsland Reds Is the pen of Oeorge wisest manner These women also
Frank A. Merrill of Dover-Foxcroft. Coleman of Wiscasset, holding eighth ; PUn to help out the “Uve at home”
Mary J. Curtis of Monroe has al place, and last week Foster Jameson's movement this year by canning
ways lived on a farm. Her administra pen tied for fourth place for the week everything available. Following is a
tive judgment in using progressive with the Charlescote Farms of Sher- list of the homc account cooperators
methods ln her household duties has boume. Mars and Flying Horse Form, Appleton. Mrs. Hazle Perry; Burkett
released time which she generously South Hamilton. Mass with 69 points. ville. Mrs. Florence Calderwood. Mrs
gives in the public Interest For eight First place for the week went to Mattie Light. Mrs Ella OrlnneU. Mrs
years shg has been leader of the May Oeorge Treadwell of Spencer. Mass. Carolyn Leigher. Mrs Frances Blake;
flower 4-H Club, one of the largest with 69 points. Among the Barred Bristol. Mrs. Sarah Oram. Mrs Mary
in the State. This club, during this Rocks. L. E. Carney’s pen at Sheep- Crooker. Miss Illinois Robbins; Damtime, has developed 29 county cham scott holds third place.
ariscotta, Mrs. Harriet Waltz. Mrs.
pions and flve State champions. She
Mary Bumpus, Mrs Norris Waltz:
ls treasurer of the local church, a
A State bee pool is being organized Edgecomb. Mrs. Elizabeth Caswell,
past master of the Orange, lecturer of by the Farm Bureau. It is possible to Mrs Margaret Collett; East Union.
Pomona Orange for flve years, and obtain the new variety known as Mrs. Lura Norwood; Friendship. Mrs
active In other fraternal organiza Caucasian bees which originated ln Bertha Young; Hope, Mrs. Allie Al
tions.
the Caucasian Mountain of Russia len. B. H. Nichols; Nobleboro. Mrs
These are much hardier, more active Paul Smithwick. Mrs Ruth French;
Maybe the Government would be ln cool weather than the Italian and Orffs Comer. Mrs. Ada Elwell, Mrs.
better off If it gave back the Incom? are very gentle. It is also possible Ella Bragg. Mrs. Ada Merry. Mrs
taxes and hung on to the refunds.-1
com. Amber Childs; Rockland. Mrs J. S
Milwaukee Sentinel
ln five pound packages Anyone In- Gardner. Mrs Florence Ames. Mrs
terested should get ln touch with Guy Johnson, Mrs. Alice Wyllie. Mrs
SHERIFF’S SALE
STATE OF MAINE
County
Agent, Wentworth before Ahce Fitzgerald; Rockport. Mrs
County of Knox.
{ Christie Whitney. Mrs. Edgar Shibles.
Taken this eleventh day ot March. April 15.
A D 1933. on execution dated February
• * • •
i Mrs. Inez Packard. Mrs. Rer.a
16. A D 1933. Issued on a Judgment

rendered by the Superior Court for the
County of Knox, at the term thereof
begun and held on the first Tuesday of
February. A D 1933. to wit, on the
eleventh day of February, A D 1933. In
favor of Alfred Morton of Friendship ln
laid County, collector of taxes for said
Friendship for the year 1931 against the
Union Granite Company, a corporation
duly organized and existing, located at
Brooklyn ln the State of New York,
but having real estate In said Friend
ship. for one hundred five dollars
($105 62) and slxty-two cents, debt
damage and twelve dollars and eighty
cents I $12 801 costs of suit, and will be
sold at public auction, to the highest
SURANCE COMPANY
bidder therefor on the seventeenth (171
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
day of April. A D 1933. at eleven o'clock
ln
the forenoon, at the store of Robert
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Real Estate
$221 391 83 L. Thompson ln said Friendship, the
following
described real estate and all
Mortgage Loans
785.666 00
right, title and Interest Union
Stocks and Bonds .................. 3.332.358 00 the
Granite
Company
has and had ln and
Cash ln Offlce and Bank .
166.303 63
the same on the thirteenth day of
Agents' Balances
520.471 67 to
July. A, D 1932 at twelve o'clock and
Bills Receivable
...............
13.434 77 forty-five (45) minutes In the afternoon,
Interest and Renta ..................
46.118 19 the time when thc same was attached
All other Assets ........................
300 00 on the writ In the same suit, to wit:
A certain lot of land situate on
Oross Assets ........................ $5,086 044 09
Long Island ln said Friendship and
Deduct Items not admitted ... 137.854 47
bounded and described as follows:
I Commencing at the northwest side of
Admitted
...........................$4 948.189 62
said Island at the south side of
Bluff Ledge: thence southeast by
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
land of Edward Thomas, deceased,
Net Unpaid Losses .............. .... $272,953 56
to stake and stones near the corner
Unearned Premiums .............. 1.966.646 54
of the rye field; thence running by
All other Liabilities .......... 1 002.668 09
the rye field fence to the land for
Cash Capital ........................... 1.000 000 00
merly owned by David Thompson
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 705.921 43
to a stake and stones: thence north
west by said David Thompson land
Total Liabilities and Surplus $4 948.189 62
to stake and stones; thence north
FRANK A WHEELER
erly to Deep Cove, so called; thence
by thc shore In a westerly direction,
Rockland
38-Th-44
to thc flrst mentioned bound, con
taining twenty acres, more or less,
NORTH AMERICAN ACCIDENT INSUR
and for a more particular description
ANCE CO.
reference Is hereby made to a deed
Chicago, 111.
of Elizabeth A Morse and others to
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Lorenzo Wotton, dated May 21. 1882
Mortgage Loans ....................... $1,059,925 00
and recorded ln tho Registry of
Stocks and Bonds
1.206.68744 Deeds for Knox County. Maine
Cash In Offlce and Bank
133.39340 Book 60. page 2. and to a deed made
by Lorenzo Wotton and wife to
Agents' Balances ....................
59.849 80
John J. Cooney and Joseph H. Eck
Interest and Rents ................
31.575 16
stein. recorded ln said Registry of
Deeds. September 12. 1888. Book 79
Oross Assets ...................... $2,674,449 56
page 211.
Deduct items not admitted
204.443 75
Also the following described par
cel of real estate situate on said
Admitted
......................
$2,470,005 81
Long Island:
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Commencing at the northwest
shore on said Island at the west
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $338,256 01
corner of land of James Murphy;
Unearned Premiums .............. 1.067.472 ‘MJ
thence
southeasterly
by
said
All other Liabilities .............. 388.193 97
Murphy’s land to a spruce tree,
Cash Capital .........................
400.000 00
marked on four sides: thence about
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 276.082 93
southwest by land formerly owned
by Samuel Simmons to a spruce
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,470,005 81
tree marked on four sides at land of
38-Th-44
John D, Cushman: thence northwest
by land of said Cushman to
OLD COLONY INSURANCE COMPANY
stake and stones; thence south
Boston. Massachusetts
west by said Cushman land to
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
land of Edward Thomas, deceased,
to stake and stones; thence by land
Mortgage Loans .................... .
$6,500 00
of said Thomas and by land for
Stocks and Bonds ................... 8.087 062 44
merly of Eliza Morse to the shore;
Cash ln Offlce and Bank
246.264 71
thence around the shore to the place
Agents’ Balances ..................... 241.526 i
begun at. containing seventy acres,
Bills Receivable
34.511 38
more or less, reference being hereto
Interest and Rents
49 154 74
made
to deed from David Thomp
All other Assets ....
42.370 81
son to Lorenzo Wotton. recorded In
said Registry of Deeds. Book 56.
Oross Assets ......................... $8,707,390 17
page 510. Dated this eighth day
Deduct Items not admitted .
54,390 89
of March. A D. 1933
„„
..
STANLEY L. POLAND
Admitted ...............................$8,652,999 28 38-Th-44
Deputy Sheriff.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $338,811 57
Unearned Premiums .............. 1.487.735 45
Contingency Reserve .............. 2.006.244 55
All other Liabilities ..............
192.587 57
Cash Capital ............................. 1.000.000 00
♦Surplus over all Liabilities 3.627.620 14

Ap»lr I’ntfnwntlnp. Quirk! It soothes
the pain—prevents infection and ugly scars. Ask
your druggist for the red-and-yellow tube, 50c.

Unguentine
Relieves $»ulu, huutoualiruliBg

Page Five

Capt Marr who is living with hls
daughter. Mrs. Estelle Pierce. Mar
shall Point, Ls seriously 111 and at
tended by Dr. Oross.
Norris Seavey had a birthday
March 21 and was well remembered
with a cake, pics, cookies and ice
cream, also other gifts. He was 83
yeais old but has caught a’l his win
ter’s supply of mackerel on a hand
Une.
Mrs. Elizabeth Howard of South
Hope is guest of her daughter, Mrs
81dncy Davis.
Mrs. Robert D. Seavey who has
been very l’l with grippe ts -atr.trg
e’.owly.
Rev. and Mrs. Milton Kerr were
guests of Mrs. Mollie Siavey Satur
day.
The men here are digging clams for
Blaek * Oay at very low pr c?s.
Sidney Davis is confined to his
home with a severe cold.
Ocorgc Davis ls visiting hls coutin.
Lerter Merrill, at South Hope.
Mrs. Mollie Seavey is 111 and at
tended by Dr. Oross.
Schools have closed for two weeks'
vacation.

CUSHING
Mrs. Rounds. R. N., from the 8tate
department of public health, was ln
town Monday in the interests of the
public schools.
Word has been received from Rev.
E. H. Timberlake that Evangelist Fox
and wife will remain In Friendship
another week to continue their work
in the church there. April 2 they will
again be here at the Baptist Church
on the hill where they held services
last Sunday which were much enjoyed
by all who attended, the singing with
autoharp accompaniment as well as
the preaching.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Johnson of
Thomaston were at M. J. Maloney's
Sunday.
W L. McNamara is expected to ar
rive at hls farm here this week from
Green Lake where he lias been pass
ing the winter with Mends.
Mrs. Effie (Webster) Hall, wife of
William Hall died early Tuesday
morning after a long and painful ill
ness. Services will be held at Llttle
fleld Memorial Church, Rockland,
with Interment In that city. The sym
pathy of the community ls extended
to the family, especially the crippled
husband.

No more dishpan blues!
UT your dishes to soak in thick Rinso suds. Let the grease and
food particles float off. Rinse in hot water—and let them drain
dry. There you are 1 Sparkling clear dishes in no time. So easily I
Even greasy pots and pans come clean as a whistle—quickly!

P

Rinso suds are so rich they loosen the most stubborn grease, yet
they are kind to the hands—keep them from
getting red and tough-looking.
A little Rinso gives a lot of suds—evm in
hardest water. Soaks clothes whiter without
scrubbing or boiling. Get the BIG package.

The biggest selling package soap in America

reading by Miss Gwendolyn Oreen,
piano duet, Catherine and Neil Cal
Miss Frances McIntosh entertained derwood; doll dance by Hazel Rogers
hcr patrol of Girl Scouts Wednesday Dyer, and a skit by the sophomores.
at supper.
Mice Fanny Ames is home from
SOUTH HOPE
Swan's Island for two weeks' vaca
R E. Robbins has had his store re
tion.
The Boy Scouts with H. A. Town wired by Robert Packard of Warren.
W. C. Wellman is erecting a brood
send leader, held a meeting Monday
at Scout Lodge and report a fine time. er house preparatory to raising chick
Mrs. John ChlUes and daughter ens.
Mrs. Ida Chase of Rockland visited
Ruth returned Monday from a visit
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Leon her sister Mrs. Chloe Mills last Fri
day.
ard Vinal ln Rockland.
Harry Pushaw has had a well drilled
Mrs. Albert Wooster has returned
from a visit with relatives’ at North and plans to move back from Cam
den in the near future.
Haven.
Several from here attended the
Mrs. Lois Dalzelle Howard and
child who have been at the home of play “And Mary Did," presented by
her sister Mrs Clinton Teele during the seniors of Union High School, at
the winter months, returned to Rock Town hall Friday night and highly
.
LIBERTY
praised the ability of the cast.
land Monday.
Mrs. E. W. Monkhouse of Portland
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Sherman enter-1 Capt. Lawrence Ames has been In
and John Dunbar of Boston were
Boston
this
week.
tained March 26. Mr. and Mrs. Wal- j
There will be work at the meeting guests of C. L. Dunbar and family
ter Beaulieu and son of North VasFriday and Saturday.
sa’boro.. Dr. and Mrs William H. of Marguerite Chapter, OES.. next
The whir of the gasoline wood saw
Monday
evening.
A
covered
dish
Sherman of Augusta, and Mr. and
is
the spring song at present.
Mrs Roy Trask and daughter Bessie supper will be served.
The Orange held its dinner and aft
Joseph
Leopold
and
son
of
New
The elimination speaking contest
ernoon session Saturday There were
for the high school will be held at York were in town Monday.
4-H CWb Notea
carroll. Mrs. Marion R’chards;
visitors from East Union. West Rock
The
Seven
Little
Tailors
met
Tues

Community hall March 31.
port and East Warren Granges. The
It is Knox-Lincoln’s turn to be Sheepscott. Mrs Geraldine Ross .Mrs
Mrs. Layton Gardner and Miss day evening.
dinner committee, Mrs Nina Taylor.
represented at the National 4-H Club Ftoba Carney. Mrs Andy Laine, Mrs
C.
8.
Roberts
returned
to
Rockland
Katherine Soule of Richmond were
Mrs Flora Pushaw and Lester Merrill
Camp at Washington. D. C.. June 15 Charles Hendrickson. Mrs Olive Dow;
Tuesday.
recent guests of Mrs. C. H Bagley.
served flsh chowder, crackers, pickles,
to 20 by a 4-H Club boy. The club Simonton. Mis. Estelle Simonton
Mrs.
Frank
Mullen
entertained
the
Two candidates were given the right
cake, pies and coffee, augmented by
boy will be either ln the senior or J,Irs Frank Priest. Mrs. Sarah Marhand of fellowship by Rev. Mr. Bum- Mother and Daughter Club Tuesday
ice cream, a treat from the worthy
young farmer class; must have oom- j ceUo: Unton' Mrs ManA Anttlla, Mrs
evening
at
her
home.
ham at the Baptist Church March 26
master A J. Clark. Thc next meet
pleted three yearn of club wx>rk and
Ca™™ Mrs Maude CalderThomas Lloyd was ln Rockland
Vergil Stevens ls spending some
ing will be April 8. the dinner com
doing satisfactory club work ln 1933
wood' Mrs
Calderwood; Whlte- time with hls aunt, Mrs. Charles Tuesday.
mittee, Mrs. Emily Pushaw, Mrs.
The selection of the club member de-; fi<dd’
Orace
Mrs.
Sada
Robbins
wUl
be
hostess
Abbott.
• • V •
Annie Esancy and Robie Taylor.
pends upon the club member's record
Dr. Leyonborg. assisted by Miss Jes to the Bridge Eight this week.
Mrs. Matilda Woodbury. Damar:
and participation in community ac
Samuel Jones returned Saturday
sie
Sutherland,
health
nurse,
gave
the
scoria, is having some nice cupboardtivities such as
demonstration
inoculation for diphtheria to 106 from Rockland
and closets built in her kitchen.
teams. Judging work, exhibits at fairs
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton has opened
adults and children at the high school
and contests. Physical fitness and
her store, which was closed during the
building
March
24.
Try this bread crumb cake: 3 eggs,
Get at the real cause. That’s what
good health are alao considered
The Sewing Circle will meet with past few months.
thousands of stomach sufferers are
1 cup sugar. 2 cups crumbs, from very
Miss Margaret Young ot Camden at
L. W. Lane returned Monday from doing now. Instead of taking tonics,
dry oven-toasted bread, one fourth Mrs. C. H. Wellington April 4.
or trying to patch up a poor digestion,
tended National 4-H Club Camp ln
The Farm Bureau will meet with Rockland.
teaspoon cinnamon, one fourth tea
Mrs. Edith Vinal and daughter they are attacking the real cause of
1930.
Mrs
George
Sprague
April
5.
spoon salt, one-fourth teaspoon
the ailment—clogged liver and dis
• • • •
The community was saddened to Enna have returned from a few days' ordered bowels.
almond extract. 1 teaspoon vanilla.
visit in Camden.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets help
The three South Bristol 4-H clubs
Beat the eggs, add the sugar, and stir learn of the death by pneumonia of
The Carver Street Bridge Club met arouse the liver in a soothing, healing
had a Joint meeting Tuesday, and in the other ingredients. Pat tiie Mrs. Ned Taylor of New Haven, Conn.,
When the liver and bowels are
Monday night with Miss Fay Coburn. way.
gave demonstrations on sewing.
performing their natural functions,
mixture evenly into a shallow grea.sc'l March 23. The family have a sum
• ♦ ♦ First
honors
went
to
Mrs.
J.
H.
Car

people rarely suffer from indigestion
pan, bake ln a very moderate oven mer homc near the lake and have
and stomach troubles.
The “Tick Tock Toilers” had Fern )300" F.) for about 30 minutes. Tins been well known figures ln the town ver, second to Mrs. Arthur Arey.
Have you a bad taste, coated tongue,
Don't forget the Senior Cabaret at
Beiders give a demonstration on using has somewhat the texture and flavor for many years
poor appetite, a lazy, don’t-care feel
Memorial hall Friday night, class of ing. no ambition or energy, trouble
the ruffler and hemmer sewing ma of macaroons and is a good way to
1933 benefit. Thc attractions will In with undigested foods? Try Olive
chine attachments, and Hazel use up stale bread.
DEER ISLE
clude the class play o’f one act. "All Tablets., the substitute for calomel.
Thompson demonstrated making a
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets are a
buttonhole. The “Merry Maids” hod
Mrs. Paul W. Scott and two chil On a Summer’s Day," coached by purely vegetable compound. Know
SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs
Everett
Libby;
also
a
sketch
by
them
by their olive color. They do
Nellie McFarland demonstrate the
dren were guests of Capt. and Mrs.
the seniors. “School Days,” with tlie work without griping, cramps or
making of an apron and Vlcto.-a Mc
Mrs. Stanley 8immons ls visiting Walter E. Scott. Friday.
pain. All druggists. 15c, 30cand 60c.
Farland demonstrated ♦he making her daughter Mrs. Milledge Randall
The high school has closed for a these numbers interspersed: Dance by
Take one or two at bedtime for
Ruth Wadsworth, song by schoolgirls, quick relief. Eat what you like.
of a holder. The "Helpful Handy at Whitehead.
week's vacation.
Home Hustlers" had Barbara Pink
Miller E. Colby was In BluehiU last
Mrs. Callie Morrill and Miss Helen
ham demonstrate making bloomers. Meservey called Tuesday afternoon week for medical treatment.
Cora Seiders demonstrated making a on Benjamin Fales, Mrs. Harry Allard
Mrs. Lydia E. Beck was Sunday
patch, and Mae Rice demonstrated and Mrs. T. L. Maker.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Haskell.
making a darn. There were 33 visit
Mr. and Mrs. Allen T. Smith of
"Mrs. L. C. Elwell entertained Tues
ors present and 100r'. attendance of
Before Buying a Single Thing in
day her mother Mrs Mary Maker New London, Conn., were called to
club members, leaders and assistant and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Compton, all Bluehlll Tuesday of last week by thc
leaders making a total of 69 percent
sudden change ln the condition of hls
of Rockland.
SEEDS—
• • • •
mother, Mrs. B. C. Smith who ls a paKENDALL &
Mr. and Mrs. Eino Koljonen are , tlent at BluehiU hospital. Mrs. Allen
Five bot-s and two girls met at the
POULTRY NEEDS —
WHITNEY
receiving
congratulations
on
the
birth
Edgecomb school house. March 24 to
Smith came on to Deer Isle Thursday
organize a 4-H Club. These officers of a daughter, March 24. The baby is . to visit relatives and friends.
DAIRY SUPPLIES—
were elected: President, Bernard called Esther Ida.
Miss Hilda C. Ladd of Brownville,
0$.-V
FARM EQUIPMENTThe last of the home dances will be commercial teacher of the high
Collett; vice president. Rufus Caswell;
secretary. Loretta Collett; treasurer held ln Community hall Saturday school was married March 11 to Ed
SUBURBAN and
Roger Gray; color bearer, Everett night. These dances have been well ward D. Shea of Stonington. The
Robinson; cheer leader, Ernest Mc attended and a good time enjoyed, ceremony was performed by Rev. Joltn
GARDEN TRUCK
Kay; and club reporter. Janette with music by Mrs. Eva Post, John Fitzpatrick.
Sherman. Rev. W. K. Houghton Is McKenzie and Jim Drinkwater.
SUPPLIES
Mrs Edward R. Dunham of Ells
Mr. and Mrs. James Drinkwater go worth has been guest of her parents,
thc local leader of this new club.
• • • •
Sunday to Hewetts Island where Mr. and Mrs. P. S. Knowlton re
Hundreds of illustrations—Specific details—and prices—and special
Mrs. Lily Waltz, county club project they will spend the summer.
cently.
circulars on many Items. It lists
leader, accompanied by Miss Clark,
Rogers Elwell is spending the
Mrs. Annie Eaton of North Deer
county club agent, has been organiz school vacation with his father on Isle was weekend guest of Mr. and
EVERY NEED THAT’S NEEDED
ing new 4-H clubs.
Hewett’s Island.
Mrs Prescott J. Eaton.
A new club was organized in Wal
AT 1933 PRICES
Mrs. Virginia Drinkwater is visit
Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Haskell were
pole with 11 members. Mrs. Lena ing her cousin Mrs. Amelia Grey in In Bangor Friday and Saturday of
QUALITY WITH ECONOMY
Feltis is the local leader and Mrs. Rockland.
last week.
Write
or Call For Your Copy Today
Alta Goudy ts her assistant. Thesa
Miss Helen Meservey entertained
Mr. and Mrs. H F. Joyce have re
—1333
officers were elected; President. Vir Wednesday night at a picnic supper turned from ljlew York, where Mr.
FARM .DAIRY and
POULTRY SUPPLIES »
ginia Goudy; vice president, Ruth with bridge ln the evening. The Joyce had been going over the plans
Haley; secretary, Arlene Brown; guests were Mrs. Grace York, Mrs. with the architect for the Squire Reed
treasurer, Virginia Brown; color Callie Morrill, Mre Maude Shea, Mrs. cottage. Work on buildings will soon
bearer, Mildred Kelsey; cheer leader, Gladys 81mmons, Mrs. Lillian Rack begin. Men are already blasting out
PCB HSSC MAI IKE.
rtDCRAL find TtMUlX STSX.
Chester Curtis; club reporter, Harriet liff and Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey.
ledges for the foundation.

VINALHAVEN
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THOMASTON
Miss Blanche Prior who is em
ployed in the home of Roy Wallace,
North street, spent the weekend at
her home in Friendship.
Miss Letitia Creighton who has
been away much of the winter, and
of late has been visiting her brother
James Creighton in Hamburg, N. V.
will arrive home Friday.
The senior class. T. H. S. will pre
sent the play "It Happened in Holly
wood," in Watts hall April 7. under
the direction of Miss Rita Smith.
The cast of characters: Doreen
Downing, Marjorie Mills; Bert, Albert
Oould; Polly O'Connon. Charlotte
Dyer; Mrs. Pembroke, Elizabeth
Woodcock; Sir Humphrey, Myron
Simmons; Jarvis, Charles Stackpole;
messenger, Donald Anderson; Tom
Garrity, Forrest Grafton; Alan Tremayne, Richard Feyler; Josie Pemb
roke, Evelyn Beckett; Princess
Dolores, Hazel Harrison; Phyllis
Duganne, Phyllis Belasco.
William A. Feyler of Medway. Mass.,
came Tuesday, called here by the
death of his brother James H. Feyler.
Mrs. Charles A. Creighton was
elected president of the Ex-State
Regents Club of the Maine D.A.R.
at a meeting held recently at thc
Columbia Hotel, Portland.
The following members of May
flower Temple, Pythian Sisters, at
tended the funeral services for Mrs.

Hannah Whitmore of Camden Mon
day: Mrs. Harriet Tillson. Mrs. Grace
Andrews, Mrs. Ora Woodcock, Mrs.
Ward Grafton, Mrs. Bowdoin Ler
mond. Mrs. Blanche Wilson and Mrs
Ethel Butler.
Mrs. Jessie Woodcock is in town for
a few days, in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Powers.
L F. Harriman of Cushing spent a
few days recently as guest of Peter
Hilt and William Newbert.
Miss Eloise Weeks of Boston is
visiting her sister Mrs. Walter Pow
ers, called here by the drowning of
her niece.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Riley and son
who have been in the home of Mr,
and Mrs. Arthur Kalloch on a visit,
have returned to Boothbay Harbor.
Frank Beverage arrived in town
Tuesday from Portland.
Mrs. J M. Carney had for guests
Sunday her parents Mr. and Mrs.
William Pratt, her son Kenneth
Johnson, and
nephew
Herbert
Sprague.
Clarence Miller who has been
visiting his sister Mrs. Ella Wallace
in South Waldoboro has returned to
the home of Clayton Oliver.
Little Leonard Stetson who has
been ill for several weeks is out
again.
The M. A. M. M. Club met Satur
day at the home of Miss Eloise Wil
liams, Georges street. The guests
were Misses Joyce Whitehill, Elonia

Woodcock, Barbara Gilchrest. Leah Thorndike, Mrs. Anne Day, Mrs. Nel- Ti
Tillson, Harriet Tillson, Dorothy ‘ lie Orff, Mrs Annie Mank.
Wallace, Mildred Rich, Louisa Ash- ’ Qluyos Williams and son who have
ton. Madeline Paquin. Games and I been at Knox Hotel, have returned to
refreshments, also a barn dance. { Newton, Mass.
George Weeks of Ge.rd.net is at the
made it a busy afternoon,
248 MAIN ST.
Almore Boardman of Warren was home of his daughter, Mrs. Walter
Powers.
a visitor at Clayton Oliver's Monday.
Members of the Y.P.S of C.E. are
At the Baptist Church Sunday
morning the music will be the com requested to met at thc postofflee
munion anthem. "If Ye Love Me.” Fridav afternoan between 5 and 5.15
Simper; octette, "I Hear the Soft j The affair i? rh-ceded in mystery.
Mrs. Abbe Meservey of Union is
Note," Sullivan; "Into the Woods,"
| v‘siting Mrs. Ellery Townsrnd.
Lanier.
After the regular Tuesday evening jj Mrs. Minnie Wilson and Mrs Lucy
Sillery who went to Boston to meet
rehearsal of the Baptist Choral,
FRESH KILLED
Mrs. Wilson's son Woodrow, returned
Society, observance was made of the
home Wednesday.
birthdays of two of its members, Mrs.
John Campbell who is attending
Leila Smalley and Alfred M. Strout.
Springfield College in Springfield,
SPRING LEG OI'
Two birthday cakes, a dainty fruit
Mass., ts spending a week with hls
cup and confections were served to
sister Mrs. Oscar Crie.
the 21 present.
The militia call sounded Wednes
On Saturday afternoon a food
FORE OF
day forenoon to rally the company to
sale sponsored by the Church of St. drag the river for the body of little
John Baptist will. be held in Walsh's ! jQ>Te Powrs whQ was
Mon.
store. A wide variety of foods, all day afternoon. Search was continued
SMALL LEAN
home made, will be offered at through the day. several boats drag
reasonable prices. The sale will start ging between the bridge and the bea
at 1 p.m. Telephone orders, which con. Members of Battery F pa-,
will receive special attention, may be trolled the shores between the beacon SWIFT’S SILVEKLEAF
given to Miss Helen Carr. Mrs. Albert and Gray's boat shop in the south
Hall, Mrs. William Loucks and Mrs. west part of the town. A mitten
Robert Watts, High Street.
found by a patrolman some way down
The Beta Alpha Club will have Its river was identified by Mr. Powers as
semi-annual meeting at the Baptist having been worn by his daughter.
vestry next Monday evening, with
Clifton Felt is enjoying a vacation |
BONELESS
supper and election of officers. The from Higgins Classical Institute, j
supper committee, Mrs Georgie Charleston.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Copeland have |
FRESH GROl ND
returned home after visiting hcr |
sister Mrs Alden Matthews in Low- J
ell. Mass.
Coming services at the Church of j
LEAN
St. John Baptist:
Friday. Holy =
Eucharist at 9 a. m; devotions and
discourse on the Holy Scriptures at 7 .
HOME MADE
p. m., preceded by choir practice at
5.30. Sunday. Holy Eucharist at 9 a.
m ; baptisms, devotions and sermon
CENTER CUT
at 7 p. m.

IKBilffl

J,.... .......... J

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
ROCKLAND

TEL. 993

. LOST AND FOUND •
H^******^******H
POCKET BOOK lost between The
Brunswick and Newbert's Restaurant.
Reward. Return to FIRST NATIONAL
STORE or THE BRUNSWICK.
37-39
.
WIRE HAIRED fox terrier lost, answers
■1 to name Skip, white and tan. Has collar
and chain attached. Reward. Notify
CITY MATRON
37-38

Week End

K»*************W 8. C. R I. RED Chicks, high producing
strain. State tested niid accredited for
" ullorum disease. Write M. M KINWANTED
EY. Thomaston. Me . St. Oeorge road.
tc . . . - -- -- -- -- -- - - - • ! R
or phone Tenant's Harbor 56-14 .
37-42

CONFEDERATE
stamped
envelopes
1000 CHICK CAPACITY coal brooder,
1861 wanted, also stamps of same period , complete with pipe for sale. O B.
A. ANASTASIO Barber Shop. 400 Main St I RACKLIFFE. 19 Birch St
37-39
32-Th-38-----------------------------------------------------------WHEN you are planning to sell your
POSITION aa chef or order cook want chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
26-tf
ed Best of references. II. T. PERRY. WARDS. Tel. 806-J. Rockland
Orace 8t„ City._____________________
BARRED ROCK baby chlx and hatch
OIRL wanted to do general housework ing eggs, prices to suit the times. AL
WINDSOR HOTEL
_______ 37-tf BION WOTTON. Friendship. Me. 26-tf
[ I WILL do work of any kind. lawn,
NATURAL ground sea shells are best
house anything— promptly and reason for poultry By ton. $8 delivered. Write
ably. FRED HOWARD. 209 Main 8t. ALFRED RAWLEY. Long Cove, Me
g i Phone 144 City.___________________ 35-40
S. C R I. BABY chlx from tested
MEN wanted for Rawlelgh Routes of stock, $11 per hundred; ln lots of three
800 Consumers In Cities of Rockland. hundred or more $10 per hundred. R.
= 1 Belfast. Counties of Knox and East Lln- W. DAVIS Ac SONS________________ 36*41
ss ! coin. Reliable hustler can start earnR I Red chicks from state tested, ac
SS1 lng 825 weekly and Increase every credited,
trapnested stock. $12 per 100.
I month.
Write Immediately.
RAW- W. L MERRIAM.
111
Union. Me
IS-tf
' LEIGH CO.. Albany, N Y. Dept ME—C
35*Th-38 | S. C. R. I. Red chicks three years state
! -39--8
accredited, price according to number.
AOENTS wanted to sell our hosiery Chickens
are now the farmer s best bet.
Best qualities
qualities.. Complete line Get mil;
for h„ch,ng Wrlte for prlcM E
special selling uropoaltlon.
C
TEAOUE.
Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42
HOSIERY CO.. Everett. Mass
26-tf
BABY CHIX Wyllle's Strain S. C Reds.
« - - -—
One quality—the Best. $12 per hundred.
♦
Discount on 500 or over. F. H. WYLLIE
A: SON. Thomaston. Me . R. 1. Phone
Warren 10-6_______________________ 22-tf
«
PRICE of baby chicks reduced. S. C.
R
I. Reds, accredited flock, heavy lay
PRESSED HAY—Will deliver ln truck R.
ing
strain, hatches each week, one to five
load lota. For prlcea write J. F. BRY hundred
$12 per hundred. 500 to 1000 $11.
ANT. Thorndike. Maine. Phone 4-«.
Orders
of a thousand and over. $10 per
38*49 100.
C. N. LIGHT, Waldoboro. Me.
,
Frankforts, 2 lbs
23c
17-38
LEXINGTON Touring car. 1929. for Tel 17-12.
i sale, run "000 miles, good condition. Come
TO MY old and new customers
and try It GEORGE L. CATE, next to throughout Knox and Lincoln Counties
Pressed Ham, 2 lbs
25c
State Police Hdqrw., Thomaston
38*40 desiring their eggs hatched I wlah to an
I TRUCK WAOON. mowing machine nounce I am ready to take them on
Pig’s Liver, 3 lbs
25c
! and horse rake for sale B. E. WHITTEN. every Saturday throughout the season.
Notify me a week ln advance as to the
Salt Cod Bits, 3 lbs 25c __ Thomaaton.
Tel. 150-11. ______ 38-40 j number
__ ________________
of eggs to be hatched. Why
PATCHWORK —
Percale and print pay 12c or more for chicks when you
Salt Cod Strips, 2 lbs 25c
! clippings, splendid
variety
Popular can get them for 5 cents Write for
E bundle, postpaid $1; also two lb. bundle particulars
Baby chicks 12c. HAWES
Y. E. Beans, quart, 10c I 60c. LAWSON TEXTILE CO. 9 Aster HATCHERY. A. C. Hawes, Unlou. Tel
38*40 8-24.
21-39
* St.. Providence. R I.
Salt Pork, lb
09c
LARGE black horse for sale. CHARLES
37-39
: A. WEYMOUTH, City Farm
LUMP soft coal, $7.50; screened. $9 50;
hard coal. $13.50: coke. $10 50
J. B
• • • •
PAU ISEN Tel Thomaston 84-2
30-tf
AUTO
REPAIR
parts,
new.
Including
James H. Feyler
150 ft brake linings. Will take 25'". off
SEVEN ROOM house to let. electricity
The funeral of James H. Feyler was
wholesale price to clean out lot. W. J , and flush toilet. $14. At 24 CRESCENT
CORNED
GREELEY Liberty________________ 37*39 ST Tel 384-W__________________ 38*40
held at the Sianley R. Cushing
DRY WOOD under cover, fitted $10; }
HALF' home to let at 17 Warren St
funeral home Wednesday afternoon,
junks. $8
O. H CRIE, Thomaston
Tel. 122-2
35-tf seven rooma conveniently arranged and
and was largely attended, with many pleaAant. alwo two garages Inquire 12
FARM lor sale, 65 acres land Barn WARREN ST *
38-tf
beautiful floral tributes. Rev. Joseph
and camp V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main
30-tf
St. Tel 1080
ATTRACTIVE six room rent, all mod
8trout. a former pastor, and Rev.
MORE FOR LESS" special values for ern. recently renovated, central loca
Hubert F Leach, the present pastor
this month: Week Old Started Chicks. tion. 17 Orove St. R W BICKFORD
Rocks. Reds. Leghorns, and Ancona*. 10c TeL 611-M. _______________________ 38-tf
of the Federated Church, officiated. t
each Two weeks old 12c each Day Old
apartment to let. all new.
The bearers were four members of
Chicks 8500 per hundred up. Small NoFURNISHED
SUNBRITE
FLORIDA
children
MINNIE O. MILES 31
or large lots. Orders for 100 or more Ocean 8t Tel 618-W
37*39
the Warren Lodge. Knights of Pythias
shipped direct to your address by parcel
post prepaid on receipt of Cash or P O
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. bath,
of which Mr. Feyler was a member.
order. We have several thousand for lights, gas. furnace heat $20. MILTON
Interment was in the Thomaston
Immediate delivery dally at our ware M, GRIFFIN 25 Ocean 8t_________ 31-tf
CRISP
NEW
house office
No line of business has
cemetery.
THREE room furnished apartment to
withstood the depression like thc poul
try business Our "Just Right" Chick jet $4 week V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main
Mr Fey'.er was a native of Thom- '
Tel 1080______________________ 35-tf
Starter containing Oxide Iron. Yeast
aston. born here June 16. 1858. He
and Cod Liver Oil will grow them to
FOUR ROOM apartment to let, also »
broiler
slie
In
less
than
eight
weeks
and
was a son of George Feyler of Union :
room furnished apartment, both
Into heavy layers at four and a halt three
heated
and
newly finished. MRS
and Lidia (Allen) Feyler. whose home
months You can beat the depression FROST Tel. 318-W
26-tf
with poultry, on the farm or tn the back
' was formerly in northern Maine
Broadway
sensation
and
in
"Up
The
lot In th« cltv See these Chicks today
OFFICES to let at 69 Park St., heated
STRAND THEATRE
our Electric Brooders. These Star- and lighted $3 50 week
V F. STUD
i James lived several years in Warren,
River," a screen play. The picture ln
line Electric Brooders are priced at 89 65 LEY 283 Main St Tel 1080 _______ 26-tf
during which time he carried on a
No more perfect type of player was dramatized from the sensational each and can be kept tn the parlor as
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
far as cleanliness Is concerned We carry
stage line to Thomaston and
could have been chosen for thc part human document compiled by no less a full line of Poultry. Dairy, and Barn rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEROCK
ST__l£!
600 or 211-M_____________ 24-tf
, tained a livery business. He was also of Tom Connors, convict, ln "Twenty an authority on prison life than War Equipment If you want healthy hardy,
APARTMENT of five rooms and bath,
strong Chicks on thc "MORE FOR LESS '
proprietor of the 'Warren Hotel for Thousand Years In Sins Sing," than den Lewis E Lawes of Sing Sing, Plan. Higher Quality for Less Money, second floor, at 34 Pleasant St. Inquire
19-tf
1 some time. He had been a resident Spencer Traey, who has the leading who also acted as technical advisor order today STOVER'S CASH GRAIN ANNE V FLINT. Tel. 1013-M
STORES DISTRIBUTORS lor STOVER
APARTMENT to let in Blcknen Block.
of Thomaston many years, conduct role. Tracy has visited Sing Sing and It is a highly melodramatic play, PEED MFG CO On track 89 Park St MRS B B SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel 264
Just below Armour's. Te!
26-tf
ing a livery business, and since the blows its routine. He also has on fllied with love interest, drama, P'V'kland
1200
38-40
apar
advent of automobiles had done a more oc:as‘.ons come into con'.aet pathos and romance.
pplv at CAMDEN 6c ROCK
FOB SALE —"MORE FOR LESS Spe rooms
Applv
cial Values for one week Domino Fine LAND WATER CO Tel 634
26-tf
good business as a taxi driver.
This picture comes Friday and Sat- Oranulated
with criminal life, and has made a
Sugar 84 38 per hundred
Mr, Feyler was twice married. His close study of the criminal mind and urday.—adv.
pounds. 25 lbs *1 10. 10 lbs 44c Granu HOME FIKE A MARINE INSURANCE
lated Meal 8100 per bag 10 lbs 25c.
COMPANY
|
second wife, who survive? him, was character, and knows it thoroughly.
—
Rolled Oats 8 lbs. 24c . per bag 75c. Pure
of California
20 lba. 81 19 Oraham Flour two
! Miss Abbie Rice of Thomaston. He On several occasions he has characASSETS DEC 31. 1932
G. B. Shaw says he believes his Lard
bags for 25c Chick Starter 10 lbs 35c.
had been in poor health for the past terized criminals with great success “be; course, henceforth, is to shut 25 lbs 65c. 100 lbs with Yeast and Oil Real Estate ____________ $8 055 09
301.18873
MORE FOR LESS 20'7 Dalrv Mortgage Loans
two years and of late had suffered on both stage and screen, notably■ up.' It might also have been hls best 8225
10.000 00
Feed 81 18. Egg Mash with Oll 81 48- Collateral Loans ..........
Stocks
and
Bonds
................
4.603.918
64
! much, death coming to him at the in “The Last Mile" which was a course, heretofore —Louisville Times. Chick Starter gi.75—8tover's Pride 20'
Dairy Feed all pure 81.38—all dairymen Cash ln Office and Bank ..... 423.599 68
Agents
’
Balances
Memorial Hospital, in Damari
455
323
98
feeding this feed have gained one to
57J71 38
two cans of milk per day Ask any user Interest and Rents
scotta. March 27. He is survived by
All
other
Assets
14 894 52
Ground Oats 11 O)
41'i Cotton 8ecd
I a widow, a daughter, a brother WilMeal |138—Quaker Poultry Litter 40cGross Assets ...................... $5,874,252 02
Baled
Shavings
40c
—
SO't
Beef
Scraps
t liam A. Feyler of Medway, Mass., and
421 261 89
81.88—Superior Bread Flour 58c—Family Deduct Items not admitted .
Fimir 49c—Pa«trv 43c
We Ouarantee
; several cousins.
Admitted
............................
85.452
990 13
"MORE FOR LESS" Always. Buv vour
gasoline here at .00 STOVER S CASH
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1932
GRAIN STORES. DISTRIBUTOR'S for Net Unpaid Losses.......... ..... 8335.823 67
STOVER FEED MFG CO
On track Unearned Premiums .
Radio Repairing
Areturus Tube2 248.935 73
86 Park St.. Rockland
Just below All other Liabilities .............. 329.568 46 '
Armour's. Tel. 1200.
38-40
i
cash
Capital
............................
1.000.000 00
LEROY R, WHITTEN
— Surplus over all Liabilities
1 538 662 27

FOWL, Dressed to order; pound,

23c

LAMB, Pound,

19c

LAMB, Pound,

12c

PORK TO ROAST, Pound,

12c

LARD, 4 Pound Package,

27c

BUTTER, 2 Pound Roll,

43c

FOR SALE

15c

POT ROAST, Pound,

Hamburg, 2 lbs 25c

Chuck Roast, lb 12c

014144442...

oon

15c

new Frigidaire.,. that uses
no more electric current than
one ordinary lamp bulb

:

Pork Chops, lb. 15c

to let

;

Spare Ribs, 2 lbs 25c

Oranges,, med. 27c
Oranges, large 33c

The amazing

-

Sausage, lb

il

1 lb. can 19c

Grapefruit, 5 for 25c Cleanser, 4 for

19c

04c Spinach, peck,

19c

Cabbage, Ib.,

maln-

and the price is... a revelation!
ISSU .

f\

i£‘f

A. C. McLOON G CO.
AT THE SIGN OF FRIGIDAIRE

ROCKLAND

THE BICKNELL

WONDER

VALUES

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
FOOD DEPARTMENT
CREAMED

RAISINS

CHICKEN
25c Value
CAN-

10c

SEEDED or SEEDLESS

3U0c
o

LIGHTHOUSE

BAKER'S

CLEANSER

COCOA
ONE-HALF LB. CAN

10c

3:10c

CREAMED

Chipped Beef
CAN

5c
ASPARAGUS
ALL GREEN
19 Whole Tips in a Can

10c

ORANGE PEKOE

COFFEE

TEA lb 29c

19c

59c VALUE

PRUNES

TOMATOES

FANCY

LARGE SWEET

LARGE CAN

2 lbs 25c

2 lbs 15c

10c

APRICOTS

MALT

BUTTER

53c

BACON

SUGAR

AT LOWEST MARKET PRICES

SHRUB SALE

Graduate of National Radio Institute
Washington. D. C.
THOMASTON', ME.
TEL. 150-11
38M0

Assessors' notice
TOWN OF OWL'S HEAD
The subscribers. Assessors of Taxes, ot
the Town of OwI'r Head, hereby give
notice to the Inhabitants of said Town
and other persons having Taxable Prop
erty within said Town, to make and
bring ln to said Assessors true and per1 feet list. of their polls and all their
estates, real and personal, ln writing Inj eluding Money on Hand or at Interest
' and debts due more than owing and al:
roperty held In trust as Guardian
xecutor, Administrator. Trustee ot
( otherwise (except as is by law exempt
; from taxation) which they were pos
sessor of on the first dav of April. 1933
J and to be prepared to Make Oath to the
' truth of thc same.
■ And they are particularly requested to
I notify the Assessors of the names of all
j persons of whom they have bought or
to whom they have sold taxable property
since the first day of April, 1932
And for the purpose of receiving said
Hats and making transfers of all prop! erty bought or sold, the undersigned
| will be ln session at the Town Hall
from 130 o'clock to 4 o'clock ln the
, afternoon
MONDAY, APRIL 3, 1931
1 Special Notice to Executors. Administra
tors, Trustees or Guardians
The statute provides that you must
bring ln to the Board of Asn s-ors a true
and perfect list of all taxable property
' in your possession to date of April 1.
i 1933, otherwise tt will be taxed as the
statute provides, and any personal ex1 amination of property by thc Assessors
1 will not be considered as a waiver of
neglect of any person ln bringing ln true Z
j and perfect list as required by law
Any person who neglects to comply
with this notice will be doomed to a tax
i according to the laws of thc state and
be barred of the right to make appllca[ tion either to'the Assessors or County
Commissioners for any abatement of
| taxes, unless such person offers such
list with hls application and satisfies thc
I Assessors that he was unable to offer It
at the time appointed
H. S. MONTGOMERY
Chairman
J. D. KNOWLTON
GEORGE W. HASKELL
Assessors ut Owl's Head
37-39
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Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaaton, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

10c

BIG VARIETY

ROSES AND SHRUBS

E. B. CROCKETT
5&10c to $1.00 STORE
ROCKLAND

As

YEAR’S

It looks a? though we were to have beer. Well, folks won’t
have to work or wear clothes, and Uncle Sam is going to pass over
flic hundred inilLon dollars to that all we'll have to do is lo guzzle
beer and wave a fan, and that'll be prosperity.

Probably thc children will have to have clothing. '' ough. We
‘ha l - il lontinui to ipecializp in Children's and Be
Clothing
ol a’J kinds.
BOYS' SUITS—agfE 7 to 18.......................................................... SS.CO, S8.00
CHILDREN'S WASH SUITS—big line ........................... 59c i.CJ, $1.50
BOYS’ PANTS ...............................................................»....... $1.09, $1.50, $1.98
BOYS’ LONG PANTS ...................................................................... $1.59, $1.98

YOUNG MEN’S PANTS ............................................ $2.00, $2.50, $3.00
BOYS’ WOOL SWEATERS .............................. 50c, $1.00, $1.50, $1.98
MEN’S PANCY SWEATERS—best line ever .............................. $1.98
ROYS’ BLOUSES AND SHIRTS .......................................................59c, 69c
MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS ........................................................ ........... 59c, $1.00
MEN’S OVERALLS ....................................... ........................ $1.00, $1.15, $1.40
Brother, can you spare a dime—from your beer budget? It will
buy you a nice pair of stockings that will give you good service.

WILLIS AYER

Barter Column

Total Liabilities and Surplus 85 452.990 13
H O OURDY. Agent.
The Idea behind thia column la to _______________________________ 38-Th-44
make poaalble the exchange of goods oi
COMMERCE INSURANCE CO.
aervlces between people who wlah to
Glens Falls, N. Y.
trade aome posaeaalon of theirs for other
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1932
gooda or articles. Blmply address the
Classified Editor of The Courler-Oazette Mortgage Loana ..................... 895,075 00
The charge la 25 cents for one Insertion Collateral Loana .....................
25.000 00
of three lines. 50 cents for three Inser Stocka and Bonds................... 3.012.449 87
tions. Larger ad prlcea on application Cash In Office and Bank ..... 206 149 11
Phone 770.
Agents' Balances ..................... 150Z79 19
Interest and Rents ................
13.601 48
10.015 11
ANYONE wanting to buy. sell or ex- , All other Assets ......
change live stock please write or phone
Oross Assets ........................ 83^12.569 76
LUDWIO MOTOR SALES Tel. 135, New10.103 01
caatle, Me.________________________ 21-tf Deduct Items not admitted ...

Boards for a partition I'd like some
Admitted
............................ $3,502,466 75
boards to build a partition. Will trade
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1932
for an awning or truck cover. Write I
8163,335 OO'
ROCKLAND AWNINO CO.. 15 Willow Net Unpaid Losses
9t„ City.
14S19 | Unearned Premiums .............. 1.273.948 33*
All other Liabilities ............. 258.489 60
I will exchange a Rudd Instantaneous Cash Capital ............................ 1 000.000 00
Oas Hot Water Heater, size 4 stvle F Surplus over all Liabilities .... 806,693 82
good as new. for a quantity of wood or 1
coal, for trucking service or cash Total Liabilities and Surplus 83.502 466 75
Heater good aa new. Apply Nell 8 Perry.
H. O. OURDY, Agent.
THE COURIER-OAZETTE Office, Cl'-T.
38-Th-44
__________________________________ 14*16

Oliver Typewriter, fair condition Will' ItEItKSIIIKE MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
Pittsfield, Massachusetts
exchange right. P. O BOX 441, Cltv
__________________
14*16
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1932
WE WILL trade, at bargain price, a J**’ Estat.e
....................... 868.980 68
new Addressograph complete, standard Mortgage Loans
7.720 00
FI Addressograph No 32382 for M p'ates.' Collateral Loans
25.000 00
foot power selector to work with dupli Stocks and Bonds
559.681 00
cator. fiat envelope plate No 2 less regu Cash ln Ofllce and Bank ......
68.527 10
lar envelope plate: 50 sets 11 plain tabs; Agents' Balances ...................
68.795 73
one Ol Oraphotype No 10064 lor M plates Interest and
.......Rents
....... .................
5J 48 07
No. 10 type. 44 cap carriage for style M All other Assets
...........
3.586 85
plates, complete with metal stand, copy
holder, cover and 20 extra dies and
Gross Assets
8807 439 47
punches; 30 model B drawers; 10.000
, IARn' ,o„
style M blank plates, stub sec.; 7,IIS
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
style M plates, bottom sects; 7.000 style Net Unpaid Losses ................ 38.526 91
M blank plates, top sects ; 5,000 frames. Unearned Premiums ............ 518,917 93*
style M. shifting; one lister; one 8BC All other Liabilities ..............
14.271 53
lvrgreen
------- ---—----------—
- -----------olive
cabinet;
one--base
Thi,■
Contlngncy Reserve ...............
10.000 00
chine ls brand new and can be bought Surplus over all Liabilities 225.723 06
at one-half the actual price: and can be I
see: at thia office any time
Address Total Liabilities and Surplus 8807.439 43
! N. B Perry, COURIER-GAZETTE, Rock- GURDY,
---------- Agent.
H. O.
land Me24*31 I
38-Th-44

; MISCELLANEOUS <
,K**,‘*‘******o***a*a*'******«**«>*

LADIE9 -R«llable hair goods nt Rock
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall order*
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
'___________________________________ 26-tf I
ORDERS taken for cakes, chocolate, j
white or gold. MRS. R S SHERMAN
Tel. 103-W
34-36
WATCH and Clock Repairing. Grand
father and antiques. Call and deliver
S. A. MACOMBER, 23 Amesbury St.
Rockland. Me. __________________ 26-tf |
aLaDDIN LAMP PARTS at ah tlmea
Prompt Mrvlce. CRIE HARDWARE CO
26-tf

/7\//,'lZWZ0/f/

Since 1840 this Arm has faithfw'
served the families of Knox Coun
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450-781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 30, 1933
Mrs. W. T. Richardson who has'
been at the home of Mrs. Alice Whit- J
ney, Ingraham Hill, has returned to
her home on Spruce street much im
proved in health.

in addition to penonal notea regardink departure* and arrlvala, thia depart
ment eapeclally dealres Information of
aoctal happenlnga. partlea. musicale. etc.
Notre aent bv mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ______ ____________ 17# or 7#4

Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., meet*
Monday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Ella Buffum, who will be as
sisted by Mrs. Carolyn Page and Miss <
Jennie Blackington. Mrs. Katherine 1
St. Clair as program chairman has ’
been fortunate in procuring Bertram i
E Packard, commissioner of educa
tion. as guest speaker. His topic will
be “Education—National, State and
Local."

Mr and Mrs Edward Connors and
The Womans Auxiliary of 8t.
Peter's Church meets this evening at son Richard of Bangor were weekend
7.30 at the home of Mrs. W. M. Little, guests cf Dr and Mrs. Perley Darner
Breadway.
Mrs. A. C. McLoon gave a luncheon
Mrs. G. D. Oould of Warren gave a in Augusta yesterday, among her
family dinner Sunday, honoring Mr guests being Mrs. Everett A. Munsey
Gould's 79th birthday. Guests were and Mrs. L E. McRae.
Capt. and Mrs. Henry Lurvey of
Rcckland, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stevenson and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Thcmas, of Camden, and Charles
Webb of Warren.

"ON MY SET”

Maurice Duncan is home from Uni
versity of Maine for the Easter re
Mrs. A. L. Harmon has returned cess.
from Augusta where she spent two
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Seavey are
weeks caring for her sister, Mrs.
Clarence Cram, who suffered injuries home from New York visiting Mrs.
in a recent automobile accident. Mr. Seavey’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Cram was also badly shaken up when mond Robishaw.
his car collided with an 111 lighted
The regular meeting of the "Red
truck near Brunswick. Mrs. Cram ia
Lantern"
wa9 held Thursday evening
gaining ln an encouraging manner,
and able to be out some each day All members were present, and a very
She has been remembered with cards JoUy time was had. Little sewing was
and letters by many Rockland friends accomplished at this meeting, as the
members had declared a truce on
during her period of Invalidism.
work at this particular meeting. The
Mrs. Adelbert L. MUes is spending next meeting will be in the vicinity
the week with Mr. Miles ln Portland. of the Country Club, but members
should remember to look for the
lantern.
Members of Ruth Mayhew Tent

Harrison, son of Mrs. Ruth E. San
born, is at Knox Hospital, where he were delightfully entertained Monday
underwent a mastoid operation yes afternoon and evening by Mrs. Susie
Karl, Oak street, with sewing and
terday.
picnic supper as features of the gath
Miss Ada B. Young, who has been ering.
at Matinicus for several weeks, re
Miss Alice Sonntag Is home from
turned home Tuesday.
Miss Wheelcck's Kindergarten Train
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry and ing Schoo] for the Easter recess.
daughter Marie who have been In
Mrs. Louis A. Crockett wUl be
Miami for the winter expect to leave
hostess to the Thursday Auction Club
on April 4 for the homeward trip.
this afternoon at her home on Ocean
street.
Walter H. Spear entertained hls
club at dinner Tuesday evening, each
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dondis have
guest being presented with favors as guest for a month Mrs. Dondis
brought from the South during hls sister. Mrs. Ralph Lamport of Port
recent sojourn at Swansboro, N. C. land.
Those present were Ray E. Eaton, C.
W. Proctor. E. R. Veazie, Basil Stin
Mrs. A. H. Jones entertained the
son, Percy Demmons and A. S Peter Outing Club at luncheon yesterday
son.
,
at her home on Masonic street.

Mrs. J. 8. Jenkins was hostess to !
.
the E.FA. Club at bridge and buffet
1
luncheon yesterday.

Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper and Mrs
Harriet Silsby Frost motored to Ban
Tht "April Fuel Party" to be given ■ gor yesterday.
at Legion Hall Saturday evening I
premises to provide a jolly informal j Mrs. E. O. Dow was hostess to the
time. Cards—bridge, 63. hearts, etc.— Hatetoqultit Club Tuesday evening at
will be in order at 7.30. and at 9.30 her home on Pleasant street.
there will be dancing on the third
1
The Tuesday Night Bridge Club was
Iloor, with the F.M.M Trio providing
music. The committee in charge entertained by Miss Mae rise Black
comprise: Mrs. Blanche Morton, Mrs ington. with honors falling to Mrs
Clara Kelsey, Mrs. Gerald Margeson , Guy Douglass, Mrs. Lawrence Leach
and Mrs. Marion Waldron. The affair 1 and Mrs. Clifton Cross.
will be open to the public
Cllfford Ladd, home from Univer
sity of Maine for the Easter recess, I
Peter Mills of Thomaston gave a
has as guest his roommate. Fred
supper party Sunda” fcr his house
Black of Burlington, Vt.
guest, Oeorge Hildreth of Newton,,
Mass. Guests were Miss.'.. Margaret
The meeting of the Chummy Club
and Alice Hellier of Rockland. Miss Tuesday evening at the home of Mrs
Katherine Creighton, Miss Marjorie Arthur Marsh. Broadway, was in the
Mills. John Creighton. Douglas Walk form of a birthday party for Mrs E
er and Albert Gould Jr.
W. Freeman. The supper offerings
Included a prettily decorated birth
The Rubinstein Club presents its day cake. Bridge honors were won by
annual student day program tomor Mrs. Arthur Reed and Mrs. Flora
row afternoon in the Universalist Fernald. Mrs. Freeman received an
vestry. An invitation is extended to attractive gift.
teachers and parents to attend, and
pupils participating in the program
H. N. McDougall of Boston ln the
may also invite others particularly city on business is the guest of hls
interested in the occasion. Mrs. daughter, Mrs John H. McLoon.
Lorita Bicknell ns chairman has ar
Mrs. Donald Cummings of North
ranged a most delightful program of
Main street was hostess to the T AK
great variety.
Club yesterday at picnic dinner.
Mrs. Charles A. Creighton, of
Luther Smith is at Knox Hos- 1
Thomaston was elected president of
pital for observation.
the Past State Regents' Club of the
Maine Daughters of American Revo
Mrs. Sadie Ames of Vinalhaven
lution when it met recently at the underwent a major operation at Knox
Columbia Hotel in Portland.
Hospital Monday. Her son-in-law.

COMING SOON—ROSE BUSH SALE AT 25 CENTS—WAIT FOR IT

Clean-Up Sale
Children’s Dresses
Every child's dress that is not brand
new must be sold at once. We have
put them all on one rack and marked
them
ONE-HALF PRICE
Sizes 2 to I 4
Cottons Jerseys Silks

Robert Gregory ls at home from the
Lowell Textile School, for a week's
vacation.
*
-— - ■■
Mrs Donald Cummings entertained
the T and E Club yesterday with a
picnic dinner at her home on North

Guy Bates Post, actor and pro
ducer, returns to the series in
which he made his radio debut last
year when he takes the featured
role of Ulysses S. Grant in Sun
day’s episode of “Roses, and
A. L. Vose has been at Knox Hospi-1 Drums” over the CBS network at
5:00 p. m. EST. This episode in
tai the past fetv days for treatment.
the current Civil War series re
enacts the fall of Vicksburg.
Mrs. Arthur Spofford and daughter
Although he has won success in
Miss Glenna Spofford of Stonington many Broadway hits including
are guests of Mrs. A. W. Gregory, “The Masquerader,” “The Climax,"
and “The Play’s The Thing,” his
Camden street, for a few days.
favorite role is Omar Khayyam in
“Omar the Tentmaker,” which he
Mr*. Harold Greene and Mrs. Wil played for 957 consecutive per
lard Fale9 were recent dinner guests formances. It was this play, in
which he first appeared in 1914.
of Mrs. Raymond Greene. Beacon that established him as a Broad
street.
way star.
i
Mis* Virginia Kinney, daughter of
Mrs. Rodney Kinney of 8t. George.
1* a patient at Knox Hospital and has
been operated on for mastoids.
Fourteen members of the Kalloch
Class met Tuesday afternoon and ac
complished the usual amount of work

Jean Clukey celebrated her 12th j
birthday Tuesday by entertaining 12
little friends. The decorations were
orchid and yellow, and the refresh- ,
ments carried out the same scheme
Jean had many presents, among them
a little diamond ring. Her guests
were Bernice Havener. Norma Hav
ener, Edith Berggren, Priscilla Sta
ples. Charlotte Staples, Ashley Par
ker, Angelina D'Agostino, Mary Egan. ‘
Felice Perry, Ione Louraine and
Jean's cousin Bobby Parker.

CAMDEN

In the absence of their leader, Irv
ing Bracey, the Boy Scouts of Sliver
Fox Patrol were given an-interesting
talk Tuesday evening by Douglas
Libbey. He instructed them in the
different modes of trolling for fresh
water fish and demonstrated how he
won the prize reel from Tibbetts last
year.
Mrs. Charlotte Ames will be hostess
to the Tuesday Contract Club next
week at her home on Harden avenue
Mrs. Clara French entertained at
contract Wednesday evening at her
home at Lincolnville Beach.
News has been received here of the '
death in Portland of Nancy B. Rice,
wife of Charles 8. Rice. She died at
the home of her daughter. Mrs. Frank
Kugler. Mr. and Mrs. Rice were resi
dents of Camden for many years.
Charles Spruce and family are mov
ing to the Arau rent. Sea street.
The senior branch of the Girls
Friendly Society met at 8t. Thomas
parish house Wednesday afternoon
from 5 to 8 o'clock.
The Camden-Rockport Lions Club
met at Wadsworth Inn last evening
The guest speaker was John M Rich
ardson of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Prescott are
Homer Gray, is here
taking an apartment in the Camden
Mrs. Marian Young, who has been block.
visiting Miss Alena Young for a few
We suppose those folks who gc
weeks, returned Tuesday to Ma
south for the winter are fugitives
tinicus.
from just ice.—Ohio State Journal.

W. L. Blackington who has been
spending the winter with his daugh
ter, Mrs. W. W. Graves, in Malden,
Mats., expects to return heme tomor
row and will open his home at The
Highlands, to be joined there Satur
Swastika Club was entertained
day by his daughter,. Miss Anne
Blackington, and her aunt, Mrs. Vina Monday evening by Miss Marlon Up
Ulmer, who have had rooms with Mrs. ham at the home of Mrs. Altena
Thompson. Mrs. Abbie Stiles sub
Harriet Frcst for several weeks.
stituted for Mra. Herbert Kalloch
The Shakespeare Society meeting Prizes were awarded to Mrs. Ray
Monday evening at the home of Mra. mond Cross, Miss Susan Spear and
Eva Hellier had 27 members and one Mrs. Altena Thompson.
guest in attendance. Mrs. Nina Bev
The P.&T. Club was entertained at
erage, Mrs. Oertrude Wooster and
Mrs. Ella Buffum were appointed as bridge Tuesday afternoon by Mrs.
a nominating committee to report at Thomas McKinney, Knott .street,
the next meeting. The reading com honors going to Mrs. John Beaton.
mittee tendered a report for study Mrs. Fred Achorn was a special guest.
next year, this also to be decided upon
Mrs. Verna Thomas was hostess to
at the meeting of April 10. Mrs.
Angelica Glover as leader prefaced a group of 15 women Thursday eve
the reading of Act III of "Elizabeth ning, ln honor of Mrs. Flossie Hasthc Queen" with a short account of sens birthday. It took a lot of di
the author. Maxwell Anderson, and plomacy on the part of some of the
Mrs. Alice Jameson read an account guests to have her present, but she
of the part of Elizabeth as played by finally arrived, if a little late. “Flos
Lynn Fontanne.
Mrs. Maude sie" was asked at once to step Into
Blodgett also presented a sketch of the dining room and inspect the Jig
Sir Walter Raleigh, and Mrs. Glover saw puzzles, and the sight that greet
a poem entitled "England, the Un ed her left her puzzled, for the table
known Isle" sent in by Mrs. Caroline was all set with a dainty luncheon and
Achorn Merriam. Tiie papers were a birthday cake in the center with
"Elizabeth's Ascendancy and Decline" the word "Flossie.” It was quite a
by Miss Alice Erskine, and “Eliza while before she was able to more
bethan England.” by Mrs. Grace Law than say "Oh, my goodness." Games
rence. The entire program showed and a guessing contest, together with
much thought and care in prepara  inspections of the many lovely pres
tion, and was greatly enjoyed by all ents, helped the evening to pass very
present. The meeting of April 10 will swiftly. It is safe to state that Mrs.
be with Mrs. Edith Bird.
Hassen hasn't fully recovered yet.

Page Seven'

Lewcll Thomas announced in a
recent broadcast that he had
been flooded with letters criticiz
ing his pronunciation of the word
“conservator," with the accent on
the second syllable. Mr. Thomas
harr.bly apologized and said that
hereafter his pronunciation would
be with the accent on the flrl
syllable, which Webster's Diction
ary authorizes.

A bomb exploded in the resi
dence of Fr. Coughlin at Royal
Oak, Detroit this morning doing
much damage, but injuring no
body. Fr. Coughlin's Sunday aft
ernoon broadcasts are familiar to

TIIE BELLS OF ST. STEPHENS

I For The Courier-Gazette |
(Heard tt Cobtsaet. Mts-s,. upon the
occasion of the carillon recital by
Ktmlel Lefevere at St. Stephens, "The
Cburch of the Carillon." called by
Bishop Lawrence on hls first conflrmotlon visitation "The Pilgrimage Church. '
ln reference to the bold site upon which
lt stands).
A noble pile of Oothlc form
Perched high on rocky cliff.
It stands supreme—alone—
Like some old English structure
Proud and aloof and grim.
But rarely beautiful within.
Its spacious chancel most replete
With rare memorials complete
Here at Its ancient font has been
baptized
Many a hero ln our country's history
prized.
And ln the lofty belfry high
That almost seems to pierce the sky,
Wonderful carillon bells of old
Have often sweetly solemn tolled:
And oft ln chimes rung out most
clear.
A loud triumphant message to the
ear
Of a vast multitude gathered near.
To catch the wonder and the thrill—
As true the bells ring out and All
The alr about, rung by Lefevere's
master hand—
The music rolls, sublime and grand.

O bells of dear St. Stephens’
Still can we hear thy glorious chime.
'Tls treasured ln our memory for all
time.
And for all time thy wondrous thrill
Hath power our Innermost self to fill
With reverential awe and love
Dear bells of old St Stephens.
Long consecrated to the Ood above.
Elizabeth O Marsh
Rockland.

FRI.-SAT.

FRI.-SAT.

Action!
Romance!

TIM McCOY
in

‘END OF THE TRAIL’
TODAY
IRENE DUNNE
in
“NO OTHER WOMAN”

BSghlad bee. ef a thauaaRd Ml Thwarted
Iovm ef a thousand weazen! The thunder.

I

WARDEN LEWIS E. LAWES

20,000
YEARS III
SING SING
Great cast with

Light Tracking
Parcel Delivery

SPENCER TRACY, BETTE
DAVIS, ARTHUR BYRON

« ZaM Mariaarf Pktaza
ing truth about Stag Stag—city without
woman—
laid hy tha
ene man an earth whe
NOW
SHOWING
Anaws thc truth and inu’t afraid In apeeA it!

“ANIMAL KINGDOM"

Family Washings
Called For and Delivered

Walter Dorgan
TeL 106-R

They are all the rage!

White with colored
emblem,
Colored with black
emblem,

Easter HATS
. ... the Height of Chic

JUST RECEIVED

$3.98
•Mannish
gMockMannish
•Feminine
They’re All Here!

LADIES’

Their chic lies in
the
little
higher
crowns. They tilt
down over one eye,
and away up in hack
to give you the
smartness and digni
ty you want for
Easter.

TWEED SUITS
Sizes 14 to 20

Greys, Tans, Oxfords,
Greens
BARGAIN ATTIC
CASH AND CARRY

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
A BARREL OF APPLES ’

WALDOBORO

every listener on the radio.

PAR. C3
Thrill* I
Love!

MICKEY MOUSE
SWEAT SHIRTS

Wi

“3

with

ANN HARDING
LESLIE HOWARD

J
SP

"One bad apple can spoil the bar
rel.' says an old proverb. A case of
tuberculosis may. from tthe public
health viewpoint, be like that bad
apple—the disease tends to spread
from him who has lt to those with
whom he lives.
But the spread of this disease can
be prevented. How? By examining
every person who has been in close
contact with a case. This means
not only( medical examination of
adults, but also of children. With
the aid of the tuberculin test and
X-ray it is now possible to discover
lf a person is infected, and if so, how
much damage, If any. has been done.
If any danger signals are discovered,
much can be done to prevent thc
development of actual disease.
One difficulty is that tuberculosis
usually develops slowly. Months or
even years may pass before the
symptoms
become
troublesome
enough to drive the patient to the
family doctor.
Meantime other
members of the famiiy may have be
come infected. People need to be
reminded that "that tired feeling,"
or the "cough that hangs on." or
other symptoms may be due to
tuberculosis and should be Investi
gated by a doctor.
To accomplish this, the National
Tuberculosis Association and its
2084 affiliated associations through
out the United States conduct each
year an "Early Diagnosis Campaign,"
during which they seek to focus at
tention upon a sirigle phase of tuber
culosis, which still kills more per
sons between the ages of 15 and 45
than any other disease.
This year the campaign begins on
April 1 and will ask the public “From
Whom Did He Get It?—To Whom
Did He Give It?” These suggestive
questions will be pointed up by the
slogan “Examine and Protect Every
Contact?"
In numerous ways persons will be
helped to find out if they have the
disease, to secure proper treatment,
and to learn to protect others. Em
phasis will be laid on the danger of
the disease to children and the ne
cessity of examining them with the
tuberculin test and the X-ray. Be
cause of the economic stress it is all
the more necessary to build our de
fenses against the enemy, who strikes
when resistance is low.
Physicians, health officers, public!
health nurses, social workers, civicI
groups and community leaders will
participate.
Insurance companies,!
employers, business organizations'
and others can help. Readers of this !
newspaper are urged, as a matter of
personal and family health protec- I
tion, to give serious thought to the
information and advice that will be
given widespread circulation during
this campaign, and where such a
step is indicated, the family doctor
should be consulted promptly for a
medical examination.

Merle S. Costner, deputy sheriff,
has been notified lhat all dogs in
the town must be tied. This action
has been taken as a precautionary
one owing to cases of rabies in other
parts of the State.
Prof. Allan R. Benner of Andover
Academy, Andover, Mass, is at his
home on Pleasant street.
Miss Edith Benner returned Satur
day from a visit with relatives in
New York and East Orange. N J.
Mr. and Mrs. Vertna A. Stahl and
sons and Miss Carrie B. Stahl of
Portland spent Sunday with their
mother Mrs. A. F. Stahl.
The Woman's Club met In the club
rooms Tuesday afternoon with 22
members present. Mrs. Isabella Iabe
and Mrs. Ina Smith were hostesses.
Mrs Nan Weston read an informa
tive paper on "Retail Delivery and

the spring recess at her home at
Kaier's Corner.
Mlrs Marlon Flanders has beeh
! visiting relatives in Portland.
I The fortnightly meeting of th'r
j Lions Club was held at Stahl*K
Tavern Wednesday with dinner |
The Sutannah Weelty Society was 630. Sixteen members were prese
entertained at the home of Mrs Belle ' William G. Reed who passed
Poland, Friendship Street. Monday winter In Philadelphia, told ln
afternoon, with 25 members present. interesting manner of a recent trip
The time was passed socially and in to Bermuda. Walter H. Boggs spoke
sewing, and light refreshment* were of the advantages of having a band
served Miss Julia Kaler will be hes- in town and asked the Lions' support
along this line. The next meeting will
' tess at the next meeting.
>
Mrs. H. K. Pa.mer has returned b- held Apr. 5.

Memoranda Problems." Mrs. Louise
Miller told of an interview with Mr.
Bran of Porteous. Mitchell & Braun,
in which he discussed problems con
fronting men in the business world
today. Tiie hostesses served refresh
ments.

■ to her home in Nobieboro after
spending two weeks with her daughI ter Mrs. H. P. Mason.
Sanford E. Winchenbach nas sold
1 his grain business to the New Engi land Grain Co. of Portland
Miss Mildred Brooks, a freshman
at University of Maine, is passing

THE FASTEST TRAIN

The fastest scheduled run in the
United States is on the Pennsylvania
R. R. between Camden and Atlantic
City. N. J. The trains average 76.5
m p h. to complete the scheduled run
of Lhe 58.3 miles in 45 minutes.

DON’T FORGET THE BIG

BANKRUPT JEWELRY SALE

COR. MAIN & ELM STS.
OPP STRAND THEATRE
(LOOK FOR THE BIG SIGNS)
If You Are In Want of Any Remembrance Such Aa Bridge Prizes, Wedding or
Birthday Gift* Or For Any Occasion Or Percon

TIME IS SHORT—DON’T WAIT-STOCK IS BIG-PRICES UNHEARD-OF
1.50 ALARM CLOCKS

DIAMOND RINGS
Now

Were

69c

$37.56 Modem White Gold Mounting*

$18.49
$25.00 Modem White Gold Mounting*

$13.50

CLOCKS

$18.50 Modem White Gold Mounting*

$ 8.79

Electric and Key

$12.00 Modern White Gold Mounting*
___________________________________$

5.98

All Sizes and Shapes

FRAMED PICTURES

PRICES SLASHED

Hand Painted Landscape and Ship
Views
Were
Now
$1.75 to $3.00 Choice
59c
$1.00 to $1.75 Choice
29c

Mantle,

$4.98 up

Boudoir,

$1.19 up

Sterling and Plated Flat and Hollow
Ware, Pewter, Leather, Pyralin, Ivory,

WRIST & POCKET WATCHES
Plenty To Choose From
Stock Must Be Sold To Last One
BARGAIN PRICES

Gold and Filled Jewelry, Vanities, Mesh
Bags, Pottery, Glass, China.

Fountain Pens and Sets

SAFE, REGULATOR AND 8 AND 10 FOOT SILENT SALESMAN SHOW
CASES CHEAP

C.E. MORSE

G. W. PALMER & SON

«

------------------------------------------------------------ :------------ ~

C. W. PROCTOR, Prop*
m

Every-Other-Day
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THE KICKAPOO MAKES JIG SAW PUZZLES OF PENOBSCOT RIVER ICE
I
J

I

With a Crunch and a Rumble the Kickapoo Breaks the Wintry Lock

It’s Cold on the Dock; the Pilot Is Glad to See the Kickapoo

Breaking at the Top of the Tide, So the Ebb Can Do Its Work

shock. sending long, clean cracks out circle in the basin at Bangor near
to right and left. From the top-, the coal docks, steamship pier and
most deck one can con the ship and ] railroad bridge, it went down thc
open water. And the freighter Corton Freighter, Ii Sends nish wanted to get in on Tueediy.
feel her shudders and lurches. The 1 river again. After only two hours
Thus
at
nine
o'clock
Sunday
morn

prow wavers from side to side, but there was a new skim over the open
Glistening Floes Out to
ing a tail old man in an ulster, carry
the steady rumble and crunch gees on water, starting already to cement the
Sea with the Tide
ing a Boston bag. waited on the bltunabated like the sound of distant iloes together again. But with the
turn cf the tide it swings slowly
------j ter cold dock at Wir.’erport A:
artillery fire.
down through the eddies.
[The Courier-Gazette is indebted quarter of ten a thin banner ot
There's a Trick to It
In winter the reopening of naviga
to its good friend, the Boston Tran- smoke had been seen abcve the hill
Further up the stream, in thr
script, for this article and the ac- to the southward and very soon thc
broader reaches, the ice is glistening tion on the Penobscot is not of any
companying illustrations. The story smallbodied ta 1-stacked K.ckapoo
white, perhaps an inch of it tnew- hi/.i significance to the people of
stresses the good work of the Ccast appeared against the dark shore
ice, the rest full of air bubbles It<s Bangor. But the visit cf the ice
Guard Cutter K.ckapoo which bases Great pans of ice were moving up
possibly twelve inches thick but lt breaker ls easily the brightest spot
at this port.—Ed ]
the river almost as fast as the cut
breaks easily. The Kickapoo needs in a dull Sunday. So along the
• • • •
only to break its leek from shore to shores automobiles and small boys
ter. driven by the strong wind and
By <1. B. Palmer
shore and the action of wind and and girls with cameras give the
making tide. Seagulls in small
tide will do the rest. It heaves up Kickapoo a pallid welcome. On the
groups settled down on the parts and
Bar.gor. Me.
in great cakes either side of the ship; ' steamship pier there are fifty or a
The querulous lament of old rode up in the winter sunlight.
then the slightest impact sends it hundred people. Out on the ice a
It was a mistake to put only a bowtimers that “We don't have the winsettling toward the bottom turning bay stands directly ahead of the boa:
tens like we used to" ls nowhere line out to the pier. The tide took
yellow orange then brown as lt dis- peering Into hls camera as the boat
endorsed more heartily than up and
stern and swung it up river and
down the Penobscot River Valley the nose along the wharf, but the Capt. Larrabee and Bosun Thresher (Commanding) on Job The Cause of All the Trouble , Freighter Cornish of Boston appears. It comes sluggishly to the steams toward him. Bosun Fis.i
Comparatively young men chime in Pilot didn't bother to wait until she transom aIlQ sathlinse;; on astoo, ,n few minutesthere was a
as of ands,opes
Bft,with a few
extra the ship. Hardest of all kinds Is surface again. The black ice, break reaches up to the whistle cord and
with circumstantial recollections of *as al. snug. While the bow was front or the wheel. When theship heavy'hail on the steeldecks. Out- plates forstrength.The ice
is forced "blackice,” not blackat all butclear lng as it does into long, rectangula. ' gives him a warning blast that sends
a ride on a hay pung all the wav touchingthe pier, he walked up a
under way the boiun stood
it
became apparent the Kicka- down and back and breaks by pres- as plate glass, with the river the pans, planes down Into the water him slipping hastily to shore,
With the channels well broken up
across the mouth of the bay from race on
the piling and swung his back and the quartermaster took his pco had caught up to the pans that sure, not by impact. But where the color of an old frock coat under- like a pie plate.
There is an established technique and the Kickapoo steaming in long.
Rockland to Deer Isle. "We had ice
0V€r the rail. A second or two wj,eel orders from the pilot. It had been drifting up river. It was hull swells out at the sides the thrust neath.
In places there ls Just a skim of for Ice-breaking. Channels should be slow loops up and down the river, the
ln them days.
later the stem knocked off the top wasn t “starboard your helm' or pretty rotten ice. not more than of the steel plates lifts the ice in
They have ice today, too. even if of the pile he had just climbed over. ..Qlve her two points t0
but three inches thick, land the boat broad sheets. Way aft the wake is this black Ice and the bow wave broken out as nearly as possible be- j people drift away and the officers
the who.e mouth of the bay does not
The Pilot Takes Over
"Right a little," and "Left a little. Shattered tt with no more than a a narrow ribbon of slush and debris moves under it ln long smooth rip- fore high tide, not so early that thc play bridge in Che wardroom. It ls,
freeze over. They have enough ice
He was greeted by the officers as slowly" or "Steady." each of them re- rustle and a scrape.
in tfhe broad expanse of the frozen pies. Fragments kicked up go skit- rising wrater will jam it up in the by comparison with other duties of
tering away, riding the ripples as a narrow places and not so early that. this service and by comparison with
to require the services of the Coast Captain Larrabee of Winterport, peated by the man at the wheel.
Such a ship as the Kickapqc river.
Guard Cut.er Kickapoo in the upper skipper of the Bangor boats during
Since there was no ice it seemed doesn't cleave the ice. The prow of! There are at least six kinds of ice. Hawaiian does hls surf board. Where it will freeze together again before the imagined feats of an Ice breaker.
reaches of the river. Bangor is the the summer season. He carefully a good chance for visitors to get the vessel doesn't touch It at all. The twelve separate noises, and four re it is really thick, four to ten inches, the tide goes out. On Sunday when , a mild and sleepy way to spend a
head of navigation, but until Sun- deposited his Bo:ton bag on the warm in the ward room. But in a whole fore-foot has been cut awa$. actions of the ice to the in-thrust of the ship meets it with a perceptible. the Kickapoo had kicked a broad [ Sunday afternoon.

■----------- -

day Bangor was separated by ten

Breaking the Way for a Bos- miles of more or '«» £Olid lcs fron"

UNCLE FERNANDO’S ADVENTURES
Col. Philbrick Lose* a “Swelled Head,” Meet* Some
Injuns and Fords a Treacherous Lake
muddy and marshy, dead trees stand
ing each side, and we were pusher!
across. I don’t know how. Then w
were pulled off the scow and up th?
opposite bank in the same crude way
I The boat or scow was very wobbly.
Our journey was then resumed. In
teresting but awesome
A year later I was located on a new
Editor of The Courier -Gazette
ranch, far out on the prairie I need
My last letter published In this
ed flour, so I borrowed three bushel'
paper seemed to please rotne of my
1 of wheat, a yoke of steers and cart,
friends, but it did not include all the
also a rifle, and next morning early
interesting events of my life. A let
’ started for a flour mill six or eigh’
ter telling of events common, humor
I miles away on Logan Creek. N:
ous and Otherwise, might again inter
! roads, no bridges. No places along
est them. The larger part of these
1 the way to inquire the right road
occurred in my young days, while in
I Wheel tracks In all directions. I
the "Wild West."
j knew the general direction was north
Traveling by railroad we came to
so I sat in the cart and let the steers
a river—it may have been the
jog along. Haw! Gee! Whoa! Giddap!
Missouri. No bridge and never had
I I saw a prairie chicken on the ground
been. Our car was shunted onto a
.several rods away and fired. Dead
temporary railroad track leading
chicken—head shot off. Two miles
down to thc river. A big rope was tied
i
more, another chicken. Same dis
to the rear end, and passed around a
tance, same action—dead chickentree or stump. We were eased down
neck broken. Later I saw thre’
a steep bank to the river and pushed
chickens, half a mile away. Ten rods
on a big rough scow. The river was
I nearer the hens saw me and flew
away. Cocks most always stretch up
BROILERS. FOWL. CHICK
and flap their wings three times beLIVE ENS—DRESSED POL’LTRY ' fore flying. One flap, two flaps,
Also Hennery Eggs Wanted Now
three flaps, and a bullet through the
Prompt returns at highest possible
body. He did not fly. Distance some
prices. Quotations tags, testimoni
50 rods Then I got a swelled head—
als. sent on request. Our atm ls to
ln and hold shippers’ confidence.
Etablished
25 years. Coops loaned I three shots and three good bulls-eyes
free.
and I had never fired that rifle before.
W. F. WYMAN A CO.
Next day I lost that swelled head
4 Faneuil Hall Market Boston. Mass
29-tf II borrowed that rifle and went down

Distinctive Stationery
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

$

1

Personal, Student and Monarch 8ize Stationery of excellent white
ripple or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
paper must be exactly the same.
Printed in black or blue ink. Not over three lines. Note size 6x7,
ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
envelopes to match $1.00. Student’s size 5Vkx8'4, 150 sheets and 100
envelopes to match, $1.00
Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use, 150 sheets
7*4x10% and 100 envelopes 3’4x7% plain white bond paper only, $1 50
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 60c extra.
Write name and address plainly, print if possible. Remit with
order, please, either by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Into the "bottom" or big lake. There solidly together as if made so; had
were 10.000 wild ducks. I took about lain there at least 10 years
10 shots inside one hour at scores ol
I wanted to see a prairie fire. Had
ducks swimming in a bunch less than seen the glare of them on a winter
10 rods away, and never got one bird night, but the one I did see and took
So much for my fancy shooting
part in came down upon us in Sep
At the mill while waiting for my tember from the wide places far north
flour I tcok the rifle and walked down of us. We saw the glare in the sty
the creek 'always pronounced “click" two nights before and the amok" bytherei in search of gam". There were day. but never thought it would get to
trees, bushes and high grass all along us. But lt came one morning, and
the banks. At one secluded place I everybody fought it with plows, har
heard a human being groaning. I rows, spades, brooms, water—and won
looked about and soon found a shack out. We shunted it post us and then
or dilapidated tent in a clump of let it go sweeping on its way; we
buthes. I walked around it, and could do nothing else On the upper
found that the groaning was inside lands lt is not so very dangerous, but
With my gun-barrel I lifted the flap down in the “bottoms" nothing can
of the tent and looked in. In the outrun it. At times and places it will
darkness I could see a human form catch a deer or horse.
sitting on the ground, rooking back
and forth and groaning to beat the
"Bottom land” is the lowlands in
band.
valleys next or beside rivers. Rivers
"Sick?" I asked and the rocking and lakes are there, and millions of
stopp?d. Again I spoke, and the wild fowl at times. One day I went
groaning again began, as did the to a lake some two miles away to get
motion. I thought discretion the bet wild ducks. I found few birds there
ter pari of valor, and quickly left that Just then. Some twenty rods from
place. Five minutes later I met a shore in the center of the lake were
I big buck Indian with a gun. He also three ducks asleep I took a shot and
appeared to be looking for game. I . killed two of them. I stripped and
said. "How!" a common form of salu ; waded out. It was bad footing, deep
tation there when one met an Indian mud and water up to my shoulders. I
He scowled, looked at me and grunt i was no swimmer, but got the ducks.
ed and went his way. So did I—that Soon after an oldtuner tliere told me
is I went my way but I did not grunt 11 was a fool, as that lake was notori
• • • •
ously treacherous.
It had been
At the mill I asked the miller what 'sounded in places to a depth of 90
he thought about it.’ He said it was
feet and no bottom. Had you walked
probably a squaw moaning for a dead
' into one of those places you would
baby or an expected one. There was
never have been heard from, for any
part of an Indian tribe encamped
thing of size once sunk there never
close by the mill, wanderers begging
appeared an the surface again. Well
or stealing all they could. Thc bucks,
I was lucky that time, or my gun and
clad in a breech cloth only, were
clothing on shore would have told
splendid specimens of bronze human
the story of another fool who "didn't
ity. The squaws wore only a short
know It was loaded.”
skirt with the dirt and grime of ages
Are you afraid of thunder, light
upon it. and all as handsome as an
ning, twisters etc? Of course. But
Indian hag can look. Only thc ones
you never have really heard or seen
under 15 were lookable—the others
’ any. So let's stop right here. This
just horrible looking hags.
is no fancy story. It all happened to
Hurrying home one night I
Uncle Fernando
stumbled upon a real Indian toma
hawk which had been there perhapssl
20 years. It was a “pipe of peace" | “Robert," said the teacher, to drive
hatchet, the head or hammer end be home the lesson which was on charity
ing hollow to hold tobacco. The and kindness, “if I saw a man beat
handle (wooden) had a ho’e the ing a donkey and stopped him from
whole length for the smoke, with a doing so, what virtue would I be
bone mouthpiece. It also had notches showing?"
"Brotherly love," said Bobby.—Bos
cut on lt, showing the number of
enemies the owner had scalped. (This ton Transcript

was told me by a Scout who was sup
posed to know1. How it came there
was the mystery. Perhaps in a death
struggle with an enemy, or a buffalo
hunt.
I also picked up a big revolver one
day, attracted to it from nearly half
a mile away by the shining of the
nickel on it. It was useless—rusted as

Our President-elect ;s trying to
assemble a set of ambassadors who
can speak the tongue of the countries
in which they live When breaches
occur in the future, our diplomats
must be fully prepared to misunder
stand each nation in its own lan
guage—Detroit News.

WORKS ON NEW SERIAL ftnd creawr of the stBge character of cated to her son are: "Glitter Little

EDUCATION IN THE NAVY

_____
Sherlock Holmes, who resides there Sins.' and "Red Headed Woman."
Is it possible to get an education
—Boston Sundaj- Globe.
Katharine Brush. Novelist.
retirement.
while
serving In the Navy?
Simplicity and yet individuality
Yes, If by education you mean the
Who Summered In Friend and charm mark the house and its
BUSY MOTOR PACKET
things the Navy teaches. The Navy
ship, Now In New Home approach. The interior is thorough Motor packet Myra J. Wooster. I1 trains
Its own men ln mechanical
ly modern in its layout and provides Capt. Robert Lash, arrived at Port
The historic town of Haddam ample provision for guests. Floors land from Friendship Monday with , and clerical lines; and there ls peroverlooking Ithe Connecticut River are all hardwood and walls of many 1600 cases of canned clams for the ; haps no better way of learning a
has welcomed a new neighbor to its of the rooms are shaded ln a mod- Burnham * Morrill Company She ! mechanical trade. If interested In
loaded 2000 empty cases there and ; academic subjects an education can
midst. a distinguished author and ernistic motif,
' better be obtained in the U. S. Ma
novelist. Katharine Brush.
From the back veranda one may took on package freight at Widgery
rine Corps, where a large variety of
Here in a studio set up in her recent- I°ok down a 125-foot bank upon the Wharf returning to Friendship at
subjects are taught by the Marine
noon.
ly greatly enlarged and thorough- placid waters of the Connecticut
Corps Institute. A grammar school
ly modern home, she is to be found river and watch the shipping and
education or ite equivalent is re
Neurotic:
Anybody
who
thinks
you
hard at work on a new serial she pleasure craft as they- ply their way
mean It when you ask how he is.— quired before one may enlist in
has promised to complete early ln UP and down stream,
i either branch.
the spring. Haddam folk have exThe grounds have undergone ex Publishers' Syndicate.
tended a hearty greeting and point tensive landscaping and ornamental
out the home as one of the show i trees and shrubbery are set out and
places of the town.
dot » velvety lawn. The house is
When Miss Brush decided to locate approached by a 12-foot driveway
in the Connecticut Valley she hap- 1 wlth a large circle in front of the
pened upon the old Obder place, a main entrance. The house ls far
plain white cottage on the Saybrook enough back from the highway to b;
road, the main highway of the town , ffee from annoyance from the heavy
It's a pleasant feeling to know that from
which runs parallel to the river.
> traffic of the summer months.
your New York hotel, ALL the City's most
The home was long occupied by
Miss Brush, who is Mrs. H. Charles I
interesting places can be reached quickly
William E. Obder, once a Jailer at! Winane. wife of a New York banker
It is equally pleasant to have a cheerful,
the grim county building a few hun- was born at Middletown. Conn., Aug
luxurious
room at the modest cost of
dred yards up the street and con-1 W. 1900, daughter ol Charles 8. and
*3 » day single; *4 double
venient for Mr. Obder to reach Clara Louise Northrup Ingham. Her
within a few minutes’ walk. The maternal grandfather was Judge D
RESTAURANT - TAVERN GRILL - CAFETERIA
house was on the east side of the Ward Northrup, once Secretary oi
Luncheon from )0c • Dinner 8h end $1.00
highway and the rear iand ran back State in Connecticut.
DINNER DANCING
NO COVER CHARGE
to the river bank, some 500 feet dis
Her parents have recently come to
tant.
Haddam to make thelr home with
The setting was not in accord with their distinguished daughter. MiMiss Brush's desires and the first Ingham is widely known as an eduact was to move the old dwelling back cator and from 1907 up to about
44*1
4l«b STRUT-41b AVINUR-NIW YORK
from the road about 400 feet, where two years ago was principal oi
"A IILI ANCI NOT ll”
John t.
m.
lt is set tn a five-acre tract. An ell Dummer Academy in South Byfleld. ’
at the east side of the dwelling was Mass., where thc family resided until
demolished and several small sheds recently.
were razed. Two new ells were
Miss Brush started hcr l'terary
constructed and additions were made , career as a girl of 17 when she was
to the parent structure, so that employed on a Boston daily to write
when completed it contained 14 interviews, dramatic criticisms and a
rooms and a length over all of 80 cinema column. After two years of
feet.
I this work she married and went to
It continues to face the street and ! live in Ohio. Subsequently she was
from the rear there is afforded a divorced and remarried.
beautiful panorama of the Connecti
She has one son, to whom she
BOSTON. MASS.
BEACON STREET
cut river valley. Far off to the dedicated one of her novels, “Young
southeast on top of a steep bank and Man of Manhattan." Her first story
well hidden from view by the trees appeared in 1923 and among her best
is the castle of William Oillete, actor known works beyond the one dedi-
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YOAK'f activity

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BJELLEVUE

Ml

on

Beacon

Next to the
State House.

Li • ^wiiittiiiii.i””'
^m7;iifiiininil((t

IH NEW YORK CITY
Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations

$9**0

SINGLE
Direction of E. J. Carrol

Just a feu minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
and shopping center*.

DOUBLE

HOTIl YORK-7th Ave. And 36th St. — 1 minute Penn. Station

New Lower Rates

HOTIl GRAND-Broadway and 31 it St.— 2 minutes Penn. Station
HOTIl ENDICOTT-Columbus Ave. and 81st St. — Opposite Park

HOTIl MARTHA WA$HINOTON for Woman - 29

IN BOSTON
Hotel Manger, No. Station, *2.50 up.

Hotel

East 29th St.

IN CHICAGO
Plaza, No. Ave. A No. Clark St. *1.50 up

Rooms without bath,
,

Complete Restaurant

up; with bath, M.00 up *
and Cafeteria Service

>

